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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Following a call for proposals of the Directorate General for Development Cooperation
(DGDC - Belgium) in April 2004, three proposals were approved:
•

‘Sustainable and Profitable Banana-based Systems for the African Great Lakes Region’, led
by the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), Kampala, Uganda.

•

‘Enhancing the resilience of agro-ecosystems in Central Africa: a strategy to revitalize
agriculture through the integration of natural resource management coupled to resilient
germplasm and marketing approaches’, led by the Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute
of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (TSBF-CIAT), Nairobi, Kenya.

•

‘Building Impact Pathways for Improving Livelihoods in Musa-based Systems in Central
Africa’, led by the International Network for the Improvement of Banana and Plantain of the
International Plant Genetic Resources Institute (INIBAP-IPGRI), Kampala, Uganda.

As the above projects proposed to operate largely in the same parts of Rwanda, Burundi,
and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), with similar national partner institutes,
and due to the complimentary nature of the activities proposed, above institutes agreed
to operate as a Consortium to ensure cooperation and complimentarity and avoid
technical and financial duplication at the national level. The Consortium for Improving
Agriculture-based Livelihoods in Central Africa (CIALCA) is a Consortium of the
International Agricultural Research Centers (IARCs) and their national research and
development partners that aims at close technical and administrative collaboration and
planning in areas of common interest, thereby enhancing returns to the investments
made by DGDC and accelerating impact at the farm level. This progress report describes
how CIALCA has been operating at the administrative and technical level from its
inception till today.
During a meeting in Leuven, Belgium (4-5 August 2005), representatives of above
projects met with the Belgian counterparts and the idea of a Consortium was first raised.
The idea was fully supported by a representative of DGDC, who attended the meeting.
The Consortium idea was exposed to the Director-Generals of the National Agricultural
Research Systems (NARS) (Institut National des Etudes et de la Recherche Agricole - INERA,
DRC; Institut des Sciences Agronomiques du Rwanda – ISAR, Rwanda; Institut des Sciences
Agronomiques du Burundi - ISABU, Burundi; and Institut de Recherche Agronomiques et
Zootechnique - IRAZ, Regional) during a follow-up meeting in Kigali, Rwanda (15-16
September 2005). The Consortium proposal was very much welcomed and preliminary
operational details were also discussed. The idea was also very much welcomed by the
administrations of the IARCs involved.
Following the positive feedback received at all levels, initiatives were taking to (i)
formalize CIALCA, (ii) establish local offices and administrative procedures, (iii) create
channels for communication and information exchange, and (iv) set-up a Steering
Committee (SC). In order to formalize CIALCA, a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) between the three IARCs is near completion. This MoU details, among other
aspects, reporting and accounting channels, use of common travel and student support
rates, and the use of capital equipment. To facilitate CIALCA activities, CIALCA offices
have been set-up in Bukuva (DRC) and Kigali (Rwanda) while a CIALCA contact
persons have been identified in Burundi, based in Gitega and in Kinshasa, DRC. The
offices are fully equipped with communication and transport equipment and are managed
by a national coordinator who facilitates office operations, implementation of activities,
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and relationships with all national partners. Communication and information sharing
channels will be activated soon and consist of a CIALCA website (www.cialca.net), a
monthly electronic newsletter, and a series of technical reports, to be posted on the
website. Currently, the Terms of Reference of the SC are being finalized and it is
expected that a SC meeting will be held in association with the annual planning meetings
of each project.
A major venue for technical planning of CIALCA activities have been annual planning
meetings of the individual projects with all project partners, in which all other projects
were represented. Such meetings took place in Bukavu, DRC (19-23 September 2005),
for the TSBF-CIAT-led project, in Rubona, Rwanda (2-7 October 2005), for the IITAled project, in Butare, Rwanda for the INIBAP-IPGRI- led project (28 November – 2nd
December 2005) and in Bujumbura, Burundi (27 February - 3 March 2006) for both the
IITA and INIBAP-IPGRI- led projects. Another major venue for technical planning of
CIALCA activities have been specific planning meetings with all partners in the context
of activities, jointly implemented by the three projects. Such meetings took place in the
context of the Participatory Rural Appraisals (PRA) and the baseline surveys. As a result
of these meetings, PRAs and baseline surveys have been implemented during the first
half of 2006 in 38 villages and with about 2800 households in DRC, Rwanda, and
Burundi. Following these activities, 20 Action Sites have been identified across the three
countries for implementation of research for development activities with local farmer
associations. Final characterization activities, to be carried out during the second half of
2006, will focus on market access, nutritional and health status of rural households, and
status of the natural resource base. Meetings with all potential partners operating around
the Action Sites will also be initialized during the second half of 2006 in order to identify
Satellite Sites in which the CIALCA products will be disseminated through its
development partners. Details of all above activities will be presented in the annual
progress report, due by the end of October.
Besides above characterization activities, on-farm demonstrations have been set-up with
improved germplasm and natural resource management options in the context of the
TSBF-CIAT project and preparations are finalized to demonstrate improved banana
varieties and soil fertility management practices for banana-based systems in the context
of the IITA and INIBAP-IPGRI projects. Again, plans are underway to demonstrate in
certain locations the best-bet options of all three projects in a production system set-up.
Parts of each of the above activities will be implemented in the context of various PhD
and MSc projects with students from the target countries with close involvement of the
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (K. U. Leuven) and Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL).
Although maybe ambitious in nature, CIALCA has proven to work, both at the
administrative and technical level, because of the support received from the
administrations of the respective NARSs and IARCs but especially because of the
commitment towards the CIALCA ideas and approaches from all partners involved. To
get this far, CIALCA has also meant a substantial investment in resources and time of all
partners who thus share a medium-to-long term vision, extending beyond the current
phase of the projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Following a call for proposals of the Directorate General for Development Cooperation
(DGDC - Belgium) in April 2004, focusing on Central Africa, three proposals were
approved:
•

‘Sustainable and Profitable Banana-based Systems for the African Great Lakes Region’, led
by the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), Kampala, Uganda.

•

‘Enhancing the resilience of agro-ecosystems in Central Africa: a strategy to revitalize
agriculture through the integration of natural resource management coupled to resilient
germplasm and marketing approaches’, led by the Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute
of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (TSBF-CIAT), Nairobi, Kenya.

•

‘Building Impact Pathways for Improving Livelihoods in Musa-based Systems in Central
Africa’, led by the International Network for the Improvement of Banana and Plantain of the
International Plant Genetic Resources Institute (INIBAP-IPGRI), Kampala, Uganda.

The purpose of the project led by IITA is to develop and disseminate in partnerships
with all stakeholders technologies that improve the sustainability and profitability of
banana-based cropping systems. Emphasis is put on identifying and exploring markets as
a driving force for changing banana-based farming systems. Technologies promoted
include amongst others locally adapted natural resource management options (including
integration of legumes), integrated pest management options, the introduction of new
banana hybrids, and improved post-harvest technologies. The project emphasizes strong
partnerships and capacity building with NARS, Universities, non-governmental
organizations (NGO), community-based organizations (CBO), and the private sector.
The project will also put emphasis on strategic research on sustainable use of the natural
resource base through collaboration with UCL.
The purpose of the INIBAP-IPGRI-led project is to strengthen national and regional
mechanisms to plan and orient investments, projects and research for development
synergies by increasing the contribution of Musa to rural well-being. The project will also
strengthen national frameworks for conserving local Musa germplasm, introducing and
evaluating new cultivars and multiplying and disseminating clean planting material of
superior cultivars. An important part of the project will be to support the global
collection of Musa germplasm and research on stress responses on banana, both
occurring in Belgium. The project further aims to identify, with scientists, extension
agencies, NGOs, and farmers, market opportunities for bananas and banana products,
to validate options for integrated pest and soil fertility management, and to develop
improved Musa production systems. The project emphasizes strong partnerships and
capacity building with NARS, universities, NGOs, CBOs, and the private sector. In the
INIBAP-IPGRI-led project, strategic research backing is given by K. U. Leuven.
The purpose of the project led by TSBF-CIAT is to develop and disseminate in
partnerships with all stakeholders resilient agro-ecosystems through integration of stresstolerant and bio-fortified germplasm, inclusion of locally adapted natural resource
management (NRM) options, market-led diversification and intensification, and
revitalisation of research for development capacity of all stakeholders. The main entry
points are multi-purpose legumes that will address issues related to declining soil fertility,
low income, and food insecurity and malnutrition which are major constraints to
improved rural livelihoods in the target areas. The project aims at integrating strategic,
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applied, and adaptive research for development with strong involvement of various
partners with expertise in all the above sectors. In the TSBF-CIAT-led project, strategic
research backing is given by K. U. Leuven.
As the above projects proposed to operate largely in the same parts of Rwanda, Burundi,
and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), with similar national partner institutes,
and due to the complimentary nature of the activities proposed, above institutes agreed
to operate as a Consortium to ensure cooperation and complimentarity and avoid
technical and financial duplication at the national level. The Consortium for Improving
Agriculture-based Livelihoods in Central Africa (CIALCA) is a Consortium of the
International Agricultural Research Centers (IARCs) and their national research and
development partners that aims at close technical and administrative collaboration and
planning in areas of common interest, thereby enhancing returns to the investments
made by DGDC and accelerating impact at the farm level. This progress report describes
how CIALCA has been operating at the administrative and technical level from its
inception till today and also summarizes progress with implementation of the various
activities. Based on specific advice from DGDC, this progress report covers the various
activities of the three projects, which allows highlighting how synergies between the three
projects have been fostered since their official inception in January 2006.

2. EXPECTED OUTPUTS OF THE THREE PROJECTS
2.A. OUTPUTS OF THE IITA BANANA PROJECT
The strategy of the project led by IITA is embedded in a vision of regional stability and
reconstruction, allowing a revival of collaboration and trade within the larger region of
the CEPGL. The project wishes to build on, and exploit, existing technologies and
expertise within and outside the region. We believe that agricultural intensification is the
way forward to achieve improved profitability, sustainability, and food security for
agriculture-based livelihoods in the Great Lakes region. Sound natural resource
management for improved productivity will be driven by market incentives and value
addition. The project wishes to achieve this through building partnerships with local,
national and international partners. The goal of the project is to improve food security
and income for banana producers and consumers while improving the sustainability of
the natural resource base in the Great Lakes region. The purpose is to create and diffuse
profitable, environmentally sustainable banana-based systems for the Great Lakes Region
of central Africa, in partnership with a broad range of stakeholders. Emphasis is put on
identifying and exploring markets as a driving force for changing banana-based farming
systems. Technologies promoted include amongst others locally adapted NRM options
(including integration of legumes), integrated pest management options, the introduction
of new banana hybrids, and improved post-harvest technologies.
The outputs of the IITA project are:
a. A minimum of five new recommendations for improved natural resource management,
providing improved and sustained banana yield response under the existing socio-economic
constraints (including food security, farmer resources, and gender inequality).
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b. Introdution of improved germplasm, amongst others at least four new IITA highland banana
hybrids (both cooking and juice) distributed and evaluated by farmers at the project
benchmark sites.
c. Rapid low-cost multiplication methods for bananas (macro-propagation) introduced and
taken up by partners and private-sector at a minimum of nine benchmark/action sites across
the region.
d. Three best-bet banana IPM technologies identified, adapted, and distributed to a minimum
of nine benchmark/action sites across the region.
e. Three best-bet banana post-harvest technologies identified and business plans developed,
together with NARS and private partnes.
f. Increased knowledge and skills of farmer communities in benchmark/actino site, to better
identify constraints and opportunities in production (soil, water, pests), post harvest, and
marketing.
g. Improved capacity of NARS partners through formal and informal training, workshops,
collaborative activities and the training of a minimum of 3 PhD and 10 MSc or ‘ingenieur’
students from the Great Lakes region.
h. Improved linkages between advanced research institutes in Europe (especially Belgium),
CGIAR research centers, and NARS partners from the Great Lakes region.

The activities of the project are organized under 6 logically-linked Work Packages:
•

WORK PACKAGE 1 (BASELINE). The goal of the baseline assessment work package is
to select and characterize implementation sites representing major banana ecologies and
markets, and to identify NGO, farmer group, and development partners in the sites with
which to work.

•

WORK PACKAGE 2 (SYSTEMS): The goal of the work package on ‘ integrated banana
systems development, evaluation, and demonstration’ is to work with farmers to develop
and evaluate sustainable and profitable banana systems for target ecologies while testing
dissemination pathways.

•

WORK PACKAGE 3 (POST-HARVEST): The goal of the post-harvest work package is to
develop and disseminate profitable, widely applicable post-harvest technologies

•

WORK PACKAGE 4 (CAPACITY). The goal of the capacity building work package is to
augment the capacity of farmers, NGOs, NARS, and development groups to implement and
disseminate profitable technologies developed within this project, and to increase research
capacity for further research related to soils, germplasm, plant health, and post-harvest
technologies.

•

WORK PACKAGE 5 (M&E): The monitoring and evaluation work package is to ensure
that project deliverables are achieved on time, and to adjust the log-frame based on
knowledge gained as the project progresses.

2.B. OUTPUTS OF THE INIBAP-IPGRI BANANA PROJECT
The goal of the project is to strengthen the knowledge- and services-support systems
(locally, nationally, regionally and internationally) for a more effective use of Musa and
improvement of rural well-being. The project has the following specific objectives:
•

To strengthen national mechanisms to plan and orient investments, projects and activities for
increasing the contribution of Musa to rural well-being.

•

To strengthen regional mechanisms to plan and orient research for development synergies
for increasing the contribution of Musa to rural well-being.

•

To safely conserve, characterize and make available globally a full range of Musa genetic
diversity for crop improvement and in support of rural development efforts.
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•

To strengthen national frameworks for conserving local Musa germplasm, introducing and
evaluating new cultivars and multiplying and disseminating clean planting material of superior
cultivars.

•

To establish the molecular basis for Musa responses to abiotic and biotic stresses as an input
to future productivity of African Musa productivity.

•

To validate, with scientists, extension agencies and NGOs and farmers, methods to identify
market opportunities for bananas and banana products, options for integrated pest and soil
fertility management, and improved Musa production systems.

The activities of the project are organised in 6 Work Packages:
•

Work package 1: Establishing Musa sector linkages within each country (INERA, ISAR,
IRAZ, ISABU, with INIBAP-IPGRI)

•

Work package 2: Building Musa partnerships regionally (INIBAP-IPGRI-BARNESA,
INIBAP-IPGRI-MUSACO)

•

Work package 3: Serving international germplasm needs (INIBAP-IPGRI-KUL ITC:
INIBAP-IPGRI Transit Centre)

•

Work package 4: Integrating local and improved germplasm (INERA, ISAR, IRAZ, ISABU,
with INIBAP-IPGRI)

•

Work package 5: Understanding stress resistance (supportive and strategic research, K. U.
Leuven)

•

Work package 6: Developing improved production systems (INERA, ISAR, IRAZ, ISABU,
with TSBF-CIAT/INIBAP-IPGRI

2.C. OUTPUTS OF THE TSBF-CIAT LEGUMES PROJECT
The strategy of the project led by TSBF-CIAT is embedded in a vision of national and
peaceful reconstruction and built on (i) a range of improved technology options that will
make the difference in people lives, (ii) revival of capacity for research for development,
(iii) facilitate access to markets, (iv) improvement of nutrition and health of vulnerable
groups, and (v) strategic alliances and partnerships. The goal of the project is to improve
food security, income, and nutrition of rural populations while conserving the natural
resource base in the mandate areas. The purpose is to develop and disseminate in
partnerships with all stakeholders resilient agro-ecosystems through integration of stresstolerant and bio-fortified germplasm, inclusion of locally adapted NRM options, marketled diversification and intensification, and revitalisation of research for development
capacity of all stakeholders.
The project has the following specific objectives:
•

To establish research priorities and identify researchable issues, constraints, opportunities,
and develop realistic action plans for rebuilding agricultural research for development.

•

To evaluate the role of markets in the management of the natural resource base, as affected
by farmer resource endowment and gender, and in the health status of vulnerable groups.

•

To create impact on the nutrition and health of vulnerable groups (e.g., HIV/malaria) and
communities at large.

•

To establish the mechanisms of adaptation and stress-tolerance for legumes and quantify the
contribution of stress-tolerant germplasm to the resilience of agro-ecosystems.

•

To establish the mechanisms of enhanced yield stability when combining organic and
inorganic sources of nutrients.
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•

To quantify the multiple win (food security/health, income, environment) potential of sitespecific, best-bet NRM interventions.

•

To guide the early adoption of best-bet interventions beyond the action sites, identify the
root causes for successes and failures of best-bet interventions beyond these sites, and
develop strategies for scaling out legume-based technologies and innovations,

•

To initiate coordinated service provision to assist farmers groups and other stakeholders to
diversify their cropping patterns and undertake marketing activities

•

To strengthen partnerships for NRM by reviving the capacity of the major stakeholders and
monitoring their mind-set changes.

•

To reconstruct the knowledge base on natural resource management in the mandate areas
and revive the research capacity in the development and evaluation of NRM technologies.

The activities of the project are organised under 6 logically-linked Work Packages:
•

WORK PACKAGE 1: Collection of baseline information on community assets, natural
resources, health/nutrition, and markets in mandate areas and identification of action sites,
satellite sites, farmer groups, and farmer typologies within those mandate areas – facilitated
by NARS and NGO partners

•

WORK PACKAGE 2: Participatory evaluation of best-bet NRM options compatible with
the natural resource base, the market environment, and the rural livelihood strategies at the
action sites – facilitated by TSBF-CIAT

•

WORK PACKAGE 3: Understanding mechanisms underlying adaptation and stresstolerance and contributions to the overall systems’ resilience - facilitated by K. U. Leuven

•

WORK PACKAGE 4: Operationalization of a continuous monitoring and evaluation
framework as a basis for trade-off analysis and impact assessment – facilitated by the Rural
Innovations Institute and the health team at the ATDT project of CIAT

•

WORK PACKAGE 5: Fostering scaling up and out of appropriate NRM options beyond
the action sites – facilitated by NGO partners

•

WORK PACKAGE 6: Enhanced partnerships and capacity building of all partners crucial in
furthering the development, testing, and promotion of NRM options – all partners

2.D. POTENTIAL SYNERGIES BETWEEN THE THREE PROJECTS
Following above information, the following summary table (Table 1) was made showing
a considerable degree of thematic overlap between the three projects. Also obvious from
the table is the substantial overlap in target areas and project partners. As a result of the
geographical focus of the DGDC call, the projects plan to operate largely in the same
areas, except for the TSBF-CIAT-led project that has not proposed activities in Burundi.
Fostering integration between the projects through identification of common sites for
implementing activities of the different projects could potentially result in practical
synergies, visible at the field level. Secondly, thematically, projects could benefit from
exchange of specific expertise present in a specific project. For instance, post-harvest
expertise, present in the IITA-led project, or nutritional expertise, present in the TSBFCIAT-led project, could also benefit the two other projects. Thirdly, the Belgian
university partners are from the same department for the INIBAP-IPGRI and TSBFCIAT-led projects and are actively collaborating at the university level. Integration of the
expertise, present at the Belgian university level, could also benefit all of the projects.
Lastly, partners are also common between certain projects. For instance, Diobass is an
NGO partner for the IITA and the TSBF-CIAT-led projects; TSBF-CIAT is also a major
partner in the project led by INIBAP-IPGRI.
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The overall goal of CIALCA is to facilitate all above interactions in order to obtain
integration between the activities of each project to the extent that this is desirable. It is
not to create a ‘super-project’ directing all activities within each of the three projects.
Table 1: Thematic, geographic, and partnerships-related overlap between the approved
projects, as derived from the original project documents.

Bananas - INIBAP Bananas - IITA

Legumes-TSBF

Themes

National sector organisation
and regional cooperation
Integrated pest and soil
fertility management
Germplasm characterisation,
conservation and evaluation
Functional genomics
Partnerships and capacity
building

Production systems
Markets
Integrated pest and soil
fertility management
Improved hybrids
Post-harvest
Partnerships and capacity
building

Legume germplasm
Soil Fertility Management
Markets
Nutrition
Partnerships and capacity
building

Target
areas

DRC: Bas-Congo, NordKivu
Rwanda
Burundi

DRC: East DR Congo
Rwanda
Burundi
(Uganda)

DRC: Bas-Congo, Kikwit,
Sud-Kivu
Rwanda: Bugesera, Umutara
(Kenya)

Partners
NARS

INERA, ISAR, ISABUIRAZ, (Agrobiotec,
Universite Cath de Graben)

INERA, ISAR, ISABUIRAZ

INERA, ISAR, (UniKin,
UCB)

CGIAR

IPGRI, CIAT

IITA

CIAT

Belgium

KUL (Rony)

UCL (Bruno)

KUL (Roel, Eric, Seppe)

NGOs

To be identified
(Worldvision)

Diobass, Catholic Relief
Services, others to be
identified

Diobass, Worldvision,
Innovative Resource
Management, others

3. OPERATIONALISATION OF CIALCA
3.A. PREPARATORY MEETINGS
1. Various preliminary meetings were held with the national institute partners in the three
target countries to develop the above proposals, resulting in three approved proposals.
2. In the context of a meeting in Kigali in the context of the sub-Saharan Africa
Challenge Program, representatives of the above projects and national partners
informally met on 27 April 2005 and agreed to work in a coordinated way (Annex 1).
3. Following a meeting in Leuven, on 4-5 August 2005, representatives of the above
projects met with the Belgian counterparts and the idea of a Consortium was first raised.
The idea was fully supported by a representative of DGDC, who attended the meeting
(Annex 2).
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4. The next step taken was to expose the idea of CIALCA to the Director-Generals of
INERA, ISAR, ISABU, IRAZ in Kigali, on 15-16 September 2005 (Annex 3).
Presentations were made on the 3 approved DGDC projects. CIALCA country
coordinator recruitment [for the 3 countries], office details/arrangements and CIALCA
administrative issues were discussed. In a first step CIALCA offices will be opened in
Kigali, Rwanda and Bukavu, DRC. Burundi will follow during 2006. The Consortium
idea was very much welcomed and operational details were also discussed.

3.B. ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONALISATION OF CIALCA
Following the positive feedback received at all levels, including administrations of the
IARCs involved, initiatives were taking to (i) formalize CIALCA, (ii) establish local
offices and administrative procedures, (iii) create channels for communication and
information exchange, and (iv) set-up a Steering Committee (SC).

3.B.1. MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING
In order to formalize CIALCA, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the
three IARCs is near completion. This MoU details, among other aspects, reporting and
accounting channels, use of common travel and student support rates, and the use an
write-off of capital equipment. A CIALCA logo has also been drafted.

3.B.2. STEERING COMMITTEE
Currently, the Terms of Reference of the SC are being finalized and it is expected that a
SC meeting will be held in association with the annual planning meetings of each project.
The SC will be responsible for overall supervision of the projects and monitoring
implementation of the research agenda.

3.B.3. OFFICES, COORDINATORS AND CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
To facilitate CIALCA activities, CIALCA offices have been set-up in Bukuva (DRC) and
Kigali (Rwanda) while a CIALCA contact person has been identified in Burundi, based in
Gitega. The offices are fully equipped with communication and transport equipment and
are managed by a national coordinator who facilitates office operations, implementation
of activities, and relationships with all national partners. Capital and operational funds
needed for operating the offices are shared between IITA, TSBF-CIAT, and INIBAPIPGRI following a 40:40:20 ratio, derived from the relative availability of operational and
capital funds in each of the projects.
The coordinates of the CIALCA offices are:
•

Burundi: Mr. Sylvestre Hakizimana, IRAZ, PO Box 91, Gitega, Burundi, Tel: (+257)
403020/21, Mobile: (+257) 903315, email: iraz@cbinf.com or hakizisyl@yahoo.fr.

•

Rwanda: Mrs. Kantengwa Speciose, c/o CIAT Rwanda, Kacyiru, Boulevard the
l'Umuganda, Concorde building, 1st floor, Kigali, Tel:(+250) 55 104708 or 08518471, email:
skantengwa03@yahoo.fr.

•

DRC – Sud-Kivu: Mr Dieudonné Katunga Musale, Coordinator, 6 Av. Kasongo, Commune
d'Ibanda, Bukavu, Eastern D.R.Congo, Tel:(+243) 98 669793, email:
katungamusale@yahoo.fr.
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•

DRC – Bas-Congo: Mr Jean-Paul Lodi Lama, c/o INERA office, 13 Avenue des Cliniques,
Kinshasa-Gombe, B.P.2037 Kinshasa 1, Tél: (+243) 815136746. email:
lodilama_jeanpaul@yahoo.fr or llodilama@hotmail.com.

3.B.3. COMMUNICATION AND REPORTING CHANNELS
Communication and information sharing channels will be activated soon and consist of a
CIALCA website (www.cialca.net), a monthly electronic newsletter, and a series of
technical reports, to be posted on the website.
Technical and financial reporting lines are described in Annex 3. In summary, funds to
support project activities will flow from the individual IARC center to the partners at the
sites that are leading those activities. Technical reports and accounting will flow through
the CIALCA offices in the various regions to the individual IARCs. Funds to support
specific activities, led by the CIALCA coordinators, will flow directly to the respective
CIALCA offices.

3.C. TECHNICAL OPERATIONALISATION OF CIALCA
Other major fora for technical planning of CIALCA activities have been annual planning
meetings of the individual projects with all project partners, in which all other projects
were represented. Such meetings took place in Bukavu, DRC (19-23 September 2005),
for the TSBF-CIAT-led project, in Rubona, Rwanda (2-7 October 2005), for the IITAled project, in Butare, Rwanda for the INIBAP-IPGRI-led project (28 November – 2nd
December 2005) and in Bujumbura, Burundi (27 February - 3 March 2006) for both the
IITA and INIBAP-IPGRI-led project. The major outcomes of these meetings were (i) a
clear understanding of the goals and objectives of the various projects, (ii) a preliminary
identification of the target sites for implementing project activities, (iii) a preliminary
activity planning calendar for activities related to the project work packages, and (iv) a
first discussion on how to fully integrate all stakeholders in the planned project activities.
Another major venue for technical planning of CIALCA activities have been specific
planning meetings with all partners in the context of activities, jointly implemented by
the three projects. Such meetings took place in the context of the Participatory Rural
Appraisals (PRA) and the baseline surveys. As a result of these meetings, PRAs and
baseline surveys have been implemented during the first half of 2006 in 38 villages and
with about 2800 households in DRC, Rwanda, and Burundi. Following these activities,
20 Action Sites have been identified across the three countries for implementation of
research for development activities with local farmer associations. Final characterization
activities, to be carried out during the second half of 2006, will focus on market access,
nutritional and health status of rural households, and status of the natural resource base.
Meetings with all potential partners operating around the Action Sites will also be
initialized during the second half of 2006 in order to identify Satellite Sites in which the
CIALCA products will be disseminated through its development partners.
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4. BENCHMARK AREAS AND ORGANIZATION
4.A. STRATEGY FOR SELECTING MANDATE AREAS, ACTION SITES,
SATELLITE SITES

The site selection procedures as formulated in the three project proposals varied
somewhat in the details, but generally showed large overlap in the approach. INIBAPIPGRI mentioned the use of pilot sites, IITA would use their benchmark site approach,
and TSBF-CIAT used the concept of mandate areas, action sites, and satellite sites. In
order to avoid confusion and ambiguity in terminology use, all CIALCA partners decided
to adopt the terms mandate areas, action sites and satellite sites. Based on the project
proposals, several mandate areas will be identified for focussing activities of the
projects. Mandate areas are defined as areas with similar agro-ecological conditions and
poverty profiles that have nonetheless relatively good access to large urban markets and
where the target cropping systems are important components of smallholder farmers.
Mandate areas represent large areas (i.e. hundreds to thousands of square kilometers),
often corresponding to provinces, e.g. Kibungo (Rwanda), Gitega (Burundi), South Kivu
highlands (DRC). Mandate areas are different in surface area between the two target
countries and the number of people living in each mandate area can vary between
100,000 and 1,000,000.
Within each mandate area, action sites and satellite sites are identified based on the
relative access to markets. Action sites are geographical areas encompassing a community
or a limited cluster of communities in each mandate area in which the field activities
related to technology identification, evaluation, and adaptation will take place in
partnership with development agencies. Action sites are selected to reflect contrasts in
specific key variables, presumed to substantially influence the nature of best-bet
technologies and their mode of dissemination. The number of people living in each
action site can vary between 500 and 5000. Satellite sites are similar in terms of
geographical area, population, and other general characteristics as action sites but more
numerous. These sites will be used to evaluate best-bet options, developed in the action
sites, under leadership of associate partners. The selection of satellite sites has not yet
been taken place. This is also not yet needed at this stage of the project. However, when
scaling out successful technologies from the action sites, the NGO partners will
especially be implicated to select suitable satellite sites within each mandate area.
Most NRM development, testing, and adaptation work will take place in the action sites
with the satellite sites serving as a means to scale out project products. Within each
action site, baseline information will be collected on farmer typologies, within-farm soil
fertility gradients, farming systems, post harvest value addition activities and potentials,
markets, social structures, nutrition and health status, indigenous coping mechanisms, the
current contributions of legumes and bananas to human and livestock nutrition and
cropping system productivity, etc. These data will provide a framework for impact
assessment later in the project. Another important aspect of this initial set of activities is
the identification of active farmer groups that will lead all evaluation activities, as the
current project will work with communities rather than individual farmers. Within each
action site, farmer typologies will be constructed, based on resource endowment and
gender, thereby giving specific attention to vulnerability (e.g., HIV/AIDS infected
people, widow-headed households).
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4.B. LOCATION OF MANDATE AREAS AND ACTION SITES
CIALCA has chosen to work in 10 key geographical areas in Burundi, the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Rwanda (Figure 1). The mandate areas were largely
pre-defined in the original project proposals. During the annual planning meetings of the
respective CIALCA projects, the selection and boundaries of the mandate areas were
further defined. These resulted in the following ten mandate areas (between brackets are
the projects that dominantly, but not solely or exclusively, intervene in these areas). Each
mandate area implies different challenges and diverse opportunities for the three projects
that comprise CIALCA. The 10 mandate areas are (with the projects operating in these
areas between brackets):
DRC
 Bas-Congo (TSBF-CIAT projects)
 Sud-Kivu montagneux (IITA, INIBAP-IPGRI, and TSBF-CIAT projects)
 Nord-Kivu montagneux (IITA project)
 Rusizi Plain, Rwanda and Burundi (IITA, INIBAP-IPGRI projects)
RWANDA
 Kibuye-Gisenyi (IITA, INIBAP-IPGRI project)
 Kigali-Kibungo (IITA, INIBAP-IPGRI and TSBF-CIAT projects)
 Gitarama (IITA project)
 Umutara (TSBF-CIAT project)
BURUNDI
 Gitega (IITA project)
 Kirundo (INIBAP-IPGRI project)
 Ruzizi plains (IITA project)

Figure 1. CIALCA mandate areas in DRC, Rwanda, and Burundi.
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4.C. PROGRESS WITH CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MANDATE AREAS
4.C.1. CHARACTERIZATION VARIABLES
Each mandate area was characterized in terms of certain key variables, including the
agro-climatology of the area, the population density of the area, and the access to
markets. Population density was provided by the Global Rural Urban mapping project 1
datasets for Africa. This dataset was chosen to ensure a consistent set across the three
countries this dataset was chosen. GRUMP is inferior to some data publicly available for
Rwanda (data are older and the spatial resolution is poorer) but it is the only reliable
source of data for DRC. Different markets were chosen for characterizing the mandate
areas. For Bas-Congo these markets were the city of Mbanza-Ngungu and the capital city
Kinshasa. For Gitarama Kigali was chosen as the principal market to be analyzed, while
the towns of Ruhango and Gitarama itself were selected as local markets. For the Gitega
mandate area the town of Gitega and the capital city, Bujumbura, were selected. In the
Kibuye-Gisenyi mandate areas the towns of Gisenyi and Kibuye as well as Kigali and
Goma in DRC were selected. In Kigali-Kibungo the only market of interest was Kigali.
In the Kirundo mandate area we calculated accessibility to the town of Kirundo and for
Kigali. For the Nord-Kivu mandate area the markets of Beni and Butembo were chosen
as well as the cross-border location of Kasindi and the eventual market of Kampala in
Uganda. For the Rusizi plain there were a number of possible markets but the key one
was the city of Bujumbura. In Sud-Kivu there was the local market of Bukavu as well as
more distant ones such as the border locations of Cyangugu and Kibuye in Rwanda and
the final market destination of Kigali. Finally in Umutara accessibility was modeled to the
most important market – Kigali. Due to lack of soils data the characterization of the
agro-climatology was limited to the annual precipitation and a calculation of the length of
growing season.
The results of characterizing the mandate areas were combined to form development
domains similar to those used for priority setting by the Association for Strengthening
Agricultural Research in East and Central Africa (ASARECA) 2. Slight modifications were
made to the ASARECA development domains, especially in the choice of markets and in
the threshold values used.

4.C.2. POTENTIAL ACTION SITES
A number of locations have been chosen as candidates for action sites. At each location a
participatory rural appraisal (PRA) was carried out to determine the important
characteristics of the communities, such as the major farming systems, their engagement
with markets, and to gauge the presence and strength of local organizations. As part of
the characterization of mandate areas we have also analyzed the representativity of each
PRA site within the mandate site as a whole in terms of the major variables described
above. Histograms were produced of the distribution of each variable (e.g. rainfall)
throughout the mandate area. These histograms were weighted according to the location
of the population and each PRA site was located on the histogram. A preliminary scaling1

GRUMP, 2005. Global Urban-Rural Mapping Project (GRUMP). Dataset available at
http://beta.sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw/#
2
ASARECA (2005). Fighting poverty, reducing hunger and enhancing resources through regional
collective action in agricultural research for development. ASARECA (Association for Strengthening
Agricultural Research in Eastern and Central Africa) Strategic Plan 2005-2015, August 2005, Entebbe,
Uganda. 94 pp
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out exercise has also been carried out for the PRA sites using software called
Homologue 3. As the name suggests this software identifies similar environments in terms
of purely biophysical terms. Despite the fact that it does not capture socio-economic
attributes the results are a useful tool for judging potential diffusion areas for the
technologies developed by the CIALCA projects.

4.C.3. AN EXAMPLE: THE NORD-KIVU MONTAGNEUX MANDATE AREA
The Nord-Kivu montagneux mandate area consists of the territoire of Beni, as well as
the town of Butembo and some parts of Lubero (Figure 2). The eastern and southern
parts of this area are characterised by mountains, lakes and national parks. The
population of the area is estimated at 1,120,000 and the size of the mandate area is
almost 10,000 km2. Eight sites were selected for PRAs, these were Maboya, Munoli,
Iragaya/Maboya, Nzenga/Mutwanga, Nzenga 1, Mangondomu, Makiki, and Vuvatsi.
The values of the key characteristics of the mandate area can be seen in Table 2, while
Table 3 shows the combined size of specific urban markets within 1, 4 and 8 hours
traveling (one-way) from the PRA sites.
Table 2: Characteristics of PRA Sites in Nord-Kivu montaneux Mandate area
Growing
Annual
Elevation
Development Domain
PRA Site
season
rainfall
Population, Access to markets,
days
mm
m
Agricultural potential
31. Maboya
365
1509
1404
Low, High, Low
32. Munoli
365
1515
1760
Low, Low, Low
33. Iragaya/Maboya
365
1470
1403
Low, Low, Low
34. Nzenga/Mutwanga
365
1268
1048
Low, High, Low
35. Nzenga 1
365
1246
1005
Low, High, Low
36. Mangondomu
365
1482
1010
Low, High, High
37. Makiki
365
1486
976
Low, High, High
38. Vuvatsi
365
1556
1860
Low, Low, Low

Population
density
People per
km2
122
59
59
122
122
122
122
75

Table 3: Access to markets and population of specific markets within specific time zones
from the PRA Sites in the Nord-Kivu montagneux Mandate area. Only markets defined
as important for the CIALCA mandate areas were considered.
Access to:
<1
0–4
hour
hours
PRA Site
Kasindi
Butembo Kampala
Beni
0 202,476
Hrs Min Hrs Min Hrs Min Hrs Min
0
0
31. Maboya
5
14
2
18
19
28
2
40
0
0
32. Munoli
14
0
8
23
28
15
8
36
0
26,949
33. Iragaya/Maboya
11
23
5
20
25
37
5
58
0
26,949
34. Nzenga/Mutwanga
1
23
4
18
15
49
4
27
0 229,428
35. Nzenga 1
2
0
5
18
16
14
5
52
0
0
36. Mangondomu
3
33
3
20
17
48
3
0
0
0
37. Makiki
4
9
4
20
18
23
4
35
0
0
38. Vuvatsi
12
7
6
23
26
21
6
19
0
0

0–8
hours
229,428
0
202,476
229,428
229,428
229,428
229,428
202,476
0
0

3

CIAT, 2004. Homologue: A Computer System for Identifying Similar Environments throughout the
Tropical World. Software available at: http://gisweb.ciat.cgiar.org/homologue/
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The graphs in Figure 3 show the distribution of the values of the variables used in
characterizing the Mandate area. It can be seen therefore that the PRA sites in NordKivu mandate area represent well the mandate area in all of the variables although they
tend to be located in the lower and drier parts of the region which is not surprising given
the mountainous terrain. Figure 4 shows the environments that are similar to the NordKivu montagneux PRA sites and were promising interventions could potentially be
disseminated.

Figure 2: Elevation of Nord-Kivu montagneux Mandate area showing PRA sites: 31.
Maboya; 32. Munoli; 33. Iragaya/Maboya; 34. Nzenga/Mutwanga; 35. Nzenga 1; 36.
Mangondomu; 37. Makiki; and 38. Vuvatsi.
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Figure 3: Histograms of key characteristics in Nord-Kivu montagneux mandate area.
Green arrows refer to the PRA sites.

Figure 4: Homologue environments in Central Africa of the Nord-Kivu montagneux PRA Sites.
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5. PROGRESS WITH COMMON ACTIVITIES
5.A. CHARACTERIZATION STRATEGY
Since collection of baseline information is crucial for selecting representative sites for
implementation of project activities with future potential for scaling up and out and for
impact assessment at a later stage of the project, most of the first 6 months of the
projects were spent to implement three characterization-related activities: (i) participatory
rural appraisals (PRA), (ii) a baseline survey, and (iii) specific follow-up studies (Figure
5). As explained above, the PRAs and baseline survey were implemented as CIALCA,
through common planning and cost-sharing between the three projects. After having
delineated the mandate areas (see Section 4.c.), PRAs were held in about 8 ‘villages’ per
Mandate area, thereby ensuring that villages with relatively good and relatively poor
access to markets were included. ‘Villages’ corresponded with political units containing
about 500 households and were named differently in different region (the ‘village’
equivalent is underlined):
•

Sud-Kivu: province – territoire – chefferie/collectivité – groupement – localité (chef –
500-1000 HH) – village

•

Bas-congo: province – district – territoire – secteur – groupement – village (chef – 5001000 HH)

•

Rwanda: province – district – secteur (chef – 500 HH) – cellule – nyumba kumi

•

Burundi: province – commune – zone – colline (chef 500 HH) – secteur

Based on the information obtained through the PRAs, Action Sites were identified
following a set of specific criteria, including the presence of active farmer groups,
accessibility, etc (see Annex 4). A baseline survey was then implemented with about 2800
households across all Action Sites identified, focusing on aspects of livelihoods, markets,
nutrition, bananas, and legumes. The baseline survey also aimed at collecting information
to enable constructing farmer typologies, based on the presence of specific production
units or access to resources (e.g., land, labour, capital, knowledge). As a last step in the
characterization work, specific studies are planned to be implemented to get all required
information related to the specific themes of the individual projects. The INIBAPIPGRI and IITA projects will focus on banana production systems and access to markets
while the TSBF-CIAT project will focus on legume production and current contribution
to rural livelihoods, market access, and nutritional status of the rural population. More
details related to the PRAs, the baseline survey, and the specific studies are given in the
sections below.
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Baseline study

PRA/Specific studies

X Draft tools
(incl Sampling)
X Final tools
X Team identification
X Training/testing

X PRA checklist
X Teams
X Training/testing
X PRA’s/confirm sites

X Community
selection
X Tools for
spec studies
X Teams
X Training/testing

Selected
Villages

X Baseline
implementation

X Data entry

Typologies

X Data analysis
X Specific studies
(markets, health,
soil, legumes,
bananas)

X Baseline report

X PM&E with
communities

Field activities

Figure 5: Strategy for the selection and characterization of the Action Sites.

5.B. PARTICIPATORY RURAL APPRAISALS
5.B.1. OBJECTIVES OF PRA
As part of the implementation strategy for CIALCA, PRAs were conducted in a total of
46 communities in mandate areas. The main objectives of PRA were to (i) improve
understanding of rural communities and farmers’ livelihood assets, strategies and
opportunities; (ii) identify researchable issues, constraints, opportunities, and entry
points for rebuilding agricultural research for development; (iii) provide information that
help in the characterization of action sites and in the selection of communities,
associations and farmers that will participate in research and development activities; and
(iv) provide general and community-level information that help to focus and target
baseline surveys and other in-depth characterisation studies

5.B.2. METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE OF PRA
The PRA exercises were conducted in a total of 46 villages in the mandate areas of
Rwanda, DRC, and Burundi (Table 4). The PRAs were conducted between November
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2005 and June 2006 by multidisciplinary teams from partner organizations including
NARS, NGOs, and universities. A four-day training of PRA teams was conducted in
Bukavu to jointly develop the checklist, and train teams from Burundi, Rwanda, SudKivu and Bas-Congo. A pre-testing exercise was conducted with farmers from Bugobe in
Sud-Kivu, DRC. The actual PRA exercises took an average of four hours and included
an introductory session, working groups with different tools, and plenary feedback with
all the farmers, and a synthesis and evaluation by the team of facilitators.
Table 4: Sites and participation in the PRA exercises.
Country
Mandate Areas
Nr of villages
Rwanda

Burundi
DRCo
Total

Kibuye-Gisenyi
Kigali-Kibungo
Gitarama
Umutara
Gitega
Kirundo
Ruzizi plains
Sud-Kivu montagneux
Nord-Kivu montagneux
Bas-Congo
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Number of participating farmers
Total
Means Max
Min
471
37
53
27

9

230

25

52

16

10
8
8
45

868
416
404
2599

90
30
50

170
92
103

41
52
23

The PRAs used focus group discussions (FGD) with separate groups of male and female
farmers, participatory community resource mapping, venn-diagrams and stakeholder
analysis matrix with selected key informants. A sustainable livelihood framework was
used to develop a check list that captured important aspects of rural livelihoods (capital
assets, livelihood strategies, vulnerability context, livelihood outcomes). One innovation
in the CIALCA approach was to include ‘Party Numbers’ or number derived from
participatory methods and that provide some quantification amenable to statistical
analysis of relevant aspects such as levels of use of improved technologies (varieties, soil
fertility management), participation in farmers’ groups and association, number of meals
consumed per household, access to health centres, access to markets, importance of
banana and legumes in the farming systems. The PRA exercises consisted of 49 questions
organized around the topics presented in Table 5 and Annex 4.
Table 5: Topics covered in PRA exercise.
Topics
Type of information collected
General Information
Identification of village
GPS coordinates
Participation by gender and timing
Farming systems
Main cropping system
Principal cultures
Type and management of livestock
Land tenure systems
Agricultural activities
Gender division of roles and activities
Off-farm activities
Agricultural tools
Evolution of yields
Importance of banana, legumes and cassava
Natural resources management
Participatory resources mapping
Technologies for soil fertility management
Knowledge and practice of soil fertility management
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technologies
Use of agricultural inputs
Types of soils and soil fertility gradients
Extent of land degradation
Land management practices
Household size
Number of meals
Food expenditure
Visit to health centres
Access to health and nutrition information
Market outlets
Distance to markets
Access to credit
Input marketing
Traders
Food processing
Wealth classification
Local organisations
External stakeholders
Activities and roles of organisations

Nutrition and Health

Markets

Stakeholder analysis

5.B.3. HIGHLIGHTS OF RESULTS
Participation in PRA
The levels of participation in FGD varied by site. On the average, each FGD involved
about 30 men and 26 women. It is important to note that farmers’ participation was
relatively consistent throughout the duration of PRA exercises (Figure 6).

35
30

nombre

25
20
15

Men

women

10
5
0
Starting

30 min

1 hr

1.3

2hrs

Temps

Figure 6: Levels of participation by men and women in PRA exercises

One of the criticisms of PRAs is that they tend to focus on the ‘communities’ and have
ignored gender: ‘Gender is hidden [in participatory research] in seemingly inclusive terms: ‘the people’,
‘farmers’, beneficiaries or simply ‘the community’. (…) it became clear that ‘the community’ was all too
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often the male community’ 4. An important consideration in CIALCA’s PRAs was therefore
an effective integration of gender analysis not only by holding separate group discussions
with men and women’s groups, but more importantly by maintaining a more systematic
gender and social analysis of the roles, responsibilities, constraints and opportunities as
well as decision-making processes between men and women in relation to agricultural
production, markets, nutrition and health.
Importance of legumes and bananas
There were important differences across sites in the relative importance of banana and
legumes in the farming systems. Banana and beans were the main crops in the
intercropping in Sud-Kivu, Rwanda and Burundi, but less important in Bas-Congo.
There were also significant gender differences in the prevalence of mono-cropping
systems of banana, beans and soybeans (Table 6).
Table 6: Prevalence of mono-cropping for beans, banana and soybeans.
Beans
Banana
Soybeans
Sites
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Rwanda
27
9
36
36
27
36
Sud-Kivu
46
64
73
46
46
46
Bas-Congo
42
14
29
0
14
14

While most farmers had several types of banana (table, beer, cooking, etc) in Sud-Kivu,
Nord-Kivu, Rwanda and Burundi, in Bas-Congo there were only two types. Processed
products from banana include beer, flour, juice, and paste in Sud-Kivu. In Rwanda, only
beer and juice were processed from bananas, while no processing was done in BasCongo. Most farmers also planted 4 different legumes (beans, soybeans, groundnuts and
cowpeas), but with significant variations between villages in Sud-Kivu ranging from two
types to four.
It was evident from the PRAs that most farmers do not have access to improved
cultivars of banana. Of the over 2500 farmers who participated in PRA, only 112 male
farmers and 21 farmers, in only 6 villages (4 in Sud-Kivu and 2 in Bas-Congo) were using
improved banana cultivars. In contrast, 56% of farmers were using improved bean
varieties and the adoption levels have reached their ceiling in a number of villages with
100% of adopters. Other constraints included pest and diseases, soil fertility decline,
climatic variations (drought) which had negative impacts on yields of important crops.
Marketing was also clearly seen as an important constraint to increased production and
productivity.
Soil fertility
Soil fertility was recognized as a major factor affecting productivity and yield decrease
across all sites. Most farmers distinguished about 4 types of soils and different soil
fertility gradients within fields, farms and villages. While there was considerable
knowledge of soil fertility management technologies, many of technologies were not
practiced by farmers (Figure 7). The use of external inputs was limited to a few farmers,
and often for specific crops such as vegetables. In DRC and Burundi sites, there was
virtually no use of fertilizer. Most farmers relied on organic matter applied to legumes,
bananas, as well as other crops.

4

Akerkar, Supriya (2001) Gender and Participation: Overview Report, Institute of Development
Studies.
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Figure 7: Proportion of selected soil fertility enhancing technologies used at the PRA
sites.

In most villages, farmers perceived banana as having positive contributions to soil
fertility. However, this perception was negative in two villages (Kimbedi Kiela and
Kimbedi Lenfu) in Bas-Congo, where banana are not grown. Banana were perceived as
important in controlling soil erosion, mulching and composting, as well as animal feed
and other household needs. It is interesting to note that although majority of farmers
recognized that legumes play an important role in improving soil fertility, PRA results
revealed that in 45% of villages in Rwanda, farmers associated soybeans with negative
influence on soil fertility. This is clearly an issue that needs further investigation to
understand the roles of legumes and their management systems in soil fertility.
Social capital
Venn-diagrams (Figure 8) revealed that in general most sites have local associations and
farmers organisations, with an average of 10 (SD 10.27) per village. Villages in Sud-Kivu
had more farmers’ organisations and local associations than other villages. Some of these
associations are relatively big, some times with memberships exceeding 1000 farmers.
Similarly, there are development partners, mainly NGOs in most villages ranging from
none to 20, with an average of about four (SD 4.2) per village. Most of these
organisations are agricultural based, with some involved in health and nutrition as well as
education.
Access to markets
There are different types of markets in the sites, ranging from local village markets
operating on specific days, to big regional markets. Distance to the most important
markets was considered as an important variable in the site characterisation above. The
only source of market information across all sites was from the market (traders and other
farmers. There is no organised market information system. While in Rwanda no barriers
were mentioned that constrained market access, except taxes in one village, most farmers
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in Sud-Kivu and Bas Congo are constrained by excessive taxes and military check points.
The latter were however decreasing.

Figure 8: Example of a Venn-diagram depicting social organisations at the village level.

Nutrition and Health
One key indicator of nutrition and health is the number of meals consumed in farmers’
household per day. Results showed that a considerable number (37.4%) of household in
Sud-Kivu could only afford one meal a day (Figure 9), and only 10% could afford 3
meals a day. The food security situation is better in Rwanda and Bas-Congo where most
households (70.6% and 52.4 % respectively) have two meals a day. The PRA also asked
food consumption patterns, particularly consumption of animal and vegetable proteins.
It is interesting to note that while Rwandan farmers have two meals a day, there are large
disparities in their consumption of protein, compared to Sud-Kivu where there are a
considerable number of food insecure households.
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Figure 9: Box-whisker diagram for the proportion of households eating 1 meal per day.
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Most farmers have access to health centres near their villages or to some reasonable
distance. Over 40% of farmer households visited health centres at least once a month,
and as expected more women visited health centres compared to men.
PRA outputs
The analysis of PRA results provided a basis for sampling baseline sites and ultimately
selecting action sites and farmers’ associations to work with. Using criteria such as access
to markets, presence of farmers’ organizations, farming systems, 50% of PRA sites were
selected as action sites and the other 50% will serve as satellite sites for scaling out by
different partners. PRA results also provided a basis for focusing and targeting baseline
surveys to complement the community-level information by more detailed crosssectional household data that can serve for both targeting, monitoring and evaluation and
impact assessment. Data analysis is in progress and will be disseminated through
CIALCA’s technical reports and series for different sites and partners.

5.C. BASELINE SURVEYS
5.C.1. RATIONALE OF THE BASELINE SURVEYS
The baseline surveys are a follow up and in depth studies of the above described PRA
exercises. Based on the PRA, sites were selected in which the project will work, and
within these sites, the baseline studies are conducted. Expected benefits from the
baseline: Benefits for CIALCA are outlined below and above, but it will have
tremendous value for research in general, especially because it gathers farm and
household data for DRC, Burundi and Rwanda, which are basically lacking as per now, in
particular due to the distress situation in DRC.
The baseline surveys will provide data for the following purposes:
•
•

Counterfactual data for ex-post impact assessment
Information for priority setting and technology assessment

Data cover the following fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Household systems and social and economic structures, including assets and financial
ressources
Farming systems agronomics and economics
Access to markets and marketing patterns for the focus crops (banana, legumes, cassava)
Post harvest handling and processing of the focus crops
Social structure of households and households’ embeddedness in social structures
Status and determinants of food security, including food consumption patterns and nutrition
Health (including access to and utilization of health services)

5.C.2. SITES, SAMPLE SIZES, AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY OF THE
BASELINE SURVEY

As mentioned above, the sites were selected on the basis of the PRA findings. Criteria
for final site selection were a) variation of sites in market access, b) variation in agroecological zones, c) sufficient social capital/structures to carry out the project, d)
accessibility of sites. The final sites were distributed as depicted below (Table 7). The
number of households per site is in general 100, and the total number of samples across
the region is 2,800. About 1,300 households are interviewed in DRC (North Kivu, Sud
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Kivu, Bas Congo), 1,000 households are interviewed in Rwanda, and the Burundi sample
covers 500 households.
Prior to the baseline, a number of meetings were held with the lead scientists of CIALCA
to develop the questionnaire. The disciplines covered by the scientists are economics,
sociology, food sciences, agronomy, and soil sciences. After developing a draft
questionnaire, a meeting was held in Butare, Rwanda, to train survey leaders and
enumerators from the three countries. This meeting included a thorough review and
discussion of the questionnaire, adaptation of the questionnaire to local needs and
technical requirements for the interviews, as well as pre-testing. After the pre-testing, the
questionnaires went through another round of discussion and adaptation before being
applied in the field.
Table 7: Baseline sites and sample size.
Country
Action sites
DRC
Sud-Kivu montagneux
Nord-Kivu montagneux
Bas-Congo
Rwanda
Umutara
Kigali-Kibungo
Gitarama
Kibuye-Gisenyi
Burundi
Gitega
Kirundo
Ruzizi plains
TOTAL

Villages
5
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
30

Households
100
100
100
50
100
100
100
100
100
100

Total
500
400
400
200
400
200
200
200
200
100
2,800

The baseline surveys have been completed in Rwanda and Sud Kivu, whereas they are
still ongoing in Nord Kivu and Bas Congo. They will start up in October in Burundi.

5.C.3. COMPONENTS OF THE BASELINE SURVEYS
Household structure and economics
Data gathered here are data on household type in terms of male or female headed,
residence of household head, and primary occupation. Moreover, the survey looks at age
structure and education of family members, as well as on off-farm employment and
incomes. Data will help to identify characteristics of technology adopters in the impact
studies, as well as determine the available resources for upgrading technologies or
adapting new ones. In particular the data on education will help to assess the noneconomic impacts of the project, e.g.. in terms of education. It will also yield information
on the role of education in agricultural efficiency and innovation. Moreover, data on
financial resources, access to and utilization of credit, as well as household assets are
taken up, in order to identify financial and capital constraints and the potential
indications for technology uptake. For conflict stricken areas like DRC and Burundi,
information on whether the households were affected by warfare and civil unrest are
gathered.
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Social capital
In this section, we investigate the participation in social organizations and collective
action. This is an important information base on the potential for adopting technologies
and also the potential for successfully participating in collective on-farm research efforts.
Agriculture
Gathering information on agriculture is in the center of the baseline study. The
information collected here covers the full range of the household’s agricultural structure,
resources, and activities. It includes plot descriptions, production structure, input use,
germplasm and seed/planting material, soil fertility management, livestock, labour force
and labour use, and mechanization. The data will be used to determine resource
endowment and constraints and help to assess technologies with respect to their
adoption potential, e.g. in terms of labour saving technologies, soil fertility management
etc. The information will also be used to get an overview of technologies or germplasm
that is already available on the farms, or the respective gaps and potential for quick
intervention, e.g. in terms of germplasm dissemination.
Market access, agricultural marketing, post harvest processing and handling
Knowledge on market structures, market outlets and commercialization is crucial when
introducing new technologies. The potential for commercialization of outputs determines
the adoption potential. Therefore, we gather data on the degree of commercialization of
the various focus crops, market outlets, transaction frequencies and sources of price
information. All these variables determine the capability to react on market signals and
therefore the potential for an efficient market oriented resource allocation.
The baseline survey also gathers information on post-harvest handling and processing of
the focal crops within the households in order to have an indication of the potential for
value adding.
Food and nutrition, food security
This part of the survey investigates food consumption from domestic sources as well as
from purchases and food aid, household expenditures on food and non-food items. It
also covers the food security status as perceived by the household, aspects of temporality
and severity of food insecurity, and the households’ coping strategies. The information
obtained is crucial for impact assessment in the field of food security, as well as targeting
households with specific technologies and crop varieties that help them cope with food
insecurity.
Health
The health section covers aspects of health and diseases affecting the household, as well
as access to health facilities, pure drinking water, and health councelling. It also covers
health expenditures. This information will help to identify technologies that improve
health, but also identify the constraints to agricultural labour that might be imposed by
health problems. Improved health could also be an indirect impact of the project, so the
information gathered here will also flow into the impact analysis.
Access to extension services
Apart from market access, also the access to extension services is evaluated.
Expectations and needs from research
The questionnaire closes with a section on expectations from research and asks the
interviewee for a priority setting of research fields as per his perception. Information on
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this will help to review the project priorities and is also a first step towards participatory
on-farm research for development.

5.C.5. WAY FORWARD WITH THE BASELINE SURVEY
Having gathered and analysed the data from the baseline surveys, we will continue with
in-depth studies. These studies will cover the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Production systems of the focal crops
Marketing systems of the focal crops, in particular bananas
Potential for processing and value adding, in particular for bananas
Sociology, nutrition and health studies

6. PROGRESS WITH IITA ACTIVITIES
As indicated in the IITA project document, the project outputs are achieved through a
series of research and training activities. In the following section, we will give an
overview of the main achievements thus far and we will indicate progress for the
principal activities, which were regrouped as follows.

6.A. REVIEW AND SYNTHESIS OF BANANA RESEARCH IN THE REGION
The main objective of this activity is to get a ‘state of the art’ report on banana
production systems, soil fertility, IPM, and markets, including geospatial maps. The
second objective of this activity was the identification of NGO partners and mandate
areas and action sites. A ‘state of the art’ report on highland banana production systems
(with emphasis on Burundi) was written in French and English by Dr. Theodomir
Rishimuhirwa (Agrobiotec, Burundi) entitled ‘The role and management of bananas in
Burundian farming systems’.
Two project planning meetings were organized in which NARS partners were requested
to present the ‘state of the art’ of banana research and banana research capacity for their
respective country or region. These presentations were made available in digital format
on CD. The titles of these two CD’s were:
1. CIALCA: First project planning meeting of IITA-led project ‘Sustainable and Profitable
Banana-based Systems for the African Great Lakes Region’, 4-7 October 2005. Butare,
Rwanda.
2. CIALCA: Second project planning meeting for joint IITA-led and INIBAP-IPGRI-led
banana projects in the African Great Lakes Region, 27 February – 3 March 2006.
Bujumbura. Burundi.

During the planning meetings, preliminary selection of mandate areas and action sites
were discussed and potential NGO partners in each of the areas were identified. In the
meetings, the participants were often grouped in working groups according to theme or
country. The planning meeting CD’s also contain detailed outcomes (a.o. activity
planning) of these working group discussions.
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6.B. BASELINE ACTIVITIES
These activities have multiple objectives: (i) introduction of the project to farmers and
other local partners, (ii) establishment of baseline data for monitoring and evaluation
purposes, (iii) identification of constraints and opportunities for improving the bananabased cropping systems. Detailed progress on these activities, which include the (a)
PRA’s, (b) site selection, (c) baseline surveys, and the respective (d) tools development
and testing workshops, and (e) training workshops to train scientific staff and
enumerators were given in previous chapters at the CIALCA level. The PRA for all
CIALCA sites took place between November 2005 and May 2006. The baseline survey in
which the ITIA-led project is involved have already been executed for Rwanda, South
Kivu (June-July 2006), are ongoing for Burundi (October-November 2006) and will soon
start in North Kivu (November-December 2006).

6.C. FARM-LEVEL DIAGNOSTICS
The objective of the farm-level diagnostic studies is to identify and quantify the
biophysical and economic parameters driving the banana cropping systems (Annex 6,
Annex 7). During the CIALCA planning meetings, the objectives, tools and sampling
strategies for this activity were further developed. For the banana projects, the final tool
was completed and field-tested in October 2006. In North Kivu, the farm diagnostics are
currently ongoing with a team of 6 students and scientific staff at 4 sites around
Butembo, Beni and Mutwanga. The staff and students executing the diagnostic survey
underwent a 1-week on-site training by IITA-Uganda research staff. Diagnostic surveys
for the other banana projects action sites are foreseen for November 2006 – January
2007 for Rwanda, Burundi and South Kivu. In support of the diagnostic surveys, a
research assistant (ir. Jean-Pierre Mizinzi) from the ‘Université Catholique de Bukavu’
followed a three-week training course at IITA-Uganda at the nematology laboratory in
Namulonge and in the on-station and on-farm trials in Ntungamo in May 2006. The
objective of the training were to learn how to (i) identify and quantify nematode damage
and species in field and lab, and (ii) take agronomic and other pest field measurements in
banana systems, including sampling procedures for soil and plant.

6.D. MARKET SURVEYS AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING
TECHNOLOGIES

The objectives of this module are (i) to assess spatial and temporal variations in market
prices, (ii) to asses price elasticities and market preferences for fresh and processed
banana products in the region, (iii) to identify existing and promising post-harvest
technologies both within and outside the GL region, (iv) to identify best-bet technologies
for post-harvest handling and processing of banana products through ex-ante economic
assessment, and (v) to develop and test post-harvest business plans together with NGO
and private sector partners.
Much of the data needed to achieve the objectives are drawn from the PRA and baseline
surveys, which contain much data on the location of local and regional markets, postharvest handling and processing, and temporal and spatial variations in banana product
market prices. In addition, more detailed information is currently taken in the farm-level
diagnostic surveys on farm-level economics (Annex 8). These studies are supported by
the recruitment of a Ugandan PhD student (John Jagwe), whose stipend and registration
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fees will be paid for by IITA core funding sources. The student will be registered at the
University of Pretoria in South Africa. The student will help collect and interpret the
market-related data from the DGDC-funded project. In collaboration with the INIBAPIPGRI project, market surveys will be executed at different levels, including an
assessment of cross-border trade in banana products. A detailed protocol for assessment
of post-harvest technologies and banana products existing within the region has already
been developed together with post-harvest specialists within the region. The execution of
this activity is planned to start in November 2006.

6.E. GERMPLASM TESTING AND MULTIPLICATION
The objectives of these activities are to introduce, test and disseminate new germplasm to
farmers in order to improve productivity and profitability under the given constraints (i.e.
pests, soils, climate, and management practices) and given the actual and potential market
and consumption requirements. This activity is executed in close collaboration with the
INIBAP-IPGRI-led project. A protocol for the establishment, management, and data
collection has been developed in collaboration with our partners. In principle, a
germplasm trial will be established in each action sites, resulting in over 20 germplasm
trials across the region, representing the existing variation in soils and climate (i.e altitude)
within the region. Besides providing farmers with improved banana cultivars, the trials
will provide much scientific insight into genotype X environment interactions, which will
help breeding, IPM and agronomic research in the longer term. The germplasm trials will
also serve as farmer demonstration sites for best-bet banana management practices,
including management practices such as timely deleafing, weeding, mulching and
desuckering, in combination with proper planting practices and cleaning techniques
(boiling water treatment, paring) of sucker-derived planting material.
Germplasm sources are: (i) tissue-culture derived IITA highland banana hybrids
developed under the DGDC-funded ‘Strategic Musa Improvement Project’, (ii) tissueculture derived exotic cultivars already available in the region in existing tissue culture
labs (i.e. Agrobiotec, Burundi), (iii) tissue-culture derived exotic cultivars obtained from
the banana International Transit Center in Leuven, (iv) sucker derived local checks and
best-bet varieties (incl. available exotics) from within the Great lakes region. Since May
2006, germplasm multiplication in the tissue culture labs of IITA-Uganda and
Agrobiotec-Burundi is taking place as source material for the germplasm trials. The
process is however time consuming. Construction of local weaning sheds has started in
Rwanda, DRC and Burundi. Hardening of the TC plantlets is currently taking place in
each of these countries, but the material is not expected to be ready for planting in the
field until the 1st rainy season of 2007 (i.e. March-April). In the meantime, local and
exotic sucker-derived material is to be planted in November 2006.
The planning is that near to most of the germplasm trials, local macro-propagation
facilities will be developed for rapid, low-cost, and relatively clean multiplication of
banana planting material. To achieve this, the IITA-led project, in collaboration with a
USAID-funded project on banana bacterial wilt, organized a macro-propagation training
for scientists and technicians from partners within the Great Lakes region (Annex 9).
Some 20 participants were brought to Uganda for the training conducted at the IITA
facilities in Namulonge. The training was given by a group of IITA scientists and
technicians from Uganda, supported by a IITA macro-propagation specialist from
Cameroon. Macro-propagation sites will be established near or in each action site by the
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staff trained in Uganda. At each of these sites, farmers will receive training on selection,
cleaning and rapid multiplication of banana planting material.

6.F. ON-FARM TRIALS
The objectives of the on-farm trials are (i) to test best-bet practices jointly selected by
farmers and researchers, (ii) to demonstrate improved crop and soil management
practices to farmers, (iii) to better understand biophysical and socio-economic constraints
and opportunities that may hamper or stimulate the adoption of improved management
practices that lead to more profitable and sustainable banana-based cropping systems.
These activities build very much on the outcome of the baseline, diagnostic, and market
surveys. Based on the observed biophysical and socio-economic constraint identified in
these surveys, a research team will organize farmer workshops at each of the action sites
in which both scientists and farmers can evaluate the findings of these surveys. Once
consensus is reached on the importance of certain constraints, technologies will be
proposed to farmers to address these constraints. Farmer groups will have to select a few
promising technologies that they wish to test in their own fields with support from the
project. We envisage that the selection of the technologies can take place in FebruaryMarch 2007, with on-farm trials starting in April 2007.

6.G. CAPACITY BUILDING (PHD AND MSC STUDENTS)
This module primarily includes training of NARS staff within the Great Lakes region
through PhD and MSc research. This will be complemented by exchange visits with PhD
and MSc students from Belgium and from countries surrounding the Great Lakes region.
Over the last year, UCL scientists Prof. Bruno Delvaux and ir. Céline Henriet have
visited the region on three occasions. During these visits, strategic research issues were
discussed, and the exchange of ideas allowed both the NARS partners, IITA and UCL to
appreciate the importance of the research capacity of each of the partners. Moreover,
three PhD research candidates were selected from each of the countries. The setup of the
PhD research is such that the topics are complimentary in the field of banana-soils
interactions, with each PhD candidate focusing on a different component of the system
at varying scales (from ion to landscape). Each of the three PhD students will be based in
a different country, but with activities extending into the other countries through
collaboration with the other two PhD students.
1. Svetlana Gaidashova. Rwandan national and, until the official start of her PhD research in
July 2006, official head of the banana research program at ISAR, Rwanda. Mrs. Gaidashova
is 37 years and holder of a Russian MSc in biology and has already been awarded the
equivalent of a DEA at UCL given her previous research achievements over the past ten
years. Mrs. Gaidashova will conduct research on banana-soil fertility-soil biology interactions,
with special emphasis on the role of plant-parasitic nematodes and abuscular mycorrhizal
fungi (AMF). In Belgium, she will be supervised by Prof. Bruno Delvaux and Prof. Stephan
Declerck at UCL, and Prof. Dirk De Waele and Dr. Annemie Else at KUL. From FebruaryApril 2006, Mrs. Gaidashova was helped by Geoffroy Germeau, a Belgian MSc student from
UCL, for a detailed diagnostic study on her PhD topic. Some 108 farms in three different
regions of Rwanda (Butare, Kibungo, Ruhengeri) were characterized and sampled. The study
yielded some excellent results and resulted in the successful completion of the MSc study of
ir. Geoffroy Germeau. The title of the thesis was ‘Identification des contraintes en culture
bananière traditionnelle dans trios régions du Rwanda par enquête diagnostic’. The data is
currently still being further exploited and additional measurements on AMF will be
conducted in Belgium during a training visit of Mrs. Gaidashova at UCL from November-
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December 2006. Upon her return, Mrs. Gaidashova will setup a functional AMF laboratory
at ISAR in Rwanda. In February 2006, a first step in this direction was already made through
a first AMF training provided by Dr. Joyce Jefwa (TSBF-CIAT) to some 5 ISAR research
staff at the research station in Rubona, Rwanda. There is great potential in the use of AMF
for improved banana growth in the current context, given the low use of external inputs into
the system.
2. Syldie Bizimana. A Burundian national who, until the start of his PhD research. Mr.
Bizimana is based at the ISABU cassava research station in Mosso, Burundi, but will move to
Gitega or Bujumbura.. Mr. Bizimana is 35 years and holder of a DEA degree in agronomy
from the University of Bujumbura, Burundi. Mr. Bizimana will work on nutrient availability
and nutrient recycling in highland banana cropping systems. His goal is to quantify the shortterm and long-term effect of different crop and soil management technologies. This theme
directly tackles the question of sustainable use of the natural resource base, which is an
essential theme in the IITA-led project. Mr. Bizimana is following a two-week training
program at IITA-Uganda in November 2006 to get better acquainted with banana research
literature and technologies.
3. Tony Muliele. A Congolese national and recently recruited as INERA researcher, based in
Mulungu (Bukavu). Mr. Muliele is 33 years old and holder of a ‘Diplôme d’ingénieur
agronome’ from the University of Kinshasa. Mr. Muliele will work on soil moisture and soil
physical constraints in highland banana systems. This theme is very complementary to the
work of Mr. Bizimana and Mrs. Gaidahova, as water availability and water flow directly
impact plant growth, plant rooting patterns and health, and nutrient fluxes and recycling.
This theme is considered to be one of the major gaps in the understanding of (and therefore
development of sound recommendations). Mr. Muliele is currently following a one-month
training program at IITA-Uganda to get better acquainted with banana research literature and
technologies.

Besides the above mentioned PhD students, two other PhD students are likely to be
strongly involved in the IITA-led project. These will be (i) John Jagwe (Ugandan
national, University of Pretoria), who will work on the markets and economics research,
and (ii) Séverine Delstanche (Belgian national, UCL), who will work on the relationship
between geology, soil formation, and nutrient availability in the different mandate areas
of the IITA-led project. Both these students will receive external funding for their fees
and stipend, but will be involved in the execution of the scientific activities of the project.
We are also exploring the possibility to add a fourth PhD student from the Great Lakes
region to work on banana-bean intercropping systems. A qualified person has already
been identified, but the modalities and budget for such a fourth student need to be
worked out further before a final decision can be taken.
In addition to the PhD research, the project will train several MSc students from within
and outside the region. The first successful MSc student to finish his thesis was Geoffroy
Germeau (Belgian national, UCL), as mentioned in the framework of the Rwandan PhD
research. A Burundian MSc student, currently studying at UCL will also be involved in
the project activities by doing his field work in support of Syldie Bizimana’s PhD
research in Burundi. A ‘ingénieur’ student from UCB has been identified to support the
work of Syldie Bizimana. At UCG in North Kivu, 4 students are currently involved in the
diagnostic surveys for which they received on-site training from IITA. This will be part
of their training for their ‘ingénieur’ degree. In Rwanda, a newly recruited staff at ISAR’s
banana program will undergo an MSc training at the National University of Rwanda
(NUR) in Butare, Rwanda. This research will also be used to support to other ongoing
research acitivites. The project expects to employ many other students for varying
degrees in the course of its activities.
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Besides training MSc and PhD students, the project is trying to reinforce the capacity of
the national partners through recruitment of research staff. In this framework, Dr.
Charles Murekezi, a Ugandan national who is fluent in the local languages (Kinyarwanda,
Kirundi, and Kiswhahili) has been recruited as a project scientist on a consultancy basis
with IITA. Dr. Murekezi is based in Rwanda and will spent 60% of this time there to
train and backstop the small and relatively inexperienced banana research team at ISAR.
Another 40% of his time will be spent in Burundi and DRC (especially South Kivu) to
backstop the project activities. Dr. Murekezi is a specialist in the field of banana
agronomy and virology and has all the competences to be of great value for this project.
Besides supporting the IITA-led project, Dr. Murekezi will help in general with the
implementation of all banana-related activities within CIALCA.

6.H. STRATEGIC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE THE MANDATE AREAS
Other activities that do not follow under the above-mentioned modules, but that are
important mentioning are strategic research activities within IITA that are partially
supported through this DGDC funded project. This includes support for strategic longterm highland banana soil fertility management trials in central and southwest Uganda
(i.e. the systems highland banana systems in Uganda are very similar to those in Rwanda,
Burundi and DRC). Part of the DGDC funding will also be used to support IITAFOODNET staff involved in data entry, analysis and reporting; i.e. the PRA and baseline
survey data are centrally entered and analysed in Uganda in close collaboration with
scientists at CIAT-Kawanda.
In addition to the scientific activities, IITA-Uganda has employed Dr. Piet van Asten as
official project coordinator, starting August 1st 2006, following the interim project
management by Dr. van Asten in the period prior to August 1st. Starting October 1st
2006, Mrs. Beatrice Sakwah has been recruited as a project administrative assistant at
IITA-Uganda.

7. PROGRESS WITH INIBAP-IPGRI ACTIVITIES
In order to achieve the project outputs the following activities were carried out during
the past year: project planning meetings, PRA surveys, baseline surveys, farm diagnostic
work and the establishment of germplasm trials. These activities were carried out in close
collaboration with IITA and CIAT. The main change to the original proposed activities
was the recruitment of 3 PhD students (one per country). This was done to assure a
strong research component and to have full time project staff in the countries. An
overview of progress on the different activities and achievements thus far are described
as follows:

7.A. STRENGTHENING NATIONAL AND REGIONAL MECHANISMS
Two project planning meetings were organized in which NARS partners presented the
Musa sector in their respective countries, constraints to Musa production, ongoing
research activities and current capacity.
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•

First project planning meeting of the INIBAP-IPGRI-led project ‘‘Building Impact
Pathways for Improving Livelihoods in Musa-based Systems in Central Africa’, Butare,
Rwanda; 28 November – 2nd December 2005.

•

Second project planning meeting for joint IITA-led and INIBAP-IPGRI-led banana
projects in the African Great Lakes Region, 27 February – 3 March 2006. Bujumbura.
Burundi.

Reports and presentations of each meeting were made available on CD-ROM. During
the planning meetings, preliminary selection of mandate areas and action sites were
discussed and potential NGO and private sector partners in each of the areas were
identified. In the meetings, the participants were often grouped in working groups
according to theme or country. The CD-ROMs also contain detailed outcomes (e.g.
activity planning) of these working group discussions.
The first planning meeting in Butare, Rwanda was an initial step in fine-tuning the
proposed INIBAP-IPGRI project activities towards achievement of the project results.
The INIBAP-IPGRI DGDC project conducted the regional strategic planning workshop
to put in place relevant mechanisms that would respond to the constraints and challenges
identified by the project. Although the workshop was designed to provide outputs that
will support the entire project, the workshop specifically targeted achievement of
objectives 1 and 2, summarized as to ‘strengthen national and regional mechanisms to
orient banana research and development towards improved rural well-being’. The
workshop acted as the project inception meeting for the INIBAP-IPGRI-led project,
‘Building impact pathways for improving livelihoods in Musa-based systems in Central
Africa’.
The overall aim of the strategic planning workshop was to ‘strengthen national and
regional mechanisms to plan and orient investments, projects and activities for increasing
the contribution of Musa to rural well-being. Specific objectives of the workshop were to:
•

Establish national Musa research priorities for Burundi, DRC and Rwanda;

•

Establish regional Musa priorities for the Great Lakes Region;

•

Enhance and improve the capacity of selected NARS stakeholders in the Great Lakes
Region in strategic planning;

•

Design activities that will respond to objective 4 and 6 of the DGDC project document;

•

Identify benchmark sites to undertake the activities in (4) above;

•

Facilitate interaction between project partners; and,

•

Familiarize participants with the Forum on Agricultural Research in Africa Sub-Saharan
Africa Challenge Programme (SSA CP).

The expected outputs of the workshop were the following:
•

Strategic planning skills of the participants improved,

•

National Musa research priorities for Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo and
Rwanda established,

•

Regional Musa research priorities for the Great Lakes Region established,

•

Capacity of selected NARS stakeholders in the Great Lakes Region in strategic planning
improved,

•

Draft elements of a national and regional Musa research strategy developed.
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The Project Strategic Planning Workshop process followed the seven-step priority setting
process as recommended by ISNAR and IFPRI and adopted by ASARECA networks,
projects and programmes (NPPs). A Network Committee comprising the INIBAPIPGRI-ESA Regional Coordinator, the Director, Monitoring and Evaluation and
Planning Unit (MEPU) of NARO (who facilitated the workshop), and an Associate
Scientist at INIBAP-IPGRI-ESA was established (Step 1) to review the banana subsector or research domain (Step 2), evaluate existing results (Step 3). For the fourth step,
a second committee, a Workshop Process Management Committee was established that
comprised the heads of the National Banana Research Programmes in Burundi, DRC
and Rwanda in addition to the Network Committee to develop/analyze the individual
constraints (Step 4) into a set of research alternatives and consolidated into R4D subthemes (Step 5). Subsequently, a priority setting workshop (Step 6) that involved
stakeholders was held during the first three days of the Workshop.
The workshop was attended by 28 stakeholders drawn from the participating NARIs,
private sector, non-governmental organizations, farmers organization, development
partners and CGIAR centres.
Steps 1 to 5 were conveyed to participants by way of presentations and discussions
during the workshops. Other steps were carried out through use of group work and
plenary discussions. In order to facilitate participants understanding during the
workshop, presentations were delivered in both French and English, and templates and
background material were also presented in French and English. The priority-setting
process used the weighted scoring method. The weighted scoring method was used
because it is relatively easy to adopt and can accommodate broad participation. The
method ensures that scoring is kept objective and most importantly, adjustments can be
readily made as priorities and circumstances change. Application of the weighted scoring
method included identifying relevant criteria and sub-criteria representative of national
and regional goals and weighting identified research for development sub-thematic areas.
Step 6 involved the priority setting workshop itself. The process can be summarized into
four key stages:
1. Presentation of the results obtained by the Network Coordination Committee and the
Workshop Process Committee (Review of banana research domain, evaluation existing
results, constraint analysis, research sub-themes for priority setting) were delivered to
participants through presentations. The national sub-thematic areas for each country
were delivered by the Heads of the National Banana Programmes to the stakeholder
representatives;
2. Group work exercises (and plenary discussions) were utilized to;
a. verify the key constraints and the sub-thematic areas proposed by the Process
Management Committee;
b. agree on the criteria and sub-criteria at country level and thereafter score the
sub-criteria to obtain weightings.
c. score the sub-thematic areas
3. The Workshop process management team synthesized and categorized the results into
high, medium or low priority based on calculated standard deviation of the individual
scores; and,
4. Stakeholder approval of the final results.
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The Musa sector strategies developed for Rwanda, Burundi, DRC and the Central African
region are currently being finalized for further approval by the respective national Musa
sector partners.

7.B. PRA AND BASELINE ACTIVITIES
These activities have multiple objectives: (i) introduction of the project to farmers and
other local partners, (ii) establishment of baseline data for monitoring and evaluation
purposes, (iii) identification of constraints and opportunities for improving the bananabased cropping systems. Detailed progress on these activities, which include the (a)
PRAs, (b) site selection, (c) baseline surveys, and the respective (d) tools development
and testing workshops, and (e) training workshops to train scientific staff and
enumerators are described in previous sections of the report.
The timeframe of the activities:
•

PRA for all CIALCA sites took place between November 2005 and May 2006.

•

The baseline survey in which the INIBAP-IPGRI-led project is involved have already
been executed for Rwanda, South Kivu (June-July 2006), are ongoing for Burundi
(October-November 2006) and will soon start in North Kivu (November-December
2006).

Results from these studies will be available to the MSc and PhD students in the INIBAPIPGRI and IITA banana projects.

7.C. FARM-LEVEL DIAGNOSTICS
The objective of the farm-level diagnostic studies is to identify and quantify the
biophysical and economic parameters driving the banana cropping system. During the
CIALCA planning meetings, the objectives, tools and sampling strategies for this activity
were further developed. For the banana projects, the final tool was completed and fieldtested in October 2006. In North Kivu, the farm diagnostics are currently ongoing with a
team of 6 students and scientific staff at 4 sites around Butembo, Beni and Mutwanga.
The staff and students executing the diagnostic survey underwent a 1-week on-site
training by IITA-Uganda research staff. Diagnostic surveys for the other banana projects
action sites are foreseen for November 2006 – January 2007 for Rwanda, Burundi and
South Kivu. Results from these studies will be available to the MSc and PhD students in
the INIBAP-IPGRI and IITA banana projects.

7.D. GERMPLASM TESTING AND MULTIPLICATION
This activity is carried out in close collaboration with the IITA project. The objective is
to introduce, evaluate and disseminate exotic Musa varieties which have the potential to
enhance food security and farm income. These varieties were chosen according to yield,
pest/disease resistance/tolerance and market demands. Protocols for trial establishment,
management, and data collection have been developed in collaboration with partners.
Over 20 germplasm trials will be established in various agro-ecologies representing
variations in soils and climate (i.e altitude) in the 3 countries. These trials provide
excellent potential for research into relations between soil fertility and plant growth, soil
biology and plant growth and genotype by environment interactions. These trials will
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hence be a corner stone in the various PhD and MSc studies, while also working as
demonstration plots for farmers. Hence, management practices will be demonstrated in
these demo-plots.
Additional germplasm demo-plots will be established during 2007 at agricultural
secondary schools in Rwanda. This will be carried out in close collaboration with
Association pour la Promotion de l'Education et de la Formation a l'Etranger (APEFE), Belgium.
APEFE currently supports activities (e.g. capacity building, curriculum development)
with agricultural secondary schools across Rwanda.
The germplasm sources include:
•

Tissue-culture derived exotic cultivars already available in the region in existing tissue
culture labs (i.e. Agrobiotec, Burundi),

•

Tissue-culture derived exotic cultivars obtained from the banana International Transit
Center in Leuven,

•

Tissue-culture derived IITA highland banana hybrids

•

Sucker derived local checks and best-bet varieties (incl. available exotics) from within the
Great Lakes region.

A first set of tissue-culture derived exotic cultivars has already been delivered by
Agrobiotec, Burundi to the 3 countries. Weaning sheds have been established at INERA,
Mulungu; UCG, Butembo and ISAR, Rubona. Existing Agrobiotech nurseries will be
used in Burundi. Hardening of the TC plantlets is currently taking place in each of the 3
countries, but the material is not expected to be ready for planting in the field until the 1st
rainy season of 2007 (i.e. March-April). In the meantime, local and exotic sucker-derived
material will be planted in November 2006.

7.E. ON-FARM TRIALS
The on farm trials will start during 2007 and will be in line with the PhD and MSc
research topics. These topics were selected during planning meetings according to
production constraints and demands from the countries. These on farm activities will
also build on the baseline and diagnostic survey results. The on farm trials are envisaged
to start during the onset of the first rainy season in 2007 (i.e. March).

7.F.CAPACITY BUILDING (PHD AND MSC STUDENTS)
A third INIBAP-IPGRI project planning meeting was held in Kampala from 9 till 12
October, 2006 to kick start the PhD research activities in the 3 counties. The discussions
mainly focused on developing hypotheses and activities of the 3 PhD's. CIALCA
management issues and research activities were also discussed during the meeting
between TSBF-CIAT, IITA and INIBAP-IPGRI partners.
The PhD students will be in charge of the INIBAP-IPGRI project research activities
across the 3 countries and will hence be the backbone of the project. The 3 PhD studies
will be inter-linked. Each PhD will carry out the main part of the activities in his/her
home country with some additional activities in the other 2 countries. Additional MSc
and BSc studies will be inter-linked with these 3 PhD studies. Project cars (1 per country)
have been bought and shipped to the countries. These cars will be mainly used by the
PhD students but could also be used for other CIALCA activities.
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Details on the PhD work are as follows:
Rwanda
Topic: Soil fertility, leaf nutrient status and nutrient absorption.
The selected PhD student is Mrs. Solange Mukakalisa. In March 1995, Solange obtained
a Master's degree in Agriculture with specialization in soil science at the National
Agricultural University of Ukraine at Kiev. The title of her MSc thesis research is: Humus
components in typical tchernoziem as an indicator of soil protection technique's
efficiency as related to barley. Solange has over 10 years of experience in agricultural
research and has been with ISAR since 1996. Solange worked for 5 years in the ISAR
laboratory for soil and plant analysis, soil conservation and fertility and for 2 years in the
technology transfer unit. Solange also coordinated during 2 years the ISAR-PCA/C
project which focused on agricultural development research and technology transfer
including various commodities (banana, maize, beans, soja, rhizobium and livestock)
(Project title: Decentralisation and Good Governance Program in Cyangugu Province).
Her most recent job (1 year) was station head of the ISAR-Gikongoro Research Station.
Solange will be based in Kigali during her PhD study. She is registered at the University
of Pretoria, South Africa. Dr. Johan Van der Waals will be her University supervisor.
This student will also receive additional supervision from KUL, INIBAP-IPGRI, TSBF
and IITA staff.
Burundi
Topic: Banana diseases with a special focus on Banana Bunchy Top Virus (BBTV).
The selected PhD student is Mr. Célestin Niyongere. He obtained an MSc degree in
Tropical and Subtropical Crop protection in 2005 at the University of Gembloux in
Belgium. Célestin has been with ISABU since 2000 and was the head of the fruits and
vegetables program. He is registered at Sokoine University, Morogoro, Tanzania. This
PhD student will get additional supervision from the University of Gembloux, Belgium
and INIBAP-IPGRI staff. Links with ongoing BBTV research in the Philippines will be
established.
DRC
Topic: Banana diversity and germplasm issues.
The selected PhD student is Mr. Dowiya Nzawele Benjamin. Benjamin will become an
INERA staff. He is registered at the Sokoine University, Morogoro, Tanzania. This PhD
student will get additional supervision from the University of Kisangani, DRC;
K.U.Leuven and INIBAP-IPGRI staff.
The 3 PhD research proposals are currently being developed. Each PhD student is
expected to make a first trip to their respective universities during early December 2006.
At Université Catholique du Graben (UCG) in North Kivu, 4 BSc students are currently
involved in the diagnostic surveys for which they received on-site training from IITA.
This will be part of their training for their ‘ingénieur’ degree. It is envisaged that the
students will be involved in further research activities during their final year (2007-2008).
The diagnostic work in Burundi will be carried out by University of Burundi students. A
similar approach as for UCG is in place. The project expects to employ several other
students for different degrees.
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Prof. Rony Swennen (KULeuven) and Dr. Annemie Elsen (KULeuven) will visit Rwanda
and Burundi during 28 November – 4 December, 2006. A student in biotechnology from
ISAR will do a 2-year MSc training at KULeuven. The student will be selected during the
coming months and the training will start during September 2007 at KULeuven. The visit
of the KULeuven team will strengthen links between the different research partners
(NARS, NGO’s, private companies) and activities.
A student on AMF from ISAR will do a 2 year MSc at the Jomo Kenyatta University in
Nairobi, Kenya. The first year will comprise research activities, while the student will
follow courses during the second year.
Dr. Joyce Mnyazi Jefwa was recruited as a post doc to work on AMF in banana systems.
She will assess AMF species associated with banana cultivars and evaluate banana
cultivars inoculated with indigenous AMF for their performance in the nursery and in
farmer’s fields. She will co-supervise MSc projects on AMF and will also assist a PhD
student with planting density trials. Joyce has a PhD in Botany (The taxonomy and
ecology of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF) in Agroforestry systems in Malawi,
2004) from the University of Pretoria RSA and an MSc student in soil fertility (Project on
Quantification of mycorrhizal soil infectivity and effects of two techniques, 1991) from
the University of Kent, UK. Joyce also supervises the day to day activities in a TSBFCIAT Rockefeller Founcation (RF) project: “Integrated Soil Fertility Management for
Banana Production and Marketing” ongoing in Uganda and Kenya. Links between
CIALCA AMF activities and outcomes of the RF project in Kenya and Uganda will be
established.

7.G. TSBF-CIAT INPUT INTO THE PROJECT ACTIVITIES
During the third INIBAP-IPGRI planning meeting (Kampala, 9-2 October, 2006),
CIALCA AMF research activities were discussed. The activities were further harmonized
during a meeting organized by IITA in Rwanda on the 23 November 2006. AMF
activities to be undertaken by TSBF include:
•

AMF association with tissue culture banana cultivars. This study will comprise
phase I to be conducted under greenhouse conditions by an MSc student (Mr.
Placide) from ISAR, Rwanda. The scope of the MSc is to establish TC
dependency on indigenous AMF species from Rwanda and evaluate performance
under greenhouse conditions. The MSc student will be supervised by Dr. Joyce
Jefwa (TSBF-CIAT, Nairobi, Kenya) and Dr. Annemie Elsen (K.U.Leuven,
Belgium) and will be registered at the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture in
Kenya.
Phase II of the AMF studies will comprise the transfer of inoculated banana
plantlets to the field. Inoculated plants will be evaluated for field performance
(survival, growth, production) under environmental (low fertility and drought)
and biological (pests and diseases) constraints (low soil fertility, disease and
drought conditions). The second phase will be conducted in collaboration with
IITA with the involvement of an IITA PhD student (Mrs. Svetlana Gaidashova).

•

The INIBAP-IPGRI PhD student (Mrs. Solange Mukakalisa) will establish a
density trial to study light competition, water competition, nutrient competition,
AMF dependency at different densities and plant root architecture at different
contrasting sites.
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•

In the IITA/INIBAP-IPGRI germplasm trials, TSBF will conduct AMF studies
in newly established trials to establish the dynamics of AMF at trial sites. The
IITA PhD student will conduct a similar study but on older existing germplasm
(already established Musa germplasm collections in the central African region).

7.H. STRATEGIC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AT K.U.LEUVEN
Serving germplasm needs
The INIBAP-IPGRI Transit Centre continues to maintain 1183 accessions of banana
and plantain from around the world and efforts are underway to introduce more
germplasm into the collection from different countries, especially from the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Tanzania, Kenya, Republic of Central Africa, Uganda, Rwanda and
Burundi to ensure the conservation of Musa germplasm in face of the BXW epidemic.
A lot of the rejuvenated germplasm is being grown in the field for verification of its
quality and genetic identity, and during the next 2 years we expect information on their
trueness-to-type. On average 5-7 accessions are distributed per day from the ITC
worldwide and for the moment 598 accessions are already cryopreserved. See annex 4 for
a list of relevant articles produced.
Understanding stress resistance
In functional genomics studies of the stress responses of banana, the so-called
‘superSage’ technology has been used and shows that as many as 150 genes are involved
in the banana plant’s reaction to infection by Mycosphaerella, the fungus causing black
Sigatoka disease. Many of these genes have now been annotated. The transformation was
further improved as was gene expression for tagging through the development of a
modified vector. Several of the identified genes show tissue-specific expression. Protein
extraction protocols were developed and differential proteins identified between
drought-tolerant and drought-susceptible varieties. Similarly differential proteins were
identified between control and drought-induced banana tissues. A website on the banana
proteome is under development. See annex 4 for a list of relevant articles produced.

8. PROGRESS WITH TSBF-CIAT ACTIVITIES
Besides involvement in the CIALCA characterization activities, detailed above, the
TSBF-CIAT-led project has initiated another set of activities aiming at reaching its
specific project objectives. Some details regarding these activities are highlighted below
and in certain annexes. Parts of each of the above activities will be implemented in the
context of various PhD and MSc projects with students from the target countries with
close involvement of K. U. Leuven. The scientific capacity of the project was also
strengthened through the hiring of Dr P Pypers, who has joined TSBF-CIAT since
August 2006 as a post-doctoral fellow. Pieter Pypers obtained a degree as bio-engineer in
environmental technology in 2002 with MsC research conducted on green manure and
soil fertility aspects in the highlands of South-Vietnam. In July 2006, he obtained a PhD
at K.U.Leuven, with a thesis titled “Improving phosphorus availability in strongly
weathered soils by adapted legume-cereal rotations.” In August 2006 he was employed as
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a postdoctoral fellow – soil scientist at TSBF-CIAT, to conduct and support strategic
research on tolerance mechanisms in legume germplasm, linkages between nutritional
value of harvested produce and soil characteristics, and processes controlling nutrient
cycling, nutrient use efficiency and interactions between organic and inorganic inputs.

8.A. FARM-LEVEL DIAGNOSTICS
The objectives of the farm-level diagnostic studies are similar to those presented in
section 6.c. but related to legume-based cropping systems. The work is an add-on to the
baseline surveys. While the PRA and baseline surveys relied entirely on interviews, in the
current set of activities, direct quantification of specific aspects of the farming system
(e.g., farm size, crops, management practices) will be implemented, with special attention
given to evaluation of the soil fertility status. The draft protocol with all planned
observations is attached in Annex 10. Furthermore, activities aiming at characterizing
market access and the nutritional status of rural livelihoods will be implemented in
association with the farm characterization.

8.B. INITIALIZATION OF THE ACTION SITE COMMITEES
Since we need to identify development partners that are potentially interested to
disseminate products of the current project through satellite sites, managed by these
partners, we need to start engaging these around our own activities at the action site
level. This will happen through the following activities, to be implemented before the end
of 2006:
(i) Organisation of a meeting with all potential stakeholders to understand their
objectives and activities and evaluate potential synergies.
(ii) Institutional analysis of partner organisations that are interested in collaborating.
(iii) Three-monthly meetings, preferably around the demonstration sites, maybe in the
form of a field day each season.
(iv) Exchange visit between the action sites.

8.C. GERMPLASM TESTING AND MULTIPLICATION
Screening and multiplication of legume germplasm (10 soybean cv., 10 Cajanus cajan cv.,
25 bean cv., 20 cowpea cv. and 60 groundnut cultivars) were initiated in the first 2006
season (on-station by NARS partners in 4 mandate areas) (Annex 11). Cultivars are
screened for biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) and tolerance to low-P conditions.
Harvest data for this first season are currently being collected and analyses are pending.
In the ongoing season (started between mid-September – October), these activities are
being continued (Annex 12). At the same time, legume demonstration activities have
commenced with 2 farmer associations in each of 4 action sites per mandate area. In each
of these associations (32 in total) various bean (36 cv.) and soybean (27 cv.) varieties are
grown in trials managed by these farmer groups, aiming to evaluate these varieties with
the farmers and to assess BNF and low-P tolerance under different soil and
environmental conditions in farmers’ fields. In addition, a number of activities are
organized around these demonstration trials: (i) training of farmer groups on planting,
fertilizer application, weeding and harvest techniques, (ii) activities on linking farmers to
markets, (iii) activities on soybean transformation and (iv) integration of partners to
initiate activation of satellite sites (Table 8).
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Table 8: Activities to be implemented in the context of the germplasm evaluation trials
WHEN
Before planting

ACTIVITY
Association selection

Before planting

Soil sampling and manure
sampling
Train farmer groups in
planting
Train farmer groups in
weeding
Germination counts

At planting
At weeding
At germination
At germination
At flowering
At 50% podding
Between flowering and
harvesting
Between flowering and
harvesting
Between flowering and
harvesting
Between flowering and
harvesting
At harvest
At harvest
At harvest
At harvest
At harvest

Root-rot evaluation by
farming communities
Farmer evaluation
Biomass sampling;
physiology
Disease scoring
Linking farmers to
markets
Visit soybean processing
initiatives
Field day; meeting of
potential partners
Train farmer groups in
harvesting
Yield assessments;
physiology
Farmer evaluation
Processing training of
soybean
Train groups in storage of
grains

CROP
Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Beans
Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Soybean
Beans,
soybean

LED BY WHO
Staff in charge of
partnerships
Agronomists

INVOLVEMENT OF WHO
Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Technical contacts of associations

Agronomists

Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Technical contacts of associations

Agronomists
Agronomists
Bean staff at
national institutes
Socio-economist
Agronomists
Bean staff at
national institutes
Pascal
Staff in charge of
partnerships
Staff in charge of
partnerships

Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Beans,
soybean
Soybean

Agronomists

Beans,
soybean

Agronomist

Agronomist
Socio-economist
Omo, Martha

TOOLS FOR REPORTING
File sent by Email on 12 October
related to group characteristics
Air-dry, label, store soil /manure
samples till shipment
Report presence of all
Report presence of all
LEG-2 file sent by Pieter

Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Technical contacts of associations

Use standard ECABREN reporting
format; LEG-2 file sent by Pieter
Document to be sent by Pascal

Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Representatives of the farmer associations,
community facilitators
Representatives of the farmer associations,
community facilitators
Farmer associations; community facilitators;
representatives of local govt; representatives of
potential NGO partners
Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Technical contacts of associations

Use standard ECABREN reporting
format; LEG-2 file sent by Pieter
Document to be sent by Pascal

Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations
Farmer associations; community facilitators;
technical contacts of associations

LEG-2 file sent by Pieter

Report presence of all
Report presence of all; identify
potential satellite sites
Report presence of all
LEG-2 file sent by Pieter
Document to be sent by Pascal
Report presence of all
Report presence of all
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8.D. EVALUATION OF IMPROVED SOIL MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
In Sud-Kivu, land shortage and an increased usage of steep slopes for crop production
has lead to severe land degradation, and this is becoming an aggravating constraint for
crop production in the area. A pair of exploratory trials has been established to
investigate measures to improve crop performance and counteract soil erosion on
sloping land (Annex 13). The major objective of the first trial is to examine and compare
options for soil stabilization either (i) by installing physical terraces, known as “fanya juu”
or “fanya chini” or (ii) by biological means using Calliandra hedgerows or (iii) by the
combination of both. In addition, improvements through conservation agriculture
techniques (reduced tillage, improved soil cover by residue application and enhanced
crop rotation) will be investigated. In an additional trial, various forage species are
established as hedgerows on a representative slope and their performance, biomass
quality and effectiveness to reduce soil erosion will be compared. This set of trials is
intended to direct future activities in farmers’ fields. Since livestock is becoming
increasingly important in the region, forages are expected to serve as an outstanding entry
point for adoption of erosion control technologies.

8.E. CAPACITY BUILDING (PHD AND MSC STUDENTS)
This module primarily includes training of NARS staff within the Great Lakes region
through PhD and MSc research. This will be complemented by exchange visits with PhD
and MSc students from Belgium and from countries surrounding the Great Lakes region.
Currently, 2 PhD students have been identified in Rwanda, and 3 MSc students in DRC.
A 3rd PhD student from Kenya is currently working for CIAT.
1. Julie Lunzihirwa N’namamvu is an economist from DRC. She has a Bachelor of Science in
economic and development from the Catholic University of Kinshasa. She is currently
working for TSBF-CIAT legume project in the Bas-Congo Mandate area in western DRC as
a graduate student working on her master degree program. The provisional title of her MSc
project is ‘The impact of beans and groundnut channels on the productivity and agricultural
income of households in the cataractes area’.
2. Josaphat Rusisiro Mugabo is an economist from Rwanda. He has obtained a MSc in
Agricultural Economics from MSU (USA) in 2003 and an ‘Ingénieur Agronome’ thesis from
IFA-Yangambi (DRC) in 1985. He has occupied various functions at ISAR: Coordinator of
Research, Ruhengeri ISAR Center: 2006; Team leader, ISAR Socio-economics research
Program: 2004-2006; and Researcher, ISAR Socio-economics research Program: 2000-2006.
The povisional title of his PhD thesis is ‘Agricultural intensification under population
pressure in Rwanda: An analysis of fertilizers policy and legume-based systems economic
incentives’.
3. Martha Nyagaya is a human nutritionist currently working for CIAT in Africa as a Regional
Research Fellow. She coordinates the nutrition component of the USAID funded project on
Agriculture for enhanced nutrition and health in Rwanda and has initiated similar activities in
western Kenya. She is also a member of the Rwanda MOH nutrition task force. Martha
previously worked for CDC in Kenya as a nutrition officer in the HIV Research Section
where she was involved with community based nutrition programs in western Kenya and
clinical trials related to maternal nutrition and infant feeding in the HIV context. She worked
as nutritionist/dietician in the nutrition department at Kenyatta National hospital in Nairobi,
Kenya. Martha has also been a nutrition educator for the society of women against HIV in
Kenya and a high School and middle level college teacher of home economics and nutrition
in Kenya. She holds a Master of Science Degree in Foods, Nutrition and Dietetics from
Kenyatta University in Nairobi, Kenya and an Education degree in Home economics, Foods
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and Nutrition. The provisional title of her PhD thesis is ‘Impact of nutrition education
coupled with utilization of processed soy foods on nutrition status of under-five children in
Central Africa.’
4. Leon Nabahungu was born in Bukavu, DRC. He received a BSc degree in Agriculture in 1993
at IFA-Yangambi. After, he was employed as a programme officer in National Coffee
Production in Rwanda. In 1995, he was employed as a researcher in the Department of Soil
and Water Management at ISAR, Rwanda in which he still holds the position. He continued
his studies in Sokoine University, Tanzania and received his MSC in Soil and Land
Management in 2003. He was head of Soil and Water Management Department, Visitor
lecturer at National University of Rwanda. He is member of SWMnet, Eastern Soil Science
Society, AFnet. He has published 4 peer reviewed papers and 10 none reviewed. He has
participated to 5 competitive grants awarded through proposal development. The provisional
title of this PhD thesis is ‘Competing Claims on Wetland in Eastern Rwanda: Challenges and
opportunities’.
5. Rachel Zozo was born in DRC. She has a BA degree in Environmental Management from
Makerere University. Rachel has previously worked in Conversation World relief with the
WCS (Wildlife Conservation society) in the Okapi Wildlife Reserve-Epulu and Albetine Rift
Valley Projects. In both projects, her tasks were to assess the socio-economics of local
people living in and around the protected areas. She also worked in the Virunga National
Park near the volcano in DRC, in both fishing and cultivation villages settled in the park,
under the supervision of the WCS-Uganda to assess the impacts of human activities on the
wildlife. She worked for Concern Worldwide in Goma to assess the livelihoods of people
living in five peri-urban areas of Goma city. The provisional title of her MSc project is
‘Assessing the socio-economic importance legumes-based on the livelihoods of farmers at
Mugogo and Mudaka Markets in Ngweshe and Katana axes, Democratic Republic of Congo’.
6. Muke Manzekele was born in DRC. He has obtained a Diplôme d'ingénieur agronomme at the
Institut Facultaire des Sciences Agronomiques (IFA/Yangambi) in Kisangani in 2005. He has
teaching experience at the Institut Superieur des technique de Développement (ISTD/Mulungu) and
has been research assistant at INERA, Mulungu in the Natural Resource Management
Department. The provisional title of this MSc project is ‘Etude des quelques méthodes
d'aménagements et de stabilisation des sols au Sud-Kivu montagneux’.

8.F. STRATEGIC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Strategic research activities will be instigated by the ongoing legume demonstration trials,
which will allow identifying promising germplasm in terms of tolerance to low-P
conditions (for soybean) or general low soil fertility (for beans). At that stage, specific
trials investigating the mechanisms of tolerance traits will be initiated, aiming to
understand the conditions under which these traits can effectively enhance crop
production. In addition, a multi-site long-term trial is being conceptualized to examine
the role of specific tolerance traits of legume germplasm in enhancing the resilience of
legume-based cropping systems. This trial will be linked with modeling activities and
detailed greenhouse and laboratory experiments to understand underlying mechanisms of
enhanced production and system’s resilience. These activities are expected to start during
the following growing season (starting February 2007). Finally, specific analyses are being
conducted to investigate the relation between nutritional quality (Fe and Zn contents, in
particular) of biofortified germplasm and soil fertility characteristics. These relations will
be studied in depth using data obtained from the demonstration trials, complemented
with more detailed experiments.
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9. ANNEXES
ANNEX 1 – MEETING ON DGDC PROJECTS DURING THE FARA
CHALLENGE PROGRAM LAKE KIVU PLT WORKSHOP, 27 APRIL 2005,
KIGALI, RWANDA
Present
Name
Eldad Karamura
Mapatano Sylvain
Mark Bagabe
Leon Nabahungu
Cliff Gold
Bernard Vanlauwe
Lunze Lubanga
Piet van Asten

organisation
INIBAP-IPGRI
DIOBASS (DRC)
ISAR
ISAR
IITA
CIAT-TSBF
INERA
IITA

email
e.karamura@cgiar.org
mapatano_s@yahoo.fr
markbagabe@yahoo.com
nabahungu@yahoo.com
c.gold@cgiar.org
b.vanlauwe@cgiar.org
llunze@yahoo.fr
p.vanasten@cgiar.org

Telephone nr.
+256 77286948
+243 815217572
+250 08304197
+250 08422519
+256 75722346
+254 733801581
+243 810605996
+256 75787812

Objective
1. Inform national partners on the status of the three DGDC-funded projects in the Great
Lakes region.
2. Initiate a dialogue on how to move forward once the proposals are being officially approved
to assure complementarity, avoid overlap and competition for limited human resources,
3. Partnerships among institutions

A short description of the keypoints of each proposal was given
INIBAP-IPGRI-led proposal:
Major focus on:
Establish benchmark sites + baseline data collection
Banana germplasm evaluation (incl. IPM + agronomic packages)
Banana germplasm characterization (collection and conservation), incl. KUL
Banana biotech work in KUL
Integrated pest and soil fertility management for bananas
BARNESA – networking
Banana seed systems
Partners:
KUL, TSBF, ISAR, IRAZ, ISABU, INERA, private sector on seed systems, NGO’s
Countries:
Burundi, Rwanda, DRC (first east, later also ‘Bas Congo’)
IITA-led proposal:
Major focus on:
Socio-economics and markets for banana based-cropping systems
Testing new banana hybrids in the field + dissemination of best-bet integrated soil and pest
management technologies
Integrated natural resource management of banana-based cropping systems
Partners:
UCL, ISAR, IRAZ, ISABU, INERA, TSBF, Local NGO’s + CBO’s to be identified by NARS in
consultation with other project partners.
Countries:
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Burundi, Rwanda, eastern DRC, Uganda (strategic/on-station research)
TSBF-led proposal
Major focus on:
Soil fertility/INRM/Legumes
Marketing
Human nutrition
Capacity building & partner institutes
Partners:
KUL, INERA, ECABREN (platform of NGO’s), DIOBASS, World Vision (Rwanda), IRM
(innovative resource management, NGO in East DRC).
Countries
Western DRC, Rwanda, Western Kenya (upstream research).

Status of the current projects
All three have passed the pre-proposal stage (Sept 2004) and full proposals were submitted early
December 2004. All full proposals have been positively reviewed and formal acceptance is
pending.
All three projects are for a period of three years. Expected starting date of the projects is in the
second half of 2005.

Points discussed/proposed during the meeting
1. Participants were all aware that this meeting is not including all stakeholders/participants
involved (e.g. Burundi partners are not represented).
2. Circulate all three proposals to the primary stakeholders involved (i.e. CG lead centers +
NARS)
3. There is a need for a coordination meeting organized by the national programs before
starting the projects. Funding for such a meeting should come from the stakeholders
involved, as DGDC has not set aside additional funding for this. Common action plans need
to be developed during this meeting. Items that needs discussion are: where (common pilot
sites), what (research complementarity), when (time frame). It was suggested to hold
coordination meetings in each of the countries separately, but perhaps with a few participants
from the other countries that participate in the projects.
4. Training should be a very important component of the projects. NARS have manpower
concerns and possibly need to recruit special project funded staff.
5. NARS should take the lead in identifying and encouraging other partners within the
countries (universities, NGO’s, etc.)
6. Although the grants were intended to support CG-centers led research, the NARS will be full
partners in these projects. Furthermore, NARS can be encouraged to tap bilateral funds for
more development-oriented work.
7. We briefly discussed whether there is a need to work in the FARA Challenge Program site
(Lake Kivu Pilot site). However, concerns were raised that this will perhaps complicate
matters as there will be competition with partners involved in the challenge program (e.g.
NGO’s and farmers may be saturated in these sites).
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ANNEX 2 – THE FIRST MEETING OF THE CONSORTIUM FOR IMPROVING
AGRICULTURE-BASED LIVELIHOODS IN CENTRAL AFRICA (CIALCA),
AUGUST 4-5, 2005, K U LEUVEN, LEUVEN, BELGIUM
Present
Richard Markham
Bernard vanlauwe (Chair)
Roel Merckx
(Co-Chair)
Ekow Akyeampong
Bruno Delvaux
Rony Swennen
Eric Tollens
Piet Van Asten
Eldad Karamura

INIBAP-IPGRI
CIAT-TSBF
KU Leuven
IPGRI-INBAP
UCL
Kuleuven
KUleuven
IITA-Uganda
INIBAP-IPGRI

r.marham@CGIAR.ORG
b.vanlauwe@cgiar.org
roel.merckx@biw.kuleuven.be
ekow@creolink.net
delvaux@sols.ucl.ac.be
rony.swennen@biw.kuleuven.be
eric.tollens@biw.kuleuven.be
p.vanasten@cgiar.org
e.karamura@CGIAR.ORG

Meeting Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Background briefing by the Chairs and issuing discussion
Briefing on the approved projects by the beneficiary institutes
Discussion of target areas
Thematic complementarity
Partnerships
Administration
Follow-up activities
Discussions with the representative of the DGDC, Mr. Patrick Hollebosch
Summary and conclusions.

Background and Issuing Discussion
The meeting followed a series of email discussions and informal meetings involving/between the
three DGDC-funded projects. First the meeting in May 2005 in Kigali attended by lead scientists
from IPGRI, IITA and CIAT recognized and agreed to the suggestion to have an inter-institute
level discussions on the possible cooperation between the three projects:
 ‘Building Impact Pathways for improving livelihoods in Musa-based systems in Central Africa’, led by
INIBAP-IPGRI;
 ‘Enhancing the resilience of the agro-ecosystems in Central Africa: a strategy to revitalize agriculture
through the integration of natural resource management, coupled to resilient germplasm and marketing
approaches’, led by CIAT-TSBF
 ‘Sustainable and profitable banana-based systems for the African Great Lakes Region’, led by IITA
The participants were informed that the three projects which have the same/similar Central
African NARS and Belgian partners were approved without financial commitment for
coordination and collaboration and that this could potentially lead to confusion. he meeting was
therefore convened to address the problem at the supra-project level with all the project
institutions participating. The presence and participation of Mr Hollebosch from the DGDC
was a further demonstration of the importance of the issues to be discussed. The KUL meeting
was also an opportunity for participants from different institutions to meet rather informally. In
the issuing discussion, it was revealed that there are other projects in the pipeline in Central
Africa, including but not limited to:
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 3.5 mill Euros by the Belgium Bi-lateral Program for INERA infra-structure
rehabilitation and development, following the EU-financed review of INERA station
 5.0 million Euros for seed development by the DR-Congo’s Ministry of Agriculture
 15 mill US$ Integrated Rural Development project (under development) by IFAD to
begin possibly in 2006 which may bring together the DR-Congo NARS (Civil Society
Organizations, Min of Agriculture and INERA)
The team also had a soul-searching discussion on whether or not the meeting was not “topdown” but it was finally resolved that it was not since its primary objective was to harmonise the
planning process.

Briefing on the approved projects by the beneficiary institutes
a) The IPGRI project in Central Africa will follow a bottom-up learning approach in which
stakeholders along the production-consumption pipeline will be facilitated to identify and set
their priorities to be addressed by the project. It will thus not be a technology-led project but
one in which both the researchers and farmers combine efforts to identify needs/constraints
and subsequently jointly identify/find/develop technological solutions. It was emphasised
that the project combines the benefits of strengthening the institutional frameworks and
empowering the capacity of the grass-root platforms in Central Africa, with upstream
research to develop common-good technological products. In this way the conservation and
biotech work to be carried out at KUL will in due course contribute to the solutions to the
priority constraints identified by the grass-root platforms. It was also clarified that the
location of IPGRI’s current IMTP sites in Rwanda (Kibungo) and Burundi (Mosso) would
be reviewed in the light of the stakeholder priorities, the inputs of the other two projects and
the resources available. In due course, however, the INIBAP-IPGRI project would like to
have a site, each in Rwanda and Burundi and two in the DR-Congo
b) The IITA project presentation high-lighted the work-packages- baseline assessment;
integrated banana systems development based on the best-bet technologies; dissemination of
post harvest technologies; capacity building; and monitoring and evaluation. All the work
packages will make use of IITA’s experiences gained in Uganda, Tanzania and Malawi in
post-harvest processing and marketing and will seek to test and disseminate the best-bet
technologies in Central Africa. It was also learnt that IITA, in collaboration with CIATTSBF has already carried out preliminary site selection and that in Rwanda the IITA project
will be carried out in Kibungo, Kigali Rural, and Kibuye; in Burundi the sites will be Gitega
and Mosso and in DR-Congo the site will be in the region immediately surrounding Bukavu,
in South Kivu Province.
c) The CIAT-TSBF proposal like the IITA will be technology-led but focusing on the natural
resource management and germplasm. A range of technological options were underscored:
Bean technologies including stress tolerance and micronutrients, dual purpose
soybeans,quality protein maize (QPM), agro-forestry, fertilizer micro-dose, other improved
germplasm. Other work packages will include the revival of capacity for research; the
facilitation of access to markets in the Resource-Consumption framework; the improvement
of health and nutrition of vulnerable groups; strategic alliances and partnerships. In the
issuing discussion the use of the terms “mandate”, “action” and “satellite” sites was clarified.

Discussion of target areas
After lengthy discussions it was agreed tentatively as follows (see also a summary in Table 1):


All the projects will work/have activities in Kibungo Prefecture which will include the
Kigali Rural districts.
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Similarly, all the three projects will have activities in the Bukavu district of South Kivu,
managed out of Mulungu INERA station. [I’m not sure these projects should be managed
from Mulungu in view of lack of communication etc. They could be managed through
INERA but better from Bukavu (most INERA staff stay in Bukavu). We could potentially
use accounting facilities of Diobass although there is not office space for other staff at
Diobass.]



INIBAP-IPGRI and IITA expressed interest in developing the Gitega-Mosso axis as the
Burundi site but the CIAT-TSBF project did not propose to work in Burundi [TSBF will
still work in Burundi but in the context of the banana projects, not in the context of the
legume projects] (and instead will want to work in Kenya). The setting up of activities in
Burundi however will be influenced by the improvement of the security situation in that
country.



Due to reported Banana Xanthomonas Wilt in the Gisenyi-Masisi axis, the INIBAPIPGRI project expressed interest in paying specific attention to the Gisenyi area in Rwanda
and Masisi in North Kivu DR-Congo, though the security remains a problem in this
region. It was thus agreed that the INIBAP-IPGRI will manage this site which extends to
Kibuye where IITA already has a soil fertility study.



Other areas will be covered by maximally 1 or 2 projects (Bas-Congo, Kikwit, and
Kisangani in DR Congo, Umutara in Rwanda), although final decisions still need to be
taken.

Table 1: Summary of target area selection and management
Projects Operating
INIBAP- IITA
TSBF
IPGRI
DR Congo
Sud-Kivu
Yes
Yes
Yes

Management

Site coordinator supervised by
consortium; based at Bukavu
Not decided
Not decided
Local project staff will manage

Bas-Congo
Kisangani
Kikwit
Rwanda
Kibungo-Kigali Rural

Yes
Yesa
No

No
No
No

Yes
No
Yesa

Yes

Yes

Yes

Gisenyi-Kibuye (Masisi)
Umutara
Burundi
Gitega-Mosso
a Remains to be confirmed

Yes
No

Yes
No

No
Yes

Site coordinator supervised by
consortium, based at Kigali
Not decided
Local project staff will manage

Yes

Yes

No

Through IRAZ office

Thematic complementarity
It was noted that there were specific specializations in each project which could be shared for the
good of the beneficiaries. It was hoped that the team leaders will identify these areas and work
out a mechanism for collaboration. In addition Bernard was requested to draft proposals for
sharing information and/or handling the publication of information collected under joint
activities. As a principle, however draft publications should be circulated between teams to
ensure their buy-in and technical correctness, before they are published. Two particular activities,
 Baseline information collection, and
 Soil/Leaf analysis/mycorrhiza
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were identified as needed by all projects. In the issuing discussion, it was agreed that all banana
plants to be imported in Central Africa should be disease indexed and a certificate issued to that
effect by the indexing lab.

Administration and way forward
a).
The three projects will be executed under a common flag called the “Consortium for
Improving Livelihoods in Central Africa” (CILCA) [we need to decide on the final name for the
consortium], which will have a coordination office in Kigali, at the CIAT/ISAR office. The
office will be managed by the coordinator, with technical as well as administrative experience.
The CILCA coordinator will be responsible for information gathering from site coordinators (i e
from Kibungo/Kigali Rural; Gisenyi/Masisi; Bukavu, etc) and take charge of CILCA’s property
in Rwanda. He/She will be responsible for compiling reports and strengthening linkages with
the NARS. He/She will report to the CILCA coordinating committee currently made up of
Bernard Vanlauwe (CIAT-TSBF), Eldad Karamura (INIBAP-IPGRI) and Piet Van Asten (IITA).
The CILCA coordinating committee may involve some of the NARS DGs in the selection and
recruitment of he CILCA coordinator.
b)
The Director of INIBAP-IPGRI will write to his colleagues in IITA and CIAT,
informing them of this and other decisions reached at this meeting. He will also organize the
joint (IPGRI/IITA/CIAT) signing of a letter, inviting the NARS DGs of the partner countries in
Central Africa to the project launching meeting, slated for September 15-16, 2005, probably in
Kigali or Butare, Rwanda. In the meantime the meeting asked Eldad Karamura to make informal
calls to all the DGs and inform them of the Leuven DGDC meeting and the next steps/way
forward. Furthermore the meeting report will be prepared for regional newsletters such as
MusAfrica. INIBAP-IPGRI also offered to provide website support and the offer was accepted
by the meeting. It was agreed that this project should be given visibility in the CGIAR system as
one depicting inter-centre cooperation and collaboration in Africa.
Follow-up Activities
Actions
1. Invitation letter for the NARS DGs
2. Project launching meeting, Sept 15-16, 2005
3. Calls to the NARS DGs on Leuven meeting
4. Consortium participation in the SSA-CP
5. Meeting report to P. Hollebosch and team
6. NARS-Level Planning meetings
7. Drafting the TOR for the CILCA coordinator
8. Recruitment of the CILCA coordinator

Lead Actors
Richard Markham
Bernard, Piet, Eldad
Eldad
Piet Van Astin
Roel Merckx
Bernard, Piet, Eldad
Bernard, Piet, Eldad
Bernard, Piet, Eldad

Meeting with Mr Patrick Hollebosch, DGDC, Brussels
In the meeting a number of issues were raised, relating to the initialling of the project to begin
spending; management of project funds; information exchange and reporting between the
projects and DGDC. In the issuing discussion the following were the responses:
a. The contracts will be ready by the end of August, 2005 and the starting dates for the
projects will then be September 1, 2005. Mr Hollebosch will need to have suggestions
on specific issues [such as no-cost extension, reporting details, inter-project
collaboration, etc] that will improve project implementation to be clarified in the report
so that he [Mr Hollebosch] can take care of them in the project contracts;
b. The intention by the project to collaborate and coordinate activities without budget
support was hailed. It was pointed out that synergies should not only be financial but
technical as well;
c. The need to involve Belgian NGOs was also underscored. It would be good to reflect
these in the reports;
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d. Clearance from the DGDC may be required for major budget changes;
e. Mr Hollebosch will provide guidelines for expenditure reporting. On the suggestion that
all the three projects should adopt similar reporting formats, it was clarified that the
centres have each their own formats that they will not change easily. Furthermore it was
agreed that there will not be annual reports but only mid-term and final reports Both
mid-term and final reports will need to clearly reflect development aspects and how the
project will have have impacted on the poor and the vulnerable [women and children].

Acknowledgements
At the end of the day the meeting team was very grateful for the excellent arrangements made by
the KULeuven colleagues in terms of programs and meeting logistics. The team also appreciated
the presence Mr. Luc Sas, former DGCD officer responsible for the CGIAR file and Dr Emile
Frison, the Director of IPGRI who blessed the meeting by their presence later in the evening.
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ANNEX 3 – DISCUSSIONS RELATED TO THE OPERATIONALISATION OF
THE CIALCA CONSORTIUM IN RWANDA, 16 SEPTEMBER 2005, KIGALI,
RWANDA
Introduction
Recently, the Directorate General for Development Cooperation (DGDC - Belgium) has
approved three proposals, expected to be launched by 1 September 2005, and led by IITA,
TSBF-CIAT and INIBAP-IPGRI:
•

Sustainable and Profitable Banana-based Systems for the African Great Lakes Region (led by
IITA)

•

Enhancing the resilience of agro-ecosystems in Central Africa: a strategy to revitalize
agriculture through the integration of natural resource management coupled to resilient
germplasm and marketing approaches (led by TSBF-CIAT)

•

Building Impact Pathways for Improving Livelihoods in Musa-based Systems in Central
Africa (led by INIBAP-IPGRI)
As the above projects are going to operate largely in the same areas parts of Rwanda, Burundi,
and DR Congo, above institutes agreed to operate as a Consortium. In this context, detailed
discussions were held between the DG of ISAR, Dr M Bagabe, and representatives of each of
the three projects above (Dr E Karamura, IPGRI; Dr P van Asten, IITA, and Dr B Vanlauwe,
CIAT) ,related to the operationalisation of the Consortium, of which the major points and
agreements are summarized in the current report.

Summary of discussions and agreements reached
1. A Consortium Coordinator (CC) is needed to facilitate the implementation of the three
above projects in Rwanda with the following terms of reference (about 60% technical, about
40% administrative):
Technical:
- Technical supervision of the 3 project activities (implementation, data collection, technical
reporting, etc)
- Linking with partner organisations
- Foster integration of activities between the three projects
Administrative (with secretarial assistance):
- Accounting for funds received
- Organise travel, visa (through liaison office)
- Manage documentation centres
- Organise project planning meetings
- Annual reporting to the consortium coordination
- Represent the consortium at different fora
2. The CC will have the following qualifications and experience:
- The position suits a dynamic and adaptable individual able to relate harmoniously in a multiracial/multi-cultural environment and with at least 10 years relevant post-qualification (at least a
MSc degree in an agriculture-related field) experience.
- Experience in soil fertility management and/or legume and banana-based cropping systems is
essential.
- Proven expertise in project management is also required as is excellent speaking and writing
skills in French or English with good knowledge of the other language.
3. Selection of the CC:
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- The position will be advertised nationally following the administrative steps used by ISAR
(which will take at least 21 days) with the terms of reference and qualifications/experience as
indicated above.
- Internal ISAR candidates can also apply.
- The interview will take place during the INIBAP-IPGRI planning meeting, planned around the
3rd week in November in Butare, with staff from ISAR, IITA, IPGRI, and CIAT present.
4. Contract conditions of the CC:
- The CC will work under ISAR umbrella but will be fully (100%) disengaged from any ISAR
responsibilities.
- The CC will also have a CIALCA contract (maybe through the CIAT country agreement), with
specific contract conditions (payment details, benefits, evaluation procedures, etc) detailed by
CIALCA.
- The contract will stipulate a probation period of 6 months.
5. The CC will have the following to facilitate his job:
- A secretary with experience in accounting and data entry.
- A driver.
- A vehicle.
- Office equipment (computer, printer, scanner, photocopier, etc)
- Communication equipment (internet access, mobile phone, etc)
6. Base of the CC:
- The CC could be based at the ISAR Rubona headquarters or at the ISAR liaison office in Kigali.
- Advantages of Kigali are: (i) better communication possibilities, including internet access,
contacts (internet), (ii) a more central position in Rwanda than Rubona since CIALCA will have
activities country-wide, (iii) presence of certain project partners, and (iv) nearness to Kigali for
arranging travel and other administrative issues. There is also sufficient office space at the liaison
office.
- Advantages of Butare are (i) sufficient office space, (ii) presence of scientific project partners.
Strong disadvantages are (i) lack of internet access, (ii)lack of a central location within Rwanda.
- The decision on the specific location could be made during the INIBAP-IPGRI meeting,
around the 3rd week of November.
7. The Vehicle
- The vehicle could be purchase via the CIAT country agreement with Rwanda and thus have an
‘IT’ number plate.
-The vehicle will be managed by the CC.
8. Flow of funds (see also the sketch below)
- Funds for specific project activities will be flowing directly from IITA, IPGRI, and CIAT to the
partners who are leading the implementation of these activities. These funds will go directly to
the accounts of the leading partners who will also be responsible for technical and financial
reporting. The CC will receive copies of the funds disbursed.
- Future funds will be sending pending proper accounting of the funds received two quarters
before.
- All accounting documents from the respective partners will be sent to IITA, IPGRI, and CIAT
through the CC.
- The CC will also manage a coordination account which will be outside ISAR and for which the
CC and the ISAR DG or DS will be co-signatories. These operational funds will be used for
running the office, facilitating the scientific back-stopping, organizing meetings, etc.
- The funds for the coordination need to be accounted for separately to IITA, IPGRI, and CIAT
since these institutes need to report individually to DGDC in Belgium.
9. Flow of technical reports (see also the sketch below)
- All technical reports will flow to IITA, IPGRI, and CIAT through the CC.
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- Copies of all reports will also be sent to all partners and stored in the information centre.
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ANNEX 4 – PROCEDURES FOR PRA ACTIVITIES
I. Delineation of the mandate areas

•
•

Before the PRAs can be implemented, the mandate areas need to be delineated in more
detail since the action sites need to be representative for the mandate areas.
The final delineation of the mandate areas will be made through overlaying geo-reference
information related to population density, altitude, length of growing period, geology, and
topography. This may need to be achieved by relying on secondary information, some
specific GIS work, and own expert knowledge.

II. Sampling frame for PRA and final site selection

•
•
•

The PRAs will be done with specific communities in preliminary action sites. Preliminary
ideas on potential action sites were identified for certain mandate areas during the
Bukavu and Butare planning meetings.
The project will work with communities within these villages, so for the PRA, a larger
number of communities will need to be selected in order to make a final selection amongst
these.
The PRA will be implemented in the Sud-Kivu, Bas-Congo, Kigali-Kibungo, Umutara,
Masisi-Gisenyi, Kibuye, Gitega, Kirundo, Mosso, and Cibitoke mandate areas.

III. PRA checklist and procedures
III.1. Preparation
Objectives of the PRA:
(i) To introduce the project to the communities.
(ii) To obtain a preliminary understanding of the farming systems; infrastructure, land tenure, and
other important agriculture-related features.
(iii) To obtain a preliminary understanding of constraints related to soil fertility management,
markets (including post-harvest), nutrition, and specific cropping system components (bananas,
legumes, cassava).
(iv) To get an insight in indigenous coping strategies related to these constraints.
(v) To guide the final selection of target villages and participating communities.
Various methodologies will be used:
(i) Gender-based group interview (checklist)
(ii) Participatory wealth classification
(iii) Village mapping
(iv) Social mapping
PRA team:
- The PRA team will consist of maximally 7 people:
- Male group interview: 1 facilitator and 1 rapporteur
- Female group interview: 1 facilitator and 1 rapporteur
- Wealth ranking: 1 facilitator (who will also report)
- Village mapping: 1 facilitator (who will also report)
- Social mapping: 1 facilitator (who will also report)
- In case there are only 6 team members, one team member could facilitate two of the three
additional activities (wealth ranking, village mapping, social mapping).
- Ensure that the main facilitators have experience with community interactions.
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- Ensure that the team includes members with agronomic, socio-economic, and other specifically
required backgrounds.
Tools needed:
- A sufficient number of flip chart sheets and colored markers (at least 4 different colors).
- Support for the flip chart.
- Soft drinks and bread.
- Pencils.
- GPS unit.
- Digital camera.
III.2. Implementation
STEP 1: Announcement of the PRA meeting
- Identify a contact person within the communities to mobilize people to attend through the
village chief.
- The communities need to be informed about the PRA in advance to ensure that there is
sufficient attendance. At least 20 men and 20 women need to be present. Note that women
may be less available because of other household duties.
- Explain the exact geographical unit that needs to be represented during the PRA (this area
will correspond with the area of the action sites):
- Sud-Kivu: province – territoire – chefferie/collectivité – groupement – localité (chef –
500-1000 HH) – village
- Bas-congo: province – district – territoire – secteur – groupement – village (chef – 5001000 HH)
- Rwanda: province – district – secteur (chef – 500 HH) – cellule – nyumba kumi
- Burundi: province – commune – zone – colline (chef 500 HH) – secteur
- An appropriate time needs to be agreed upon (taking into account community activities such
as market days, holidays, elections, etc).
- It should be explained that the PRA will take maximally about 3 hours; meeting should start
in the morning but may vary depending on the specific conditions.
- The exact location of the meeting (e.g., church, compound of the local chiefs) needs to be
agreed. IT is important to have a venue that can accommodate at least 50 people.
- The modalities of the meeting need to be explained (e.g, no money involved; knowledge
transfer).
STEP 2: General introduction [max about 15 min]
INTRODUCTION
- After calling the meeting to order, the PRA team members introduce themselves (name,
institute, location). The rappoteur should fill TABLEAU 1.
- The objectives of the PRA are also specified. It is important to specifically mention the points
of intervention of the project (e.g., soil fertility improvement), in order to obtain the appropriate
information.
- Explain mode of operation (no payments to be expected)
- Enquire how much time the participants would like to spend during the PRA. Explain that the
project will operate for at least 3 years.
- Agree on the language to be used for discussing and reporting.
METHODOLOGY
- Explain the different exercises: group interviews with male and female participants, wealth
ranking, drawing the village map, and drawing the social map.
- At this stage, persons will be selected by the communities to carry out the wealth ranking,
village mapping, and the social mapping exercises (see STEP 3b, STEP 3c, and STEP 3d
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below). At least 3 people (at least one men and one woman) should join each of these activities.
It may be useful to sideline village head or other outspoken people by engaging them in one
of these exercises.
- Once selected, these participants together with one PRA team member should leave the
meeting place and start their activities separate from the plenary meeting.
- Explain that the remaining participants will split following gender for the group interviews.
Agree on the exact location for each of the group interviews.
STEP 3a: Group interviews [max about 1.5 hours]
INTRODUCTION
- All people should be arranged in a way that all are more or less equally close to the facilitator
so all can hear/contribute
- The following questions should be discussed for each group. Frequencies are generated by
asking participants to raise hands. One team member should summarize answers given on a
sheet of paper. It is important to facilitate the contribution of the whole group to answer and
not the most outspoken people.
- Identify a rapporteur from the participants and agree on the language for discussion and
reporting back.
- Explain that one needs to raise hands before talking; avoid monologues by outspoken
community leaders
- Note also important issues mentioned that are not directly related to answering the
questions; note which questions resulted in a lot of discussion.
- Both groups need to try to stick to a set timeframe so they finish more or less at the same
time. A team member involved in mapping could follow up every 30 minutes. The rapporteur
should count the number of male and female participants every 30 minutes and fill TABLEAU
2.
QUESTIONS CHECKLIST
1. Systèmes de culture:
CULTURE
- Principaux systèmes de cultures (associé/non associé) - TABLEAU 3.
- Classification des produits agricoles d’autoconsommation: Quels sont les cultures agricoles?
Quels sont les 5 cultures les plus importants? Quelles cultures sont gérées par les hommes ou par
les femmes? - TABLEAU 4.
- Classification des produits agricoles commercialisés. Quels sont les cultures agricoles? Quels
sont les 5 cultures les plus importants? Quelles cultures sont gérées par les hommes ou par les
femmes? - TABLEAU 4.
ANIMAUX
- Quels sont les principaux animaux d’élevage (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 5.
- Quels sont les systèmes d’élevage (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 6.
TERRE
- Quels sont les différentes manières d’accéder à la terre (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 7.
OUTILS
- Quels sont les outils aratoires? - TABLEAU 8.
MAIN D’OUEVRE
- Quelle est la taille d’un grand, moyen, petit ménage (ménage = gens qui mangent sous le même
toit)? -TABLEAU 9.
ACTIVITES
- Principales activités des hommes (agricoles, non-agricoles)? - TABLEAU 10/11.
- Principales activités des femmes (agricoles, non-agricoles)? - TABLEAU 10/11.
CREDIT
- Qui a accès au crédit (toutes sortes de crédit) (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 12.
- Qui utilise le crédit régulièrement (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 12.
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2. Fertilité du sol:
ETAT DE LA FERTILITE
- Comment ont évolues les rendements des principales cultures pendant les cinq dernières
années? Et quelles sont les causes principales? - TABLEAU 13.
- Le problème de la faible fertilité du sol se pose partout dans l’exploitation et entre les
exploitations? - TABLEAU 14.
METHODES POUR AMELIORER LA FERTILITE ET LA CONSERVATION DES SOLS
- Quelles sont les méthodes utilisées pour améliorer la fertilité du sol (fréquence)? - TABLEAU
15.
- Quelles sont les méthodes connues mais non-utilisées? - TABLEAU 16.
- Qui utilise des intrants chimiques/organiques (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 17.
3. Nutrition:
NOURRITURE
- Combien de repas avez-vous par jour (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 18.
- La disponibilité varie au cours de l’année? Au cours de cinq dernières années? Si oui, quelles
sont les causes principales? - TABLEAU 18.
- Combien de fois vous consommez des protéines végétales (e.g., haricot, arachide, soya, niébé) et
animales (viande/poisson/œufs/lait) (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 19.
- Vous obtenez de la nourriture en dehors de l’exploitation (incluant les dons) (fréquence)? Quels
produits? Où principalement? TABLEAU 20.
SANTE
- Qui fréquente des centres de santé (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 21.
- Quelle information obtenez-vous dans les centres de santé? Sur la nutrition? - TABLEAU 22.
4. Marché:
INPUT
- D’où viennent les intrants externes que vous utilisez? - TABLEAU 23.
OUTPUT
- Où et à quelle distance (minutes/km) se trouvent les marchés les plus proches du village? Nombre
des jours de marché? Obtenez-vous des informations sur les prix de ces marchés? Est-ce qu’on
recentre des barrières? - TABLEAU 24.
- Où et à quelle distance (minutes/km) se trouvent les marchés les plus importantes du village?
Nombre des jours de marché? Obtenez-vous des informations sur les prix de ces marchés? Estce qu’on recentre des barrières? - TABLEAU 24.
- Quels traitements subissent les produits agricoles avant leur vente? TABLEAU 25.
- Est-ce qu’il y a des gens qui viennent acheter des produits agricoles au village? - TABLEAU 26.
5. Légumineuses:
- Quelles sont les légumineuses les plus cultivées? - TABLEAU 27.
- Pensez-vous que les légumineuses influencent la fertilité du sol (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 27.
- Quel sont les principaux problèmes avec les légumineuses? - TABLEAU 27.
- Utilisez-vous des semences améliorés (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 27.
- Utilisation des autres dérivés (feuilles)? - TABLEAU 27.
6. Bananes:
- Quelles sont les types de bananes les plus cultivées? - TABLEAU 28.
- Pensez-vous que les bananiers influencent la fertilité du sol (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 28.
- Quel sont les principaux problèmes avec les bananiers? - TABLEAU 28.
- Utilisez-vous des cultivars améliorés (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 28.
- Utilisation des autres dérivés (feuilles, fibres)? - TABLEAU 28.
7. Manioc:
- Quelles sont les variétés de manioc les plus cultivées? - TABLEAU 29.
- Pensez-vous que le manioc influence la fertilité du sol (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 29.
- Quel sont les principaux problèmes avec le manioc? - TABLEAU 29.
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- Utilisez-vous des variétés améliorés (fréquence)? - TABLEAU 29.
- Utilisation des autres dérivés (feuilles, tiges)? - TABLEAU 29.
STEP 3b: Participatory wealth classification – see details in Annex 1 [max about 1.5 hours]
Objectives
- To obtain preliminary information on the production factors associated with wealth within the
communities.
- To get an idea about the thresholds for above criteria that separate different wealth classes.
Procedure
1. The informants selected by the community will meet in a separate place with one/two PRA
team members.
2. Fill the general information table and note the time. - TABLEAU 30.
3. Explain the specific objectives and expected outputs.
4. Present the materials: Flip chart sheets, colored markers.
5. Choose (by consensus) one farmer to do the drawings and another farmer to present the map
to the village assembly.
6. Discussions will be held around the issue of wealth. An introductory question could be
whether all households in the community have an equal access to resources for agricultural
production (e.g., land, inputs, labour, etc).
7. The informants need to come up with a limited (between 3 and 5) wealth classes. he key
informants now discuss which are the criteria that distinguish people with more (‘rich’) and
with less (‘poor’) access to resources. The criteria need to be identified by people themselves, not
by the PRA team. - TABLEAU 31.
8. After having identified a limited number of wealth classes, the discussion now needs to focus
on the thresholds for the different criteria that distinguish different classes (e.g., rich
households have > 10 cows, households with medium wealth have 3 -10 cows, while poor
households have < 3 cows. - TABLEAU 31.
9. The last issue to discuss is whether there is a gender dimension in construction wealth
classes. In other words, do female-headed households fall more frequently in specific wealth
classes or is there no difference between male- and female-headed households. In this context,
gender differences apply to male and female-headed households, not to men and women in
general. - TABLEAU 32.
10. Record the time in the general information table.
11. A summary report of the discussions needs to be written on a Manila sheet of paper for
presentation to the plenary community meeting.
STEP 3c: Village maps – see details in Annex 2 [max about 1.5 hours]
Objectives
- To visualise the boundaries of the community territory.
- To identify and locate the different land units and soil types in the territory.
- To characterise the different soil types.
- To analyse land use and management.
- To analyse the constraints and potential of the territory in relation to soil fertility and land
degradation.
Procedure
1. Choose a suitable place for drawing the map.
2. Fill the general information table and note the time. - TABLEAU 33.
3. Explain the specific objectives and expected outputs.
4. Present the material: flip chart paper, pencil, and coloured pens; show an example of a
community territory map drawn by villagers.
5. Choose (by consensus) one farmer to do the drawings and another farmer to present the map
to the village assembly.
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6. Position the paper so that its longest side corresponds to the longest side of the village
territory. Indicate the North.
7. All drawings are made in pencil and after finalization colored with markers.
8. Indicate specific features bordering the territory (such as rivers, roads, etc).
9. Mark and name neighboring villages. - TABLEAU 34.
10. Show the main roads and major foot paths, including those leading to neighboring villages.
11. Indicate the village centre, schools, churches, centre de santé, community houses,
shops, etc.
12. Distinguish and demarcate any territory units inside the village territory. - TABLEAU 35.
13. Distinguish and demarcate different soil types inside the territory: - TABLEAU 36.
- Name them and show then on the map.
- What is their relative importance in terms of area?
- What criteria have been used to distinguish the different soils?
- What is their relative importance in terms of area?
- What are the specific advantages and constraints associated with each soil type?
14. Does land management vary according to distinct soil types? (For example, are some soil
types used more for cash crops, food crops, fodder crops, trees, communal areas, or non-farming
activities?) If so, why? - TABLEAU 37.
15. Distinguish and demarcate territory units and/or soil types with land very good soil
fertility and degradation/soil erosion. - TABLEAU 38.
16. Overwrite all pencil lines with colored markers (use different colors for different features)
and add a visible legend.
17. Record the time in the general information table. - TABLEAU 33.
18. Photograph the map with a digital camera. - TABLEAU 39.
STEP 3d: Social mapping – see details in Annex 3 [max about 30 min]
Objectives
- To identify and visualise the major village-based and external organizations to which villagers
belong.
- To identify any links between these organisations.
- To assess how the major village organisations function.
Procedure
1. Choose a suitable place for drawing the map.
2. Fill the general information table and note the time. - TABLEAU 40.
3. Explain the specific objectives and expected outputs to the plenary meeting.
4. Present the materials: flip chart paper, pencil, and coloured pens; show an example of a
community territory map drawn by villagers.
5. Draw a large circle to represent the village.
6. List the different groupings/organisations of villagers that are specific to the village: TABLEAU 41.
- Ask for the abbreviated and full name.
- Ask for their total membership.
- Draw circles inside the village circle to represent the different organisations. Vary the size of
the circles, using large ones to represent important organisations and smaller ones for the less
important organisations (Do this in pencil so the diagram can be easily amended). When organisations
have members in common, overlap their circles: the size of the intersection should represent the
number of members in common. When the circles do not intersect, it means organisations have
no members in common.
7. List the different external organisations to which villagers belong: - TABLEAU 42.
- Ask for the abbreviated and full name.
- Ask for their total number of associations and ask for the name of those associations.
- Each external organisation is represented by an open circle that starts outside the village circle
and intersects part of the village circle or other internal circles. The more important the
organisation, the larger the circle should be. When external organisations have members in
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common with internal organisations their circles should overlap, and the size of the intersection
should represent the number of members in common. When organizations have no members in
common their circles should not overlap.
8. Discuss the functions of each of the main organizations and how the organizations are
operating.:
Try to investigate which organizations are most active. It is important to know if they deal with
specific agricultural issues (e.g. seeds, soil fertility, erosion control, transformation, nutrition and
health, etc). - TABLEAU 43.
9. Record the time in the general information table.
10. Photograph the map with a digital camera. - TABLEAU 44.
STEP 4: Synthesis [max about 45 min]
- All participants will reconvene in plenary and present what has been discussed (female and
male group discussion, wealth class definition, village maps, social maps). Allow the women to
present before the man, if accepted.
- After the presentation of the social map, identify farmers' membership of each organisation
by raising hands. Count male and female members separately.
- Some discussion should be held after presenting each topic. - TABLEAU 45.
- Record the time in the general information table TABLEAU 1.
- All sheets should be photographed.
- The meeting can be closed with a soft drink and a small snack. Do not give money. The
distribution of bread/drinks needs to be organised to avoid chaos.
STEP 5: PRA report production
- All above activities need to be reported for each PRA separately following a standardized
format (see Tables below).
- It is important to write the report soon after the PRA to avoid loosing important information.
- Evaluate the PRA site as a potential action site following specific criteria. - TABLEAU 46.
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Tableaux - MARP
STEP 3a: INTERVIEWS – HOMMES / FEMMES
TABLEAU 1 - Données générales
Village:
Localisation de la communauté (commune, territoire, division, district, etc):
Coordinées GPS:
Date:
HOMMES
Temps – début:
Temps – fin (avant les boissons):
Nombre de participants:
Sous-unité représentés:
1.
2.
Membres de l’équipe (nom, institut, et spécialisation):
1.
2.
Facilitateur en plénière:
Rapporteur en plénière:

FEMMES
Temps – début:
Temps – fin (avant les boissons):
Nombre de participants:
Sous-unité représentés:
1.
2.
Membres de l’équipe (nom, institut, et spécialisation):
1.
2.
Facilitateur en plénière:
Rapporteur en plénière
:

TABLEAU 2 - Nombre de participants – compter chaque trente minutes
Temps
Hommes
Femmes
début:
après 30 minutes:
après 1 heure:
après 1 heure 30 minutes:
après 2 heures:
après 2 heures 30 minutes:
TABLEAU 3 - Principaux systèmes de cultures
Hommes
Femmes

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 4 - Principales cultures [ajoutez une étiole pour les 5 cultures principales]
Produits d’autoconsommation
Produits commercialisés
Hommes
Femmes
Hommes
Femmes
Culture
Genre
Culture
Genre
Culture
Genre
Culture
Genre

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 5 - Principaux animaux d’élevage
Hommes
Femmes
Animal
Fréquence
Animal
Vaches
Vaches
Mouton
Mouton
Chèvre
Chèvre

Fréquence
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Porc
Poule
Lapin
Autre
Autres commentaires:

Porc
Poule
Lapin
Autre
Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 6 - Systèmes d’élevage
Hommes
Systèmes
Fréquence
Stabulation
Semi-stabulation
Package libre
Autres commentaires:

Femmes
Systèmes
Stabulation
Semi-stabulation
Package libre
Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 7 - Manières d’accéder à la terre
Hommes
Manières d’accès
Fréquence
Achat
Héritage
Location
Autres:

Femmes
Manières d’accès
Achat
Héritage
Location
Autres:

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 8 - Outils aratoires
Hommes

Femmes

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 9 - Taille de famille
Hommes
Nombres de membres
Grand ménage:
Moyen ménage:
Petit ménage:

Nombres de membres
Grand ménage:
Moyen ménage:
Petit ménage:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 11 - Principales activités non-agricoles
Hommes
Femmes

Autres commentaires:

Fréquence

Femmes

TABLEAU 10 - Principales activités agricoles
Hommes
Femmes

Autres commentaires:

Fréquence

Autres commentaires:
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TABLEAU 12 - Crédit
Hommes

Femmes
Fréquence

Fréquence

Accès potentiel:
Déjà utilisé:
Autres commentaires:

Accès potentiel:
Déjà utilisé:
Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 13 - Evolution des rendements
Hommes
Evolution:

Femmes
Evolution:

Causes principales:

Causes principales:

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 14 - Différences spatiales de la faible fertilité
Hommes
Femmes
Différence entre exploitations:
Différence entre exploitations:
Différences entre parcelles dans une seule
exploitation:

Différences entre parcelles dans une seule
exploitation:

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 15 - Méthodes utilisées pour améliorer la fertilité du sol
Hommes
Femmes
Méthode
Fréquence
Méthode
Fréquence
Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 16 - Méthodes connues mais non-utilisées
Hommes
Femmes
Autres commentaires:
TABLEAU 17 - Utilisation des intrants
Hommes
Fréquence
Culture
Chimique
Organique

Autres commentaires:
Femmes
Culture

Fréquence
Chimique

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 18 - Nombre de repas
Hommes
Fréquence
1 repas

Femmes
1 repas

Organique

Fréquence
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2 repas
3 repas
Variation de la disponibilité:
Causes, si oui:

2 repas
3 repas
Variation de la disponibilité:
Causes, si oui:

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 19 - Consommation des protéines
Hommes
Protéines végétales
Protéines animales
Nombre Fréquence Nombre Fréquence
de fois
de fois
Journalier
Journalier
Au
Au
moins
moins
une fois
une fois
par
par
semaine
semaine
Au
Au
moins
moins
une fois
une fois
per mois
per mois
Rarement
Rarement
Autres commentaires:

Femmes
Protéines végétales
Nombre Fréquence
de fois
Journalier
Au
moins
une fois
par
semaine
Au
moins
une fois
per mois
Rarement
Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 20 - Nourriture acheté
Hommes
Produit
Fréquence
Provenance
principale

Femmes
Produit

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 21 - Visites aux centres de santé
Hommes
Fréquence
> 1 fois par mois
> 1 fois par an
presque jamais
Autres commentaires:

Femmes
> 1 fois par mois
> 1 fois par an
presque jamais
Autres commentaires:

Protéines animales
Nombre Fréquence
de fois
Journalier
Au
moins
une fois
par
semaine
Au
moins
une fois
per mois
Rarement

Fréquence

Provenance
principale

Fréquence

TABLEAU 22 - Information obtenu dans les centres de santé
Hommes
Femmes
Information sur la nutrition:
Autres commentaires:

Information sur la nutrition:
Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 23 - Origine des intrants externes
Hommes
Femmes
Type d’intrant
Origine
Type d’intrant
Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

Origine
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TABLEAU 24 - Marchés
Hommes
Marché le plus proche:
Nom:
Distance (minute/km):
Nombre de jours:
Information sur les prix:
Barrières:
Marché le plus important:
Nom:
Distance (minute/km):
Nombre de jours:
Information sur les prix:
Barrières:
Autres commentaires:

Femmes
Marché le plus proche:
Nom:
Distance (minute/km):
Nombre de jours:
Information sur les prix:
Barrières:
Marché le plus important:
Nom:
Distance (minute/km):
Nombre de jours:
Information sur les prix:
Barrières:
Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 25 - Transformation
Hommes
Produit
Transformation

Femmes
Produit

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

Transformation

TABLEAU 26 - Commerçants qui viennent acheter des produits aux villages
Hommes
Femmes

Autres commentaires:
TABLEAU 27 - Légumineuses
Hommes
Types de
légumineuses:
Influence sur la
fertilité du sol:
Principaux
problèmes:
Semences
améliores:
Autres dérivés:

Fréquence:

Autres commentaires:
TABLEAU 28 - Bananes
Hommes
Types de bananes:
Influence sur la
fertilité du sol:
Principaux

Autres commentaires:
Femmes

Fréquence:

Autres commentaires:
Femmes
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problèmes:
Cultivars
améliores:
Autres dérivés:

Fréquence:

Fréquence:

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 29 - Manioc
Hommes
Variétés de
manioc:

Femmes

Influence sur la
fertilité du sol:
Principaux
problèmes:
Variétés
améliores:
Autres dérivés:

Fréquence:

Fréquence:

Autres commentaires:

Autres commentaires:

STEP 3b: CLASSIFICATION PARTICIPATIVE DE RICHESSE
TABLEAU 30 - Données générales
Village:
Date:
Temps – début:
Temps – fin:
Nombre de participants: hommes:
femmes:
Rôle des participants dans le village:
Facilitateur – caractérisation richesse:
TABLEAU 31 - Classes de richesse
Critères

Classe 1

Valeur spécifiques pour distinguer les classes
Classe 2
Classe 3
Classe 4

Classe 5

Autres commentaires:
TABLEAU 32 - Dimension genre
Classe 1
Plutôt ménages gérés
par hommes
Plutôt ménages gérés
par femmes

Classe 2

Classe 3

Classe 4

Classe 5
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Autres commentaires:
STEP 3c: CARTE DES VILLAGES
TABLEAU 33 - Données générales
Village:
Date:
Temps – début:
Temps – fin:
Nombre de participants: hommes:
femmes:
Rôle des participants dans le village:
Facilitateur – carte de village:
TABLEAU 34 - ‘Villages’ voisins
Noms des ‘villages’

Autres commentaires [explorer les relations entre les ‘villages’]:
TABLEAU 35 - ‘Unités’ de ‘village’
Nom de l’ ‘unité’

Autres commentaires:
TABLEAU 36 - Types de sol
Nom local du type de Importance
sol
relative a

Critères pour
distinguer le sol

Avantages

Contraints

Autres commentaires:
a superficie plus petite = 1; superficie la plus large = 5 s’il ya 5 type de sol
TABLEAU 37 - Gestion de la terre
Type de sol
Utilisation principale

Autres commentaires:

TABLEAU 38 - Régions avec de bon sol et de la dégradation de terre
Bonne fertilité de sol
Pauvre fertilité/dégradation de sol
‘Unité’:
Nom:
Nom:
Nom:
Nom:
Type de sol:
Nom:
Nom:
Nom:
Nom:
Autres commentaires:
TABLEAU 39 - Photo de la carte du village
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STEP 3d: CARTE SOCIALE
TABLEAU 40 - Données générales
Village:
Date:
Temps – début:
Temps – fin:
Nombre de participants: hommes:
femmes:
Rôle des participants dans le village:
Facilitateur – carte sociale:
TABLEAU 41 - Organisations de base
Nom (abréviation + nom complet)

Nombre total de
membres

Présence des
hommes

Présence des
femmes

Autres commentaires [explorer lien entres les organisations]:
TABLEAU 42 - Organisations externes
Nome (abréviation + nom complet)

Nombre total d’associations partenaires [+noms]

Autres commentaires [explorer lien entres les organisations]:
TABLEAU 43 - Activités et fonctionnement des organisations
Organisation
Domaines d’interventions spécifiques
Niveau organisationnel [active/non-active;
réunions régulières; grande réalisation; etc]

Autres commentaires:
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TABLEAU 44 - Photo de la carte sociale

STEP 4: SYNTHESE
TABLEAU 45 - Résume des discussions
Interview femmes
Interview hommes
Classification richesse
Carte du village
Carte social

STEP 5: RAPPORT FINAL
TABLEAU 46 – Evaluation préliminaire du site
Critère
Evaluation du critère
Accès au marché
Type de sol
Altitude
Importance des bananes
Importance des légumineuses
Importance de manioc
Accessibilité pendant toute l’année
Présence des associations/plateforme
actives qui sont intéressé à l’agriculture
Présence des partenaires de
développement actives
Présence des agents de vulgarisation
actives
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Coopération potentiel des paysans;
intérêt général dans les thèmes des
projets
Les paysans sont déjà en train de tester
des options eux-mêmes
Jugement propre; sens commun
Autre:
Autre:
Autre:
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ANNEX 5 – BASELINE QUESTIONAIRE
Livelihoods Baseline Questionnaire
Consortium for the Improvement of Agriculture-based Livelihoods in
Central Africa (CIALCA)

No:

Section 1: Introduction
1.1. Nom de l’intervieweur: _________________________________________________
1.2. Date de l’interview: ____________________________________________________
1.3. Temps du début de l’interview: ___________________________________________
1.4. Données GPS degrés latitude/longitude [superviseur]: ___________________________
Section 2: Identification du ménage et le site d’étude
2.1. Nom du répondant: _______________
2.2. Genre du répondant [1=homme; 2-femme]: __________
2.3. Territoire (SK) | district (BC) | province (RW) | province (BU): ____________________
2.4. Chefferie/collectivité (SK) | territoire (BC) | district (RW) | commune (BU):__________
2.5. Groupement (SK) | secteur (BC) | secteur (RW) | zone (BU): ______________________
2.6. Localité (SK) | groupement (BC) | cellule (RW) | colline (BU): ____________________
2.7. Village (SK) | village (BC) | umudugudu (RW) | secteur (BU): ____________________
Section 3: caractéristiques du ménage
3.1. Type de ménage [1= dirigé par l’homme ayant une femme; 2= dirigé par l’homme ayant plus d’une
femme; 3= dirigé par la femme, veuve; 4=autres (spécifier)]: ________________
3.2. Résidence du chef de la famille [0=non–résidant; 1=résidant]: ____________________
Si non résident, indiquer la résidence [2=autre village; 3=ailleurs (spécifier)]: ___________
3.3. Occupation principale du répondant en terme de temps dépensé [1=agriculture; 2=commerce;
3= travail salarié; 4=artisan; 5=autre (spécifier)]: ______________
3.4. Occupation principale du conjoint [1= agriculture; 2=commerce; 3= travail salarié; 4=artisan;
5=autre (spécifier)]: _______________
3.5. Age du répondant: ________________
3.6. Niveau de l’éducation formelle du répondant [1=pas d’éducation formelle; 2= alphabétisation
adulte; 3=école primaire; 4=école secondaire– 4 ans; 5=école secondaire – cycle long; 6=autre (spécifier)]:
___________________________________________
Si la réponse = 1, il y a t-il un autre membre du ménage qui peut lire et écrire [1=oui; 0=non]:
____
3.7. Quel est le nombre des gens résidant dans votre
ménage ?______________________________
3.8. Veuillez spécifier par catégorie d’âge?
Catégorie d’Age (années):
Hommes [ajouter nombre]
Femmes [ajouter nombre]

0-5

3.9. Combien de garçons vont à l’école ?
_____________________________________________

6-17

18-59

>59
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3.10. Combien de filles vont à l’école ?
_______________________________________________
3.11. Combien de gens de votre ménage travaillent dans et en dehors de la ferme?
Catégorie d’Age (années):
Moins de 18 ans
Egale ou plus de
18 ans
Hommes – temps plein dans la ferme [ajouter
nombre]
Hommes – temps partiel dans la ferme [ajouter
nombre]
Hommes – hors de la ferme [ajouter nombre]
Femmes – temps plein dans la ferme [ajouter
nombre]
Femmes – temps partiel dans la ferme [ajouter
nombre]
Femmes – hors de la ferme [ajouter nombre]
3.12. Etes-vous membre d’un groupe des fermiers ou d’une association locale dans ce village?
Nom du groupe ou association
[inclure des institutions traditionelles]

Etes-vous
un
membre
[1=Oui;
0=Non]

Quelle est votre
poste dans le
groupe
[1=membre du
comité; 2=simple
membre]

Pour combien de
temps etes-vous
membre de ce
groupe [ajouter nr
d’années]

Groupe des fermiers (inclure bétail)
Groupe de crédit et épargne
Groupe des femmes
Groupe de l’église
Groupe d’entraide
Association HIV/SIDA
Mutuelle de santé
Groupe de jeunes
Comite des parents/Comite de gestion
Conseil de village (administration du
territoire, secteur..)
Autre:
Autre:
3.13. Avez-vous participé dans des actions collectives pendant les 12 derniers mois ? [1=oui;
0=non]:______________ Si la réponse = 1, remplir le tableau.
Quelle était l’activité?
Combien de fois
Combien de gens y
[ajoutez nombre]?
ont participé [ajoutez
nombre ou gamme]?
Travail des champs
[souligner le type d’activité: fauchage, semis, sarclage,
récolte, lutte anti-érosive, autre-spécifier:_____________
Commercialisation des produits agricoles
Entretien des routes, marchés et autres places
publiques
Autre :
3.14. Quelles sont les autres sources de revenu (autre que l’agriculture) pour votre ménage durant
la dernière saison récoltée [Saison B 2005 au Rwanda et Burundi; A 2005-2006 Septembre Décembre 2005 pour le Sud-Kivu];
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Source de revenu

Membre de la famille
impliqué
[1=répondant; 2=épouse;
3=autres adultes; 4=enfants;
5=autre (spécifier)]
[ajouter plus q’un numéro si
nécessaire]

Revenus durant les
derniers 12 mois
[en monnaie locale]

Travail temporaire hors ferme
Emploi permanent hors ferme
Petit commerce
Artisanat
Pensions/Retraite
Autre :
Autre :
Autre :
Autre :
3.15. Votre ménage, a-t-il été directement victime de la guerre ou des conflits armés ?
0 =Non
1 =Perdu au moins un membre du ménage (donner le nombre de décès);
2 =Perdu des biens
(préciser):_____________________________________________________________
3 =Eté force de vous déplacer;
4 =Abandonne des champs et des cultures;
5 =Connu un handicap ou blessure grave (donner le nombre);
6 =Autre conséquence
(spécifier):___________________________________________________________
Section 4: Systèmes agropastoraux
4.1. En quelle année avez vous commencé votre propre ferme ?
___________________________
4.2. Description de la ferme
Combien de
Surface
champs avez-vous
[en ha;
dans les endroits
recalculée à
ci-après ?
partir des
[indiquez le
mesures
nom/référence utilisé
locales]
par le paysan]

Champs de case
1
2
3
4
5
6
Champs marais/bas-fond
1
2
3
4

Combien
d’années
vous l’avez
exploité
sans
interruption
[ajouter le
nombre
d’années]

Distance
par rapport
à l’
habitation
[temps de
marche en
minutes]

Mode d’
acquisition

[1]

Exploitant

[2]
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Champ de collines
1
2
3
4
5
Boisement
1
2
Pâturages
1
2
[1] Titulaire: 1=achat; 2=location; 3=héritage; 4=don; 5=autre (spécifier)
[2] Exploitant: 1=soi même; 2= conjoint (e) ; 3 : les deux, 4=membre de la famille; 5=étranger au ménage;
6=autre (spécifier)

4.3. Description de la gestion de la ferme
Parcelle Culture Culture Engrais
s
appliqu
s
domina domina
é
n-tes
durant
n-tes
pour la pour la
la
saison
saison
saison
actuelle passée
passée
[nom de
[nom de [indiquer
la culture la culture
le type
[1] et qté
ou
ou
en kg]
jachère]
jachère]]

Matière Pesticid
organie
que
appliqu
applié
quée
durant
durant
la
la saison saison
passée
passée
[indiquer indiquer le
le type [2] type [3]
et qté en
et qté en
kg]
kg]

Champs de case
1
2
3
4
5
6
Champs de marais bas fond
1
2
3
4
Champ de collines
1
2
3
4
5
Boisement
1
2
Pâturages
1
2
[1] Engrains appliqué: 0=rien; 1=DAP; 2=urée; 3=NPK; 4= autre (spécifier)

Structures de
conservation des sols et
d’eau
Présen
ce
[1=oui;
0=non]

Type

[4]

Temp
s
depuis
l’instal
la-tion
[ajouter
l’année
]
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[2] Intrants organiques: 0=rien; 1=fumier; 2=composte; 3= transfert de biomasse; 4= autre (spécifier)
[3] Pesticides utilisés: 0=rien; 1=fongicide; 2=herbicide; 3=insecticide; 4= autre (spécifier)
[4] Type des structures de conservation: 1=haies anti-érosives ; 2=terrasses; 3=-fosses anti-érosives, 4=drainages
et digues; 5=autre (spécifier)

4.4. Intrants externes achetés au cours de la dernière saison récoltée [Saison B 2005 au Rwanda et
Burundi; A 2005-2006 Septembre -Décembre 2005 pour le Sud-Kivu];
Prix par unité
Type d’intrants
Achetée en quelle
Nombre des unités
d’intrant[monnaie
unité
achetées
locale]
[ en kg ou litre ou unité
[donner le nombre]
locale]

Engrais
Intrants organiques (fumier, composte, etc.)
Pesticides

Semences et matériel végétal

4.5. Entreprises de la ferme - produits frais pendant la dernière saison récoltée [Saison B 2005 au
Rwanda et Burundi; A 2005-2006 Septembre -Décembre 2005 pour le Sud-Kivu];
Quelles sont les cultures principales de votre ferme?
Liste
Classification Qui décide Qui gère la Produc- Poids % de la
de
par ordre d’
sur la
récolte
tion
par produccultures importance
gestion
[1=soi-même;
totale
unité
tion
[1=le plus
[1=soi-même; 2=conjoint(e); dans la
[kg
vendue
[1]
important]
2=conjoint(e);
3=tous les
saison
par
3=tous les
deux;
de
unité
deux;
4=autres
référence locale]
4=autres
(spécifier)]
[spécifier
(spécifier)]
unités
locales]

[1] 1=rien; 2=1-25%; 3=26-50%; 4=51-75%; 5=76-99%; 6=tout]

Prix de
vente
par
unité
[monnaie
locale
par unité
locale]
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4.6.Obtenez-vous des revenus des produits suivants ? (Vérifier si ces produits ont déjà été cités)
AvezQui décide Qui gère la Produc- Poids Pourcenvous
sur la
récolte
tion
par
tage de
plante
gestion
[1=soi-même;
totale
unité
la
ces
[1=soi-même; 2=conjoint(e); dans la
[kg
produccultures ? 2=conjoint(e);
3=tous les
saison
par
tion
1=Oui
3=tous les
deux;
decrite
unité
vendu
[1]
2=Non
deux;
4=autres
[spécifier locale]
4=autres
(spécifier)]
unités
(spécifier)]
locales]
Bananebière
Bananedessert
Bananecuire
Bananeplantain
Manioctubercules
amères
Manioctubercules
douces
Maniocfeuilles
Haricotsfrais
Haricotsgrains
Haricotsfeuilles
Haricotsverts
Arachidesgrains
Soja-grains
Niebegrains
Niebefeuilles
[1] 1=rien; 2=1-25%; 3=26-50%; 4=51-75%; 5=76-99%; 6=tout]
4.7. Produits transformés par votre ménage
Quantité
Type de produit
consommation
familiale/utilisée
Quantité et
Unité
Locale
Bière/jus de banane

Fréquenc
e
[fois par
semaine]

Quantité vendue

Prix de
vente
par
unité
[monnaie
locale
par unité
locale]

Destinati
on des
ventes

[1]

Qté et
Unité
Locale

Fréque
nce
[fois par
semaine]

Prix
par
unité
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Farine de banane
Cossettes des maniocs
Farine des maniocs
Tiges des maniocs
Farine d’ haricots
Lait de soja
Farine de soja
Grains grilles de soja
Farine d’arachide
Pâte d’arachide
Arachides grilles ou
bouillis
Autres :___________
Autres :__________
Autres :__________
[1] Destination des ventes: 1= villageois voisins, 2=commerçants, 3=vendeurs industriels; 4=marchés locaux;
5=marchés régionaux; 6=autre (spécifier)
4.8. Bétail
Indiquer le nombre
Gestion du bétail
[donner le nombre]
[1]
ANIMAUX POUR LA PRODUCTION (VIANDE, LAIT, ETC)
Vaches locales
Vaches améliorées
Chèvres locales
Chèvres améliorées
Moutons locaux
Moutons améliorés
Porcs locaux
Porcs améliorés
Volaille (poule, canard, etc)
Petits bétails (lapins, etc)
Autre:__________________
ANIMAUX DE TRACTION
Bœuf
Ane
Autre:__________________
[1] Gestion du bétail: 1= pâturage individuel ; 2= pâturage collectif; 3= divagation; 4=en stabulation avec
aliments venant de l’extérieur; 5= en stabulation avec plantation du fourrage/herbes; 6=achat des suppléments;
7=,
autre (spécifier)
Section 5: Intrants agricoles
5.1. Quelles sont les principales variétés des cultures suivantes que vous avez cultivées pendant
les 5 dernières années?
Nouvelle variétés
Origine des semences/
Plantes
Nom de la variété
matériels de plantation introduites récemment?
principale
[1]
[donner le nom de la variété]
[donner le nom de la variété]
Bananes
à cuire
Bananes

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
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à bière

2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Bananes
1.
1.
1.
à dessert
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Plantains 1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Arachides 1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Soja
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Haricots
1.
1.
1.
volubiles 2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Haricots
1.
1.
1.
semi2.
2.
2.
volubiles 3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Haricots
1.
1.
1.
Naines
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Niébé
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Manioc
1.
1.
1.
doux
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Manioc
1.
1.
1.
amer
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
Mais
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
[1] Codes pour l’origine des semences: 1=épargne familiale; 2=acheté chez d’autres fermiers; 3=acheté au marché;
4=acheté chez les producteurs des semences formés; 5=emprunté/échangé ou obtenu; 6= en échange du travail;
7=du Gouvernement; 8=des ONG; 9=de la recherche; 10=autre (spécifier).
5.2. Avez-vous utilisé de la main d’œuvre rémunérée durant la dernière saison récoltée [Saison B
2005 au Rwanda et Burundi; A 2005-2006 Septembre -Décembre 2005 pour le Sud-Kivu]?
[1=oui, 0=non]__________
5.3. Détails de la main d’œuvre rémunérée au niveau de la ferme.
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Activité

Utilisez- Nombre Nombre
vous?
de
de jours
[1=oui; personne
0=non]
par jour

Prix
unitaire
par
homme
jour en
argent
[monnaie
locale]

Autre payement
en nature par
homme jour ou
autre type de
payement [indiquer
la nature et quantité]

Labour (préparation de la
parcelle)
Semis
Application engrais
Sarclage
Arrosage
Récolte
Structures de conservation
Autres:
Autres:
Autres:
Autres:
5.4. Avez-vous utilisé de la mécanisation la dernière saison récoltée [Saison B 2005 au Rwanda et
Burundi; A 2005-2006 Septembre -Décembre 2005 pour le Sud-Kivu]?
[1=oui, 0=non]______________
5.4.a. Détails de la mécanisation.
Equipement
Activité
UtilisezSource de
Prix de
utilisé
vous?
l’équipement l’équipement si
[donner le nom]
[1=oui;
[1=propre;
loué
0=non]
2=loué]
[monnaie locale par
unité]
Désherbage
Labour
Billonnage
Arrosage
Structures de conservation
Récolte
Transport
Poste-récolte
Autres :
Autres :
Section 6: Données sur la consommation, sécurité alimentaire et nutritionnelle
6.1 Quels sont les produits alimentaires majeurs (frais et transformés) consommés par votre
ménage (toute la famille)?
Nom du produit
Produits
Fréquence de
Source
Si achetée,
alimentaire
consommes consommation
principale
indiquez le
1=Oui
[fois par mois]
[1= production
montant dépense
0=Non
propre;
par semaine
2=achetée;
[monnaie locale]
3=les deux; 4=
aide alimentaire;
5=autre
(spécifier]
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Quantité

Prix
Unitaire

Graines de maïs
Farine de maïs
Millet et/ou sorgho
Bière de sorgho
Farine de froment
Riz
Manioc (Frais)
Manioc (Transformé)
Feuilles de manioc
Patate douce
Pomme de terre
Banane à cuire
Plantain
Bière de banane
Haricots
Arachides
Petit pois
Soja
Viande (mouton,
chèvre, vache, Porc)
Porc
Poulet
Poisson
Produits laitiers
Boissons locales
(bière de banane,
mais, sorgho, palme)
Légumes (n’importe)
Fruits (n’importe)
Autre :
Autre :
Autre :
6.2 Quelles sont les dépenses mensuelles majeures du ménage?
Achat des produits
Fréquence
Quantité moyenne
/contribution faite
d’achat
achetée
[fois par mois
[kg litre, nombre – si unité
ou indiquez si
locale alors convertir en kg
par an,
ou litre]
trimestre)]

Pas des aliments frais

Sucre
Sel
Huile pour cuisson/ghee
Café/Thé
Bière
Boisson sucré (Fanta, etc.)
Tabac/Cigarettes
Autre :
Autre :
Autre :

Articles non alimentaires

Dépenses par mois
(indiquez si autre)
[monnaie locale]
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Frais scolaires
Cahiers, livres, stylos etc
Habillement/Uniformes
Soins de santé
Transport
Habillement (autre)
Pétrole
Bois de chauffe
Autre :
Loyer
Cérémonies (marriage, deuils,
fetes, etc)
Autre :
Autre :

/année
/année
-88
-88

-88
-88

Contributions
Epargnes
Contributions aux groupes,
Mutuelles de santé
Autre :
Autre :
Autre :

-88
-88

6.3. Statut de sécurité alimentaire
6.3.a. Lesquelles des déclarations suivantes décrivent mieux la nourriture mangée dans votre
ménage [1=Assez de types d’aliments que nous voulons manger; 2=Assez a manger mais pas toujours les types
d’aliments que nous voulons manger;3=Quelquefois pas assez à manger; 4=Souvent pas assez à manger]:
_______________________________________________
6.3.b. Si on n’a pas assez a manger, quelles en sont les raisons principales ?_____________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6.3.c. Comment vous débrouillez-vous en cas de crise alimentaire ? ______________
0=pas de tentative de se débrouiller; 1=Achat nourriture; 2=aide alimentaire; 3=vente des services;
4=vente bétail; 5=vente terre; 6=troc; X=autre___________________________________ :
6.4. Avez-vous reçu une aide alimentaire quelconque des organisations humanitaires durant les 12
mois passés? [1=oui; 0=non]_____________
6.5. Quels mois de l’année votre ménage connaît une insécurité alimentaire ? [nommer les mois]____
___________________________________________________________________________
___
6.6 A quelle période de l’année les produits suivants manquent dans votre ménage?
Mois [nommez les mois où il y a manque de produit]
Banane
Haricot
Arachide
Soja
Manioc
6.7. Dans votre ménage, quelles sont les 5 maladies (par ordre de sévérité) les plus fréquentes
dans votre ménage pendant les derniers 12 mois?
Ou les avez-vous amené en
Combien d’argent
Maladies
premier lieu?
avez-vous dépense ?
0=Nulle part; 1=Centre de santé
(y compris les cas de
2=Hôpital 3=Guérisseur traditionnel
malnutrition)
4=Pharmacopée; 5=Automédication
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6=autre (précisez_______________)

Enfants de moins de 5 ans
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Adultes de plus de 18 ans
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.8. Où trouvez-vous l’eau a boire ? [1=robinet dans la maison; 2=robinet dans le quartier; 3=source
aménagé; 4=source non aménagée et rivière; 5=puits, 6=pompe aspirante; 7=pluie;
8=autre:_______________]
Section 7: Infrastructure et services
7.1. Access aux infrastructure et information de santé
Plus proche
LOCALISATION
Nom du service de santé
Distance (en km)
Temps et moyen de transport (en minutes)
Avez-vous reçu les services suivants ?
Traitement médical [1=oui, 0=non]
Education sanitaire [1=oui, 0=non]
Information sur la nutrition [1=oui, 0=non]
Santé maternelle & de l’enfant [1=oui, 0=non]
Prévention et traitement de HIV/SIDA [1=oui,
0=non]
Autre :
Autre :
Autre :

Plus visité

Hôpital

7.2. Participez-vous a un programme nutritionnel à base communautaire ? [1=oui,
0=non]__________
7.3. Combien des fois avez-vous été en contact avec les personnes suivantes durant les 12
derniers mois:
- agronome (gouvernement): _______________
- travailleurs de santé communautaire: ________________
- agents de développement (ONG):________________
- autres (spécifier:__________________________):_________________
[1=au moins une fois par mois; 2=au moins une fois par trimestre; 3=au moins une fois par semestre; 4=au
moins une fois par an; 5= (presque) jamais]
7.3.b. Où obtenez-vous l’information sur la technologie agricole ? (e.g. semences, gestion)
_________
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[0=nulle part; 1=télévision; 2=radio; 3=journal; 4=Vulgarisateur de l’Etat ; 5=Vulgarisateur des ONG;
6=Centre de recherche ou université ; 7= documents écrits; 8=voisin, membre de village; 9=marché; 10=autre
(spécifier):
]
7.4. Accès aux marchés et information du marché
7.4a. Ou écoulez-vous votre production ?
Type de débouchés
Nom du marché
[1=sur place; 2=marché du
que vous visitez
village local; 3= marché village [donner le nom]
voisin ; 4=marché urbain;
5=grand marché régional]

Fréquence de
transaction/visites
[nombre de visite par
mois]

Produits vendus
[1=aliments frais;
2=aliments
transformés; 3=pas
d’aliment agricole
4=autre (spécifier)]

7.4.b. Où obtenez-vous l’information sur le prix ? _____________[0=nulle part; 1=commercant ;
2=radio; 3=journal; 4=agronome; 5=ONG; 6=voisin, membre de village; 7=marché;
8=autre :________________]
Section 8: Biens et finances
8.1. Etat de la maison principale
- Murs [1=bloc ciment ou briques cuites, 2= crépissage; 3=briques adobes 4=planches; 5=pisée; 6=paille ;
7=autres :
]
- Toit: [1=tôle; 2=tuiles; 3=paille; 4=autres :
]
- Pavement : [1= cimenté ; 2= Non cimenté ; 3 = autres:

]

8.2. Combien de ces biens vous avez dans votre ménage ? [ajoutez un nombre].
Radio
Brouette
Nombre des vélos ou pirogues
Pulvérisateurs
Nombre de motocyclettes
Houes
Nombre des moulins à maïs/manioc
Machettes
Pagnes/habits de dimanche
Autres :
Matelas en mousse
Autres :
Véhicule ou boat
Autres :
8.3. Avez-vous emprunté de l’argent de l’une des sources suivantes?
Source d’emprunt d’argent Emprunté en 2005
Montant
et 2006?
emprunté?
[1=oui ; 0=non]
[montant en monnaie
locale]
Membre de la famille
Amis ou collègues
Epargnes informelles &
crédit de groupe
Prêteur d’argent
Commerçant
Gouvernement
ONG/Eglise
Crédit de la banque /

Utilisation de
l’argent
emprunté

[1]
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institution de micro finance
Autre :
Autre :
[1][Codes pour usage de l’argent: 1= production agricole; 2=nourriture; 3=besoins non alimentaires du ménage
(savon, paraffine); 4=frais scolaires, uniformes scolaires, livres; 5= frais médicaux/médicament; 6=business;
7=enterrement, mariage; 8=loisirs ; 9=autre- spécifier :
9. Clôture
9.1. A votre avis, quelles devraient être les priorités (par ordre d’importance) pour la recherche
agricole dans votre milieu?
1.________________________________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________________________________
4.________________________________________________________________________
5.________________________________________________________________________
6.________________________________________________________________________
9.2. Merci pour votre assistance
9.3. Temps de fin d’interview________________
9.4. Signature du superviseur:________________
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ANNEX 6 – BANANA POST-HARVEST PROTOCOL
Banana post-harvest protocol. IITA-CIALCA.

1.

Inventory of existing post-harvest technologies:

Food products
1.
Banana flower
2.
Banana chips
3.
Banana figs
4.
Banana juice
5.
Banana wine
6.
Banana beer
7.
Banana gin
Fiber and leave products
1.
Crafts
2.
Paper

Data to be collected:
What technologies or products are there.
Nutritional analysis.
Where it is sold – and who buys it (type of markets)
Where it is made (on-farm, artisinal processors, industrial processors)
Who makes it (names)
What are the prices of raw material
What prices of the final product at different outlets (farm gate, ex-factory, wholesale,
retail).
Describe the different processing steps
Full costs of processing – get details if possible
What are the volumes of inputs and outputs
Rough estimates on substitute products that compete with banana products.

2.

Ex-ante analysis of technologies

3.

Development of three best-bet business plans and perhaps do some pilots tests to
improve or introduce post-harvest technologies

Select best bet technologies based on cost-benefits analysis and potential volumes

Identification of potential stakeholders
Input-output market study
Technical analysis of the business plans
Financial analysis of the business plans
Identification

4.

Establishment of pilot sites to tests and improve/scale out post-harvest
technologies
Investment support to public-private partnership
Business plan analysis to improve and scale out technologies
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Inventory of the post harvest technologies available in Rwanda
Banana
Product
Juices

Beer
Wine
Flour
Fibre crafts /
products
Leaves
Other
Other

Technology
- A brief description of
the process

Price of
product
Ex-factory?
Wholesale?
Retail?

Production costs

Outputs

Substitutes

- Cost of raw material
- Fixed and other variable costs? (per
day, week month or unit of input?)

Volumes / Quantity of
outputs or final product
(per day, week month or
unit of input?)

Of juices…
Ex-factory?
Wholesale?
Retail?
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ANNEX 7 – SURVEY PROTOCOL FOR BANANA DIAGNOSTICS
Survey Protocol for the CIALCA banana farm diagnostics
Objectives
The objectives of the farm diagnostic surveys are to:
1. Determine farmers’ perceptions to banana constraints
2. Quantify any constraints and/or opportunities perceived by farmers as being important
to banana production
3. Identify the most promising crop management interventions
Methodology
The farm diagnostic activities build on the PRA and Baseline surveys. The PRA and baseline
surveys were executed in (action) sites that cut across existing biophysical/socioeconomic
gradients of banana production potential within the mandate area. Whereas the PRA and baseline
survey were solely based on information derived through farmer (group) interviews, the farm
diagnostic surveys wish to take it a step further and quantify farming systems by actual field
measurements.
The sampling framework is related to that of the PRA and baseline survey. After the selection of
the mandate area, approximately 8 PRA sites were chosen per mandate area. Out of these 8 PRA
sites, 4 where chosen as action sites where the baseline surveys were conducted. The selection of
the final action sites was based on the following criteria: (i) importance of bananas in the farming
system, (ii) rpresentativesness of the location’s biophysical and socioeconomic characteristics of
the region, (iii), acess to markets , and (iv) pesence of local farmers’ organizations and NGOs that
have interest in banana production and capacity to scale out project activities beyond the project
action sites in the near future. In each action site, 100 farms were selected randomly for the
baseline survey, i.e. 20 random samples from 5 randomly selected sub-locations. The diagnostic
survey will take 30 sub-samples from these 100 farms stratified according to local wealth classes
derived during the PRA: 10 rich farmers, 10 average farmers, 10 poor farmers.
The farm diagnostic survey mainly focuses on meeting objectives 2 and 3 listed above. For each
of the farmers selected for the diagnostic survey, the GPS coordinates of the homestead will be
taken and one plot of bananas with at least 50 mats selected for quantification of the following:
• Area of the plot
• Banana cultivar counts
• Age of the plot
• Average spacing
• Soil fertility inputs
• Mulch type and cover as well as other soil and water conservation measures
• Severity of existing banana diseases
• Banana weevil and nematode damage on the most dominant East African Highland
banana cultivar
• Banana products sold, market outlets, prices, quality demands, inputs.
• Germplasm diversity, preferences, use and practices.
A composite soil sample will be taken from each plot for laboratory analysis. A leaf sample will
also be taken from flowered cooking type East African Highland banana cultivars for laboratory
analysis.
Soil penetration measurements will be done with a hand-held penetrometer.
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET: CIALCA banana farm diagnostic surveys

General
Date:

Observer Name:
Farmer identification number:
Village

Localité:

Village Name:
Groupement:

Chefferie/collectivité

Household (encircle the respondent’s name)
Spouse:

Household head:
Gender of respondent:
Location, Altitude (GPS reading of homestead):
Observer interpretation of wealth
Area of field

(a) >1 ha; (b) 1 to 0.4 ha; (c) <0.4 ha

Number of livestock

(a) 1 cattle and some goats

<2goats/sheep
Nature of house
Provisional Wealth classification:

(b) 2-5 goats/sheep (c)
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FARM DISCRIPTION
Size (acreage) of farm:

Nr. of plots:

Note: plots should be distinguished as units with similar management and similar
biophysical characteristics (position on the slope); one plantation may contain more than
one plot.
A banana plot should have a minimum of 50 mats.
Scale: 1 cm on map = 10 m in reality

Schematic map of the farm. Indicate plots, homestead, north, slope direction
Mark any special features; indicate plot numbers on the sketch
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PLOT NUMBER (following the farm map):
General plot description

farmer questions
When was the plantation established:
Plot history (previous crops / fallow / ?):
What are the major causes of poor yields:
What are the major yield-limiting soil constraints to banana production (Give a score of 1-5; 1= non-limiting and 5 = extremely limiting):
Constraint

Erosion

Low soil fertility

Soil compaction

Stoniness

Others (specify):

Score

scientist observations
Position within the slope: (a) CREST (b) UPPER SLOPE (c) MIDDLE SLOPE (d) LOWER SLOPE (e) VALLEY BOTTOM
Slope: (a) FLAT (<2%) (b) GENTLE SLOPE (2-5%) (c) MODERATE SLOPE (5-15%) (d) STEEP SLOPE (15-??%)(e) VERY STEEP SLOPE
(>??%)
Texture: SAND / SANDY LOAM / LOAM / SANDY CLAY / CLAY LOAM / CLAY (cracking soil)
Surface coarse fragments (gravel, rock fragments) : NONE (<2%) / FEW (2-5%) COMMON (5-15%) / MANY (>15%)
Erosion: NONE / SOME (rill) / MODERATE (small gully) / SEVERE (large gully)
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SOIL MANAGEMENT (Observe and tick appropriately with clarification from the farmer where necessary):
Weeding: (a) Pull weeds by hand, (b) Superficial weeding with a hand hoe, (c) Deep tillage with a hand hoe, (d) Herbicide use (e) Others (Specify):

Soil and water conservation measures: (a) Mulch materials placed perpendicular to slope (b) Grass bunds (c) Stone rows (d) Soil bunds-retention ditch
system (e) Live mulch (f) Terracing (g) Others (specify)
Mulching material: (a) Self mulch (crop residues from same field) (b) External mulch (grasses, crop residues from elsewhere) (c) Other (Specify)
How often do you bring in external mulch materials?
Amount:

Mineral fertilizer type:
Manure/Compost application:

Times per yr:

Amount per mat:

Way of application:
Times per yr:

Way of application:

Did you purchase the manure/compost applied, or did you produce it yourself?

CROPS PLANTED : (mark crops found):
Banana
Presence
Planting arrangement
(scattered/rows/patches)
Average spacing
mxm
Age of the crop
Banana yield estimate
Farmer (nr. bunches)
Average bunch weight
Major banana constraints
mentioned by farmers

Coffee

Beans

Cassava

Sweet potato

Others
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BANANA EVALUATION
Banana Cultivar according to rank (number of stands)
Cooking
1
2
3
4
5
Beer:
1
2
3
Desert:
1
2

Banana Diseases
Disease
Cultivars
affected
1
2
3
4

Symptoms

% of plants Severity of the disease
affected within +; ++; +++
the farm

When the disease When the disease
first appeared
appears (season)
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BANANA WEEVIL ASSESMENT
Mat

Cultivar

Girth
base

Upper section
diameter
Outer
Inner

Lower section
diameter
Outer
Inner

Upper section
damage
Outer
Inner

Lower section
damage
Outer
Inner

Mean

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Preferably select dominant highland bananas (either beer or cooking); no ABB (Pisang Awak), no AAB (plantains), else use separate sheet.
At least 5 mats with weevil damage data on harvested plants
At least 5 flowering plants at the finger curling stage for nematode damage data and leaf samples
At least 10 mats (preferably 15 or more) with agronomic data on flowering plants
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AGRONOMIC AND NEMATODE DAMAGE ASSESMENT AT FLOWERING
Cultiva
r

Height
(m)
Girth
1m (cm)
Girth
base

Ma
t

Distance to nearest
4 mats (m)

1

2

3

4

Mulch type at point

Mulch depth (cm)
at point

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Bunch

#Han
ds

#Fing
ers

Number of
roots

#Fu
nc.

#De
ad

Root necrosis (%)

1

2

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Code for types of mulch: 1= Banana residue; 2 = swamp grass; 3 = other grasses; 4 = beans residue; 5 = other annual crops (specify)
NB: #fingers = number of fingers on the bottom-row of 2nd lowest hand; Leaf sample from middle of the 3rd fully expanded leaf of a flowering plant.
Leaf sample label
Other remarks:

Soil sample label

4

5
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FARM DIAGNOSTIC SURVEYS: MARKET CHECKLIST
Consortium for the Improvement of Agriculture-based Livelihoods in Central Africa (CIALCA) 5

Notes for enumerators:
- Please make sure that the respondent is the manager and decision maker of the farm
-‘0’ means measured and value is 0; ‘-99’ means missing information; ‘-88’ means not applicable; ‘-77’ means ‘respondent does not know the answer’
Section 1: Introduction
1.1. Name of interviewer: __________________________________________________
1.2. Date of interview: ____________________________________________________
1.3. Start time of interview: ________________________________________________
Section 2: Identification of household and study site
2.1. Name of the respondent: _______________
2.2. Sex of the respondent [1=male; 2-female]: __________
2.3. Territoire (SK) | district (BC): ____________
2.4. Chefferie/collectivité (SK) | territoire (BC) | district (RW) | commune (BU):__________
2.5. Groupement (SK) | secteur (BC) | secteur (RW) | zone (BU): _____________________
2.6. Localité (SK) | groupement (BC) | cellule (RW) | colline (BU): ____________________
2.7. Village (SK) | village(BC) | nyumba kumi (RW) | secteur (BU): ___________________
2.8. GPS data Degrees latitude/longitude [supervisor]: ______________________________

5

Draft version of 14 April 2006, following the Kampala meeting at IITA/INIBAP-IPGRI
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Section 3 Banana production
3.1 Land: Total farm area planted with bananas (ha)__________________
3.2 Inputs of planting material according to banana varieties
Amount of planting material used Price per unit of
Variety
Qty
Unit
Weight/unit planting material
(kg)

3.3 Mineral fertilizer (list all fertilizer applied in reference year)
Type of fertilizer used
Quantity of fertilizer used

1Including

Price per unit of fertilizer1

transport costs from market to farm

3.5 Pesticides (list all pesticides applied in reference year)
Type of pesticide used
Quantity of pesticide used

1Including

Price per unit of fertilizer1

transport costs from market to farm

3.4 Organic fertilizer (list all fertilizer applied in reference year)
Type of organic fertilizer used
Quantity of fertilizer used

1Including

Origin of planting
material

Price per unit of pesticide1

transport costs from market to farm

3.6 Use of mechanization on bananas
Work item
Land clearing
Ploughing
Ridging
Others, specify

Own/hired (tick)

Costs, if hired
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3.7 Labour costs please list all labor, both family and hired – labour only for banana
Time spent
MEN
WOMEN
CHILDREN
by
(under 15)
Activity
Date /
Days Cash Kind Days Cash Kind Days Cash Kind
per
times a
per
per
per
per
per
day4
year?
day4
day4
day4
day4
day4
Land
preparation
(clearing,
ploughing,
ridging etc.)
Preparation of
planting
materials
Planting
1st weeding
2nd weeding
3rd weeding
4th weeding
Mineral
fertilizer
application1
Organic
fertilizer
application1
Pesticide
application
Organic pest
management
Harvesting
fruits
Harvesting of
fibres2
Selling of
fruits3
Selling of
fibres
1Including transport time for fertilizer/pesticide from farm to field 2Including transport time from field to
farm 3Including transport time from farm to market 4 Indicate remuneration for hired labour
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Section 4: Farm outputs and marketing, bananas, per season
4.1 Outputs
Product
Month
Jan.
Feb.
March April May June July
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Cooking
Qty harvested
banana
Qty consumed
(list
fresh
varieties
Qty
below in
transformed
this
Qty fed to
column)
animals
Qty wasted
Qty donated
Local unit
Qty sold fresh
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Transport
mode to place
of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Destination of
sale [2]
[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify) [2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local
markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Dec.
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Product
Dessert
bananas

Month
Jan.
Feb.
March April May June July
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Qty harvested
Qty consumed
(list
fresh
varieties
Qty
below in
transformed
this
Qty fed to
column)
animals
Qty wasted
Qty donated
Local unit
Qty sold fresh
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Transport
mode to place
of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Destination of
sale [2]
[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify) [2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local
markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Dec.
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Product
Beer
banana

Month
Jan.
Feb.
March April May June July
Aug.
Sep.
Qty
harvested
(list
Qty
varieties consumed
below in fresh
this
Qty
column) transformed
Qty fed to
animals
Qty wasted
Qty donated
Local unit
Qty sold
fresh
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Transport
mode to
place of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Destination
of sale [2]
Qty
harvested
[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify)
[2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
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Product
Plantain

Month
Jan.
Feb.
March April May June July
Aug.
Sep.
Qty
(list
harvested
varieties Qty
below in consumed
this
fresh
column) Qty
transformed
Qty fed to
animals
Qty wasted
Qty donated
Local unit
Qty sold
fresh
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Transport
mode to
place of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Destination
of sale [2]
Qty
harvested
[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify)
[2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
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Product
Banana
flour (list
varieties in
column
below)

Month
Jan.
Feb.
March April May
Local unit
Qty
produced
Qty sold
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Destination
of sale [2]
Transport
mode to
place of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Stored (units)
Storage costs
per unit
Storage
losses (units)
[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify)

June

July

Aug.

Sep.

[2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
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Product
Banana
juice
(list
varieties in
column
below)

Month
Jan.
Feb.
March April May
Local unit
Qty
produced
Qty sold
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Destination
of sale [2]
Transport
mode to
place of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Stored (units)
Storage costs
per unit
Storage
losses (units)
[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify)

June

July

Aug.

Sep.

[2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
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Product
Banana
beer
(list
varieties in
column
below)

Month
Local unit
Qty
produced
Qty sold
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Destination
of sale [2]
Transport
mode to
place of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Stored (units)
Storage costs
per unit
Storage
losses (units)

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sep.

[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify)
[2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
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Product
Banana
chips
(list
varieties in
column
below)

Month
Local unit
Qty
produced
Qty sold
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Destination
of sale [2]
Transport
mode to
place of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Stored (units)
Storage costs
per unit
Storage
losses (units)

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sep.

[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify)
[2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
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Product
Banana
fibres (list
varieties in
column
below)

Month
Jan.
Feb.
March April May June July
Aug.
Sep.
Local unit
Qty
produced
Qty selfconsumed
Qty sold
Price per unit
Place of sale
[1]
Destination
of sales [2]
Transport
mode to
place of sale
Transport
costs to place
of sale
Stored (units)
Storage costs
per unit
Storage
losses (units)
[1] Place of sales: 1=farm gate,2=local markets; 3=regional markets; 4=other (specify)
[2] Destination of sales: 1=neighboring villagers, 2=traders, 3=industrial purchasers; 4=local markets; 5=regional markets; 6=other (specify)

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
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4.2 Quality attributes and grades
Does the price depend on quality attributes of the product (if yes, indicate relevant attributes and give explanation)
Product
Attributes
Price upgrade
Attributes for
Price upgrade
Attributes for
for grade 1 (%)
grade 2
(%)
grade 3
Cooking banana
Dessert banana
Beer banana
Plantain
Banana juice
Banana beer
Banana flour
Banana chips
Banana fibres
4.3 Marketing problems
What problems do you encounter in marketing the product (list)
Product
Problem 1
Problem 2
Cooking banana
Dessert banana
Beer banana
Plantain
Banana juice
Banana beer
Banana flour
Banana chips
Banana fibres
5. Closure
5.1. Thank you for your assistance
5.2. End time of interview________________
5.3. Signature of supervisor:________________

Problem 3

Price upgrade
(%)

Problem 4

Problem 5
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GERMPLASM DATA SHEET
Site:
Name of farmer:
Position in household:
Name of
cultivar

% of
cultivar
in farm

1

2

3

4

Etc... up to 15 rows

Origin

Village:
Age:
Household category:
Meaning

Resemble
with

Sex:

GPS coordinates & altitude:
Marital status:
When settled:

+ ve chara.

- ve chara.

Where
planted

Why
planted
there

Use of
cultivar

Stability
of
cultivar

Genome
group
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1

Which are the 10 most productive varieties?
2
3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10

1

Which are the 10 varieties with the best taste?
2
3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10

Which are the 5 best varieties for juice/beer production?
1
2
3
4
5

Which criteria do you use for cultivar selection? (why do you plant some varieties and not
others?) (put criteria in order of importance);
Criteria
Cooking
Availability of planting material
Bunch size
Resistance to poor soil fertility
Resistance to drought
Flavour, taste, juice quantity
Sustainable production
Market demand/prices
Short production cycle
Resistance to pests and diseases
others

Rank
Roasting
Dessert

Beer
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Cultivars and their distinguishing traits (to be done for cultivar groups – cooking,
dessert, beer, roasting,….)
Preferred and non-preferred traits:
1Cultivar

Variety

group

2Cooking
attribute

3Maturity

4Colour of pulp
at harvest

5Size of
bunch

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
1Cultivar

groups are: 1= Cooking type; 2=Roasting type; 3=Dessert type; 4=Beer type
attributes are: 1=Soft; 2=Hard; 3=Intermediate; 4=Others
3Maturity may be: 1=Fast maturing; 2= Intermediate; 3= Late maturing
4Colour of pulp at harvest may be: 1= Cream; 2=Yellow; 3=Orange; 4=Green
5Size of bunch a harvest may be: 1=Big; 2=Intermediate; 3=small
6Size of finger may be: 1=Big; 2=Intermediate; 3=Small
7Length of pseudostem may be: 1=Tall; 2=Intermediate; 3=Short
2Cooking

1.
2.

When are planting materials selected for planting?
Who undertakes the selection of planting materials?
 Head of the household
 Any member of the family
 Others(specify)
3.
Are there any cultivars that have disappeared?
 Yes/No
 If Yes, what are they?
Cultivar
Reasons for disappearance
1.
2.
3.
(If catastrophes are among the reasons go to the following question) examples: war,
wind/hailstone damage, pests and diseases.
 How do they cope with cultivar supply after natural or social catastrophes?
Agronomic practices
1
Which type of planting material do you use:
• Sucker
• Tissue culture material
• Corm bits

6Size of
finger

7Length of
pseudostem
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2

3

• Others (mention)
What is the source of your planting material?
• neighbour
• research institute
• neighbouring country
• any other (mention)
Which agroforestry systems do you use:
Type

4

5
6

7

8
9
10

11

12
13

14
15

16
17

Species used

• Alley
• Grass bands
• Scattered trees in plantation
• Multipurpose tree hedgrows
Do you do any fallowing?
Yes/No
• If yes why?
• If no why?
Do you desucker?
Yes/No
• Why do you desucker?
Which desuckering method do you use?
• linear
• circular
• any other method….
When do you desucker?
• beginning of rainy season
• middle of the rainy season
• any other time
How many suckers do you leave?
Do you practice detrashing?
Yes/No
When do you detrash?
• beginning of the rainy season
• middle of the rainy season
• any other time
Do you practice debudding?
Yes/No
• Why do you debud?
• When do you debud?
Do you practice propping?
• Why?
At what stage do you prop?
• at flowering
• during bunch development
• just before harvest
• when the need arises
Which cultivars do you prop?
What is done with the pseudostems of harvested plants?
• split them and spread them out in the field
• leave them standing
• feed to livestock
• any other
Give the reason for the practice used
Which weed control method do you practice?
• removing by hand
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18

• remove by hoe
• use herbicide
• other
How often do you remove weeds?
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ANNEX 8 – MARKET STUDY PROTOCOL
Market Study protocol for DGDC-CIALCA project
Activity
Development of instruments
Critiquing of instrument

By whom
IITA-FOODNET,
ISAR
IITA-FOODNET
ISABU
INERA
Other partners
IITA-FOODNET
ISAR
IITA-FOODNET
ISABU
INERA
Other partners
ISAR
IITA-FOODNET
ISABU
INERA

Training of enumerators
Pretesting of instruments

Secondary data collection

Data collection
Data analysis
Report writing
Checklist for secondary data
Topic
Production data

IITA-FOODNET
IITA-FOODNET
Sub topic
-Area
-Production
-Yield

Export / Import data

Locations
Quantities
Types

Farm-level data

-Production system
-Types of producers
-Management practices
-Varieties
-Demographic statistics
-GNP,GDP
-Trade flows
-Exchange rate
-Prices
-Costs

Macro-Economic indicators

Financial data

NB
It is important to try to

Duration
July week 3
July week 4

August week 1
August week 2

August week 2 & 3

August week 3 & 4
September week 1 & 2
September week 3 & 4
October week 1,2,3 &4

Questions
-What is the acreage of banana
planted?
-What is the trend of this acreage?
-What are the production figures
over time?
-What are the yields over time?
-What is the distribution of
production by region?
- Which border post do bananas
cross from (rank in order of
quantities…)
- Customs records
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•
•
•

Understand the key relationships within a commodity sub sector
Identify economic constraints and opportunities
Gather information that can be used to inform research planning

Checklist for key informant on cross border trade:
Volumes traded across borders
- Quantities imported (per day, per week…)
- Varieties imported (indicate use i.e. Cooking, brewing..)
- Periods of importation (which months?)
- By who
- Means of transport
- Quantities exported (per day, per week…)
- Varieties exported (indicate use i.e. Cooking, brewing..)
- Periods of exportation (which months?)
- By who
- Means of transport

Check list for traders
Demand

Quantity
Type of buyer
Seasonality
Variety
Consumer Preferences
Price data

Supply

-Source by area
-Source by type of person
-Price
-Quality

Quality

-Perishability
-Post harvest issues

Storage

-Quantity
-Time
-Storage problems

-Quantity sold normally eg.
Per day, week,
-To whom do you sell?
-Are there changes in volume
of sale over time?
-Are there different varieties?
-If so what is their respective
demand / preference
-What is the price variation as
per variety differences
-Are there changes in prices
over time?
-If so what are the reasons?
-Do you find problems selling
your products?
-If so which ones?
-Which are your supply areas
(geographically)
-From whom do you buy?
-From where do you buy?
(Meeting pt.)
-At what price do you buy the
variety?
-Does the price change over
time? If so why? & How?
-Do you have problems
getting products? If so which
are they?
-What is the quality of
products along the chain?
-What is the shelf life of the
products
-How much do you usually
store?
-For how long?
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Transaction costs

-Forms
-Proportions

Grading & Sorting

Grading incentive

Market Information

-Sources
-Spatial arbitrage

Price Formation

Market power

Institutional & legal
framework

Associations

Market Structure

Competition

Credit availability

Sources & Type

-Do you have any storage
problems?
-Do you experience storage
losses?
-What are your transaction
costs?
-What is their proportion?
-Do you grade or sort?
-Do better grades fetch higher
prices?
-Do you get market info? (e.g.
on prices?)
-If so from whom and how?
-Is there a relationship
between prices in different
areas at a given time
-Who determines the price?
-How is the price determined?
-If firm / individual is a price
taker, find out why?
-Do you belong to an
association?
-Are there any market
regulations? If so which are
they and how do they affect
your business?
No of sellers
-Is there price competition
-Is there non-price
competition? If so how
(interlocking markets)
-Are there any credit
institutions
-Do you use them?
-What are their rates of
interest?
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ANNEX 9 – REPORT OF THE MACRO-PROPAGATION WORKSHOP
A REPORT OF THE TRAINING WORKSHOP ON MACRO-PROPAGATION OF
BANANA AND PLANTAIN SPONSORED BY THE C3P AND CIALCA 25TH-29TH
SEPTEMBER 2006, GRAND IMPERIAL, KAMPALA, UGANDA
Strengthening the capacity of farmers to produce and utilize clean banana and plantain
planting material in East and Central Africa
1.
Background
One of the major constraints facing banana farmers in East and Central Africa is availability of
clean planting materials. Farmers have regular need for clean planting materials as they often have
to establish new plantations or expand on existing ones. Clean planting material is particularly
useful in reducing the spread of pathogens and pests, especially when suckers are moved between
regions. The major disease threatening the banana sector in the Great lakes region is the banana
Xanthomonas wilt (BXW).
BXW was reported in Uganda in 2001, and by (October 2006) it has been confirmed in the D.R.
Congo, Tanzania, Rwanda, Kenya and Burundi. Yield losses of 100% are recorded once a
plantation is affected. In addition to loss of harvestable bunches, BXW infections have resulted
in many plantations being totally destroyed. One consequence is that farmers who may wish to
reestablish their plantations have no access to sources of healthy planting suckers, which
traditionally have been obtained from their own crops or from their neighbors. Considering that
infected planting materials can be a major transmission means of Xanthomonas wilt, Fusarium
species, nematodes and other pests, there is need to support farmers acquire the means for
obtaining clean healthy planting materials cost effectively.
The more well known option is to produce suckers through tissue culture (TC). Though reliable
in providing clean planting materials, TC may not be easily accessible to small scale resource poor
farmers, unless it is subsidized, partly due to the relatively higher cost per sucker, but also because
TC laboratories are centralized and often located far from the farmers. Recently, an alternative
technology has been developed referred to as macro-propagation. Through macro-propagation
production nurseries can be located closer to farming communities and the suckers can be
availed at much lower costs than TC. Nurseries located close to communities eliminate various
transaction costs.
A training workshop on macro-propagation was held at the facilities of the International Institute
of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) in Namulonge, Uganda from September 25 – 29, 2006. The
workshop was financed in the framework of the USAID-funded ‘Crop Crisis Control Project’
(C3P) led by CRS in collaboration with IITA, and the Belgium DGDC-funded project
‘Sustainable and Profitable Banana-based Systems for the African Great Lakes Region’ led by
IITA as part of the ‘Consortium for Improved Agriculture-based Livelihoods in Central Africa’
(CIALCA). There were 22 participants (Table 1 and Annex 1) in the workshop with at least three
participants each from Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, DR Congo, Burundi, and Rwanda.
Table 1: Number of participants who attended workshop
Country
Number of Participants
Uganda
4
Kenya
3
Tanzania
3
Burundi
3
Rwanda
4
DR Congo
5
Total
22
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2.
Training Objectives and Methods
The aim of the training was to equip technical staff in research and extension institutions
(including NGOs) from East and Central Africa with practical skills for cost effective rapid
multiplication of banana and plantain. Those trained at the workshop would then set up macropropagation demonstration nurseries and train more people in each of the six countries, with a
focus on progressive farmers/ farmer grooups and interested micro entrepreneurs who would
take the technology further in their communities.
To ensure high quality of training to both French and English speaking participants, IITA
provided a bilingual macro-propagation specialist, Mr. Emmanuel Njukwe from IITA office in
Yaounde, Cameroon. Mr. Njukwe was supported by two experienced trainers based at the IITA
station in Namulonge (Mr. Perez Muchunguzi and Mr. Sadik Kassim).
The macro propagation training considered the different stages in the phenology of the banana
crop, from production of planting suckers, transplanting and crop management in the field.
Differences in income levels within communities were considered and various strategies to work
within small budgets were communicated. A detailed manual on the entire macro-propagation
procedure in both English and French was provided to the workshop participants.
The course modules were designed to provide knowledge/skills/tools for production, managing
and utilizing clean planting material within affordable budgets. Each module had theory and
practical components. The participants had an opportunity to visit fields where macro
propagated suckers have been used to establish banana plantations.
The training elements included (see Annex 2):
• Constraints to banana production (pests, diseases, soils, etc)
• Diversity of banana and plantain varieties
• Suckering behaviour of different varieties
• Field methods of stimulating suckering (false and complete decapitation)
• Detached corm methods of propagation
• Construction of propagators and their management.
• Post propagation activities and field maintenance
• Budgeting for the entire macro propagation process
3.
Presentation of certificates
At the end of the workshop participants and facilitators were presented with a certificate to
recognize their participation in the workshop.
4.
•
•
•
•

Outputs of the training workshop
22 people trained in macro propagation of banana and plantain. (annex 1) of which 12
from the Great Lakes region (Rwanda, Burundi, DRC).
Training manual disseminated to participants.
Budget for macro propagation developed.
In-country and regional linkages enhanced for production and use of clean planting
material.

Table 2: Proposed follow up activities
Time line
Activity
By October 31 2006
Participants in each country to develop and submit proposals for
setting up demonstration nurseries in each country
November 2006
December 2006
January 2007
February 2007

Construction of propagator and initiate process
Start manipulating corms and emerging shoots,
Manipulating of corms and emerging shoots.
Initiate training of trainers/farmers/NGO technicians
Start rooting and weaning.
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March 2007
April 2007 - onwards

Continue to next stage of training.
Start identifying recipients of suckers.
Recipients prepare land for planting
Start distributing suckers depending on suitability of season.
Suckers that are ready before season is appropriate can be kept
under shade with the shoots cut to reduce height.

NB: For each country IITA will provide at least one technical backstopping support visit in the
period between late December and end of February when the manipulation, rooting and weaning
process will be taking place.
5. Workshop Evaluation
A workshop evaluation form was passed out to all participants. Results of the evaluation are
attached in Annex 4.
ANNEX 1
Table 3: List of Participants for the Macro-Propagation Training Workshop
Country Telephone
E-mail
Participant Name Organization
International
Uganda
256-712965646 nakatohv@yahoo.com
Institute of Tropical
Nakato Gloria
Agriculture
1. Valentine
Caritas Kasana
Uganda
256-772426055 Carikasa@infocom.co.ug
Diocese
davidmubiru@yahoo.com
2. David Mubiru
World Vision (int)
Uganda
256-772845331 gittens@37.com
Uganda
256-712835779
3. Gitta Stephen Paul
Caritas Lugazi
Uganda
256-77610005
nabwami@yahoo.com
4. Nabwami Catherine diocese
Catholic Relief
Kenya
254-733401401 bodero@crsnairobi.org
5. Odero Bernard
Services
Rural Energy and
Kenya
254- 733566677 joselubondi@yahoo.com
Food Security
Organization
6. Josephine Lubondi
(REFSO)
KARI
Kenya
254-720565184 oogecha@yahoo.com
7. John Ogecha
Food and
DR
243-818997024 ckokonzeza@yahoo.fr
Nzeza Koko
Agriculture
Congo
243-998036055
Organization
8. Celestine
Le Jardin Project
DR
2334eddyhangi@yahoo.fr
Organique
Congo
997132242
(Mutwanga)
9. Hangi Eddy Kizito
INERA,
DR
243ijulesnt@yahoo.fr
Congo
0813186312
10. Jules Ntamwira
Kambale
Caritas (BDD)
DR
243kambaleladis@yahoo.fr
Kalimumboko
Goma
Congo
0811832516
11. Ladislas
Universite
DR
243-997711263 lukwakasika@yahoo.fr
Catholique du
Congo
Kasika Lukwmira
Graben(UCG)
12. Eric
Biharamulo district
Tanzania 225-784389489 Alex_buguzi@yahoo.com
council
13. Alex Buguzi
District Department Tanzania 255Micheal14. Koloseni M B I
of agriculture
0784669571
koloseni@yahoo.com.uk
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Participant Name

Organization
livestock
Development and
cooperatives
ARI-Maruku

Country

Telephone

E-mail

Tanzania

simkulila@yahoo.com

Agrobiotec

Burundi

25507846718322
257-742379

IRAZ de Cepgl
)Institut de
recherché
agronomique et
zootechniques
Catholic relief
services
Rwanda Rural
Rehabilitation
Initiative
Bureau d’appui Aux
Initiatives Rurales
(BAIR)
Catholic Relief
Services

Burundi

257-957446

spesbiririmana@yahoo.fr

Burundi

257-918664

sezipa@yahoo.fr

Rwanda

250-8448984

rwarri@rwanda1.com

Rwanda

250-08414527

sealoys@yahoo.fr

Rwanda

250-08462946

hakvains@yahoo.fr
shakizimana@crsrwanda.org

Interantional
Insititute of tropical
agriculture-CIALCA
International
Institute of tropical
agriculture

Rwanda

250-08578524
256-752531336

charlesmurakezi@yahoo.co.
uk

Cameroo
n

237-7699473

e.njukwe@cgiar.org

15. Mkulila S I

Nduwimanaoscar2002@yah
oo.fr

16. Nduwimana Oscar

17. Bigirimana Spes
18. Sezikeye Patrick
Nyirarukundo
19. Jacqueline
20. Aloys Semakuza
21. Sylvain Hakizimana
22. Murekezi Charles

23. Njukwe Emmanuel

ANNEX 2:
Table 4: Program of the training workshop
Day 1: Monday, 25th September 2006
Time
8.00 - 9.00
9.00 - 9.10
9.10 - 9.30
9.30 - 10.00

Activity
Travel from Kampala to Namulonge
Welcome remarks
Introduction of participants
Overview to the training objectives

Facilitator
Ms. S. Sengendo
Dr. T. Dubois
Dr. P. Van Asten
Dr. P. Van Asten

10.00 - 10.30
10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 11.30
11.30 - 12.15
13.00 - 14.00
14.00 - 16.30

Group picture and Tea/coffee break
Overview to major banana and plantain production constraints
Introduction to field symptoms of major banana diseases
Display of pest/diseases and potential solutions
Lunch
Identification of banana and plantain varieties (Field activity)
Banana and Plantain sucker identification

16.30 - 17.00

Tea/coffee, and departure to Kampala

Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Dr. Van Asten
Dr. J. Kubiriba
Mr. F. Kato
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Ms. S. Sengendo

Day 2: Tuesday, 26th September 2006
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8.00 - 9.00
9.00 - 10.00

10.00 - 10.30
11.00 - 13.00

13.00 - 14.00
14.00 - 16.30

16.30 - 17.00

Travel from Kampala to Namulonge
Introduction to field techniques
1. False decapitation
2. Complete decapitation
(theory)
Tea/coffee break
Introduction to detached corm methods
1. Split corm
2. Excised bud
3. Whole corm (bud manipulation )
(theory)
Lunch
Practical on
1. False decapitation
2. Complete decapitation
(field activity)
Tea/coffee and departure to Kampala

Ms. S. Sengendo
Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Ms. S. Sengendo

Day 3: Wednesday, 27th September 2006
8.00 - 9.00

Travel from Kampala to Namulonge

Ms. S. Sengendo

9.00 - 10.30

Practicals on detached corm methods
1.Construction of propagators
2.Substrate preparation

Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik

10.30 - 11.00

Tea/coffee break

Mr. P. Muchunguzi

11.00 - 13.00

Practicals on
1. Corm paring
2. Corm treatment and initiation
Lunch break
Propagator management
Watering, humidity and temperature monitoring
Manipulation of primary shoots for secondary sprouting
Tea/coffee
Departure to Kampala

Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Ms. S. Sengendo

13.00 - 14.00
14.00 - 16.30
16.30 - 17.00

Day 4: Thursday, 28th September 2006
8.00 - 9.00

Travel from Kampala to Namulonge

Ms. S. Sengendo

9.00 - 10.30

Post propagator activities
- Detachment of plantlets

10.30 - 11.00

Tea/coffee break

Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi

11.00 - 13.00
13.00 - 14.00

Post propagator activities
- Rooting of plantlets
- Acclimatization of plantlets
Lunch break

Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi

14.00 - 14.30

Over view on field establishment and management

14.30 - 16.30

Field visit to Bupayi

Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
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Mr. K. Sadik
16.30 - 17.00

Tea/coffee
Departure to Kampala

Day 5: Friday, 29th September 2006
8.00 - 9.00
Travel from Kampala to Namulonge
9.00 - 10.30
Budget estimates for setting macropropagation
- Propagator
- Substrate materials
- Tools
10.30 - 11.00
Tea/coffee
11.00 - 12.00
Presentation of budget estimates by country groups
12.00 - 12.15
12.15 - 12.45
12.45 - 13.00
13.00 - 14.00

Course evaluation
Closing remarks and certificate presentation
Group photo
Lunch
Departure to Kampala

Day 6: Saturday, 30th September 2006
Participants depart to their home countries

Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Ms. S. Sengendo

Ms. S. Sengendo
Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. E. Njukwe
Mr. K. Sadik
Mr. E. Njukwe
Dr. D. Coyne
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Mr. P. Muchunguzi
Ms. S. Sengendo
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ANNEX 3

CERTIFICATE

ATTENDED THE TRAINING WORKSHOP ON

RAPID PROPAGATION METHODS
FOR HEALTHY SEEDLINGS OF BANANA AND PLANTAIN

HELD AT THE FACILITIES OF THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
TROPICAL AGRICULTURE (IITA) IN NAMULONGE, UGAND A

SEPTEMBER 25 – 29, 2006
In the framework of the USAID-funded ‘Crop Crises Control Project’ (C3P) led by C
collaboration with IITA, and the Belgium DGDC-funded project ‘Sustainable
Profitable Banana-based Systems for the African Great Lakes Region’ led by IITA a
of the ‘Consortium for Improved Agriculture-based Livelihoods in Central A
(CIALCA)
Danny Coyne
Officer in Charge
IITA-Uganda

John Peacock
C3P Chief Of Party
CRS

Piet van Asten
Coordinator IITA-le
project within CIALC
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ANNEX 4
Table 5: Macro-propagation workshop evaluation
(Score is in percentage)
ELEMENTS OF
EVALUATION
Organisation/ Logistics (Venue)
Organisation/ Logistics (Hall)
Organisations/ Logistics (Meals)
Organisation/ Logistics (Lodging)
Method of training
Appreciation of training theme
Field practicals
Appreciation of master trainer
Time management by master
trainer
Contributions from other
participants
Individuals personal contribution
Contribution from management
team
Training period
Choice of participants
General Appreciation of the
training

APPRECIATION
Average
Poor

Very
good
37.50
16.66
70.83
71.42
58.33
70.83
58.33
75.00
33.33

Good
45.83
50.00
29.17
28.58
41.67
29.17
41.17
25.00
54.16

16.67
33.34

8.33

87.50

4.17

25.00
16.66

62.50
83.34

8.33

4.17

25.00
33.33
50.00

70.83
50.00
50.00

4.17
12.50

4.17

12.51

Suggestion for the future by participants:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Organize a workshop on banana pests and disease management
Backstopping (Monitor and Evaluation) of participants
Separate participants according to language (French and English speaking)
Organize field training in sub groups to fully involve participants
Produce handouts in both languages (English and French)

Very poor
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ANNEX 10 – PROTOCOL – FARM CHARACTERIZAION
INSTRUCTIONS POUR COMPLETER LES FORMULAIRES DE
CHARACTERIZATION DU PROJECT DGDC-TSBF-CIAT-LEGUMINEUSES
ETAPPE 1: AUTOUR DE LA CASE
Formulaire 1: Identification de l’exploitation
• A remplir au commencement de l’interview
• PRENEZ UN SOUS-ECHANTILLON DE TOUTES LES MATIERES ORGANIQUE QUI SONT DISPONIBLE
AU PAYSAN; METTEZ DANS UN SAC EN PLASTIQUE; PESEZ ; SECHER A L’ETUVE; PESEZ; BROYEZ EN
ATTENDANT ANALYSE CHIMIQUE

Formulaire 2: Carte de l’exploitation
•
•
•
•

A dessiner par le paysan ou sous sa direction sur papier A3 et a réduire jusqu’au taille A4.
Donnez un nombre a chaque champs (F1, F2, F3, etc); le meme code sera utilize dans les formulaires
3a et 3b.
Indiquez la direction générale de la pente
Indiquez les cultures qui sont présentement au champs (ou jachère)

ETAPPE 2: VISITE DES CHAMPS INDIVIDUELS
Formulaire 3a: Information au niveau des champs individuels
•

A remplir a base d’une conversation avec le paysan

Formulaire 3b: Information au niveau des champs individuels
• A remplier par les techniciens
• PRENEZ UNE PHOTO DE CHAQUE PARCELLES OU IL Y A DES LEGUMINEUSES EN INDIQUANT LE
NUMERO DE L’ EXPLOITATION ET LE NUMERO DU CHAMPS SUR LA PHOTO.
• PRENEZ DES ECHATILLONS DE SOL EN UTILISANT LES DIAGONALS; PRENEZ AU MOINS 5 SONDES
PAR PARCELLS; AMENEZ AU MOINS 500 G DANS UN SAC ET LAISSEZ SECHER A L’AIR
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FORMULAIRE 1: Identification de l’exploitation

Date:
Temps – début:
Temps – fin:
Groupement/groupement/district (Kivu/BasCongo/Rwanda):
Localité/village/secteur (Kivu/BasCongo/Rwanda):
Maison Northing:
Maison Easting:
Altitude:
Superficie de l’exploitation (hectares):
ID de l’exploitation: (Mandate area/Action site/Numéro de l’exploitation (même
numéro que celui utilise pendant le baseline):
Bas-Congo Æ BC
Kanga-Kipeti Æ 1
Lemfu Æ 2
Mbanza-Nzundu Æ 3
Zenga Æ 4

Kigali-Kibungo Æ KK
Gatore Æ 1
Kabare Æ 2
Mayange Æ 3
Musenyi Æ 4

Sud-Kivu montagneux Æ SK
Kabamba Æ 1
Luhihi-centre Æ 2
Lurhala-centre Æ 3
Mwegerera Æ 4

Umutara Æ UM
Kabarore Æ 1
Murambi Æ 2
Nyakigando Æ 3
Rugarama Æ 4

Chef de l’equipe:
Membres de l’equipe:

Utilisation des intrants organiques
- Type de matière organique:
- Compose de:
- Quantité de la matière organique:
NOTE: IF FAUT PRENDRE UN SOUS-ECHATILLON DE LA MATIERE ORGANIQUE
DISPONIBLE

Identification préliminaire de l’état de bien-être:
- Qualité de la maison:
- Nombre de bétail:
- Source de revenue hors autre que l’agriculture:
- Autres:

FORMULAIRE 2: CARTE DE L’EXPLOITATION
[A réduire de la carte que le paysan a dessiné]
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FORMULAIRE 3a: INFORMATION AU NIVEAU DES CHAMPS INDIVIDUELS
Numéro du champs [suivant Formulaire 2]
Coordonnées du centre du champs
Superficie du champs [donnez en ares]
Première utilisation du champs [donnez une année]
Culture présentement dans le champs
Si jachère, pour combine d’années déjà?
Présence des mauvaises herbes [donnez couverture
approximative des mauvaises herbes en pourcentage]
Si légumineuse, espèce
Si légumineuse, variété
Si légumineuse, culture(s) associes
Si légumineuse, densité approximative [donnez nombre

de plantes par m2]

Si légumineuse, production prévue [donnez en unités

locales]

Utilisation d’intrants pendant la saison passée

[fertilisant = F; matière organique = O; les deux = OM;
rien = 0]
Appréciation locale de la fertilité du sol (selon le
paysan) [Bonne = B; Mediocre = Me; Mauvais = Ma]
Contrainte des production [érosion = E; fertilité basse =

F; Roches= R; Autres = a spécifier]

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10
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FORMULAIRE 3b: INFORMATION AU NIVEAU DES CHAMPS INDIVIDUELS
Numéro du champs [suivant Formulaire 2]
Position du champs [Upper=U; Mid-slope
= M, Bottomland = B, Drainage = D]
Pente [donnez en degrés]
Erosion visible [None = 0, sheet = s, Rill =
r, Gully/Mass = g]
Présence des roches ou gravier au
superficie [Rock scale 1 = 0-5%, 2 = 5-25%,

3 = 25-50%, 4 = 50-75%, 5 = 75-95%, 6 =
95-100%]
Présence des structures de conservation

[None = 0, végétation = v, structural = s]
Nombre de structures de conservation
Prise d’une photo [Indiquez Oui ou Non]
Prise d’échantillon de sol 0-20 cm

[Indiquez Oui ou Non]

Prise d’échantillon de sol 20-50 cm

[Indiquez Oui ou Non]

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10
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ANNEX 11 – PROTOCOL – SCREENING NEW LEGUME GERMPLASM
LEG-1: Screening new legume germplasm
Sites
Bas-Congo
yes (only - P)
yes (+ and - P)
yes (only - P)
yes (only - P)
yes (+ and - P)
yes (+ and - P)

Cajanus
Soybean
Climbing beans
Bush beans
Cowpea
Groundnut

Rubona
yes (only - P)
yes (+ and - P)
yes (only - P)
yes (only - P)
yes (+ and - P)
yes (+ and - P)

Sud-Kivu (Mulungu)
yes (only - P)
yes (+ and - P)
yes (only - P)
yes (only - P)
yes (+ and - P)
yes (+ and - P)

Sud-Kivu (Birava)
yes (only - P)
yes (+ and - P)
no
no
yes (+ and - P)
no

West Kenya
yes (only - P)
no
yes (only - P)
yes (only - P)
yes (+ and - P)
yes (+ and - P)

Species/varieties
Cajanus

Soybean

Climbing beans

Bush beans

Cowpea

ICEAP 00936
ICEAP 00053
ICEAP 00576-1
ICEAP 00933
ICEAP 00040
ICEAP 00020
ICEAP 00926
ICEAP 00932
ICP 9145
ICP 13076

SB19-TGX1740-2F
SB2-TGX1831-32E
SB4-TGX1871-12E
SB6-TGX1895-4F
SB9-TGX1895-49F
SB12-TGX1869-31E
SB14-TGX1878-7E
SB15-TGX1889-12F
SB17-TGX1893-10F
SB20-TGX1448-2E

MLV 68/97A
MAHARAGI SOJA
KIRUNDO
G50330
MLV 56/96B
VCB 810/20
MLV 76/97A
G24517
MLV 59/97A
GISENYI
MLV 222/97A
MLV 198/97A
GUARENTINO-0817
NAKAJA
NAIN de KYONDO
MAC64
MAC 34

MWAMAFUTALA
GOFYA
ECAB 0097
M'SOLE
AFR 708
LYAMUNGU 90
GLP24
AND 620

IT98K-428-3
IT98K-1399
IT97K-568-18
IT97K-494-3
IT97K-461-4
IT99K-356-1
IT99K-429-2
IT960-610
IT99K-499-38
IT99K-1122
IT97K-1075-7
IT95K-52-34
IT97K-564-1
IT98K-503-1
IT97K-556-4
IT98K-463-7
IT95K-207-22
IT98K-128-4
IT97K-499-35
IT95K-1073-57

Groundnut
EGVT-SB
ICGV-SM00530
ICGV-SM01501
ICGV-SM01502
ICGV-SM01504
ICGV-SM01506
ICGV-SM01510
ICGV-SM01513
ICGV-SM01514
ICGV-SM12991
ICGV-SM96714
ICGV-SM99529
ICGV-SM99530
ICGV-SM99541
ICGV-SM99543
ICGV-SM99551
ICGV-SM99552
ICGV-SM99553
ICGV-SM99555
ICGV-SM99557
ICGV-SM99566
ICGV-SM99568
ICGV-SM99574
ICGV-SM99594
JL24

EGVT-VB
CG7
ICGV90092
ICGV95342
ICGV95343
ICGV95346
ICGV95355
ICGV-SM01703
ICGV-SM01705
ICGV-SM01706
ICGV-SM01708
ICGV-SM01709
ICGV-SM01710
ICGV-SM01711
ICGV-SM01719
ICGV-SM01721
ICGV-SM01731
ICGV-SM90704
ICGV-SM99809
ICGV-SM99844

EGVT-VAL
ICG10899
ICG11282
ICG11593
ICGV-SM86021
ICGV-SM93555
ICGV-SM95503
ICGV-SM95508
ICGV-SM95520
ICGV-SM95523
ICGV-SM95526
ICGV-SM95530
ICGV-SM95533
ICGV-SM95538
ICGV-SM95545
ICGV-SM95695
ICGV-SM95740
ICGV-SM96677
JL24

NOTE: Include for all species a local variety (if available) and all the varieties that are going
to be immediately multiplied.
NOTE: Include a small plot with short and long duration maize during the screening for
assessment of biological N fixation. Plot size: 5 lines of 3 m each; 0.75 cm between the lines; 0.25
cm between maize within the lines.
Plant spacing (see also Observation sheets and Annex 1)
Cajanus:
- 5 rows, 5 m long
- 1.2 m between the rows and 0.30 m between the plants within a row
- plant 2 seeds per hill and thin to 1 three weeks after germination
Climbing beans:
- 4 rows, 2 m long (use seeds from two replicates) (only 2 rows in Sud-Kivu-Birava)
- 0.75 m between the rows and 0.30 m between the plants within a row
- plant 1 seed per hill
Bush beans:
- 4 rows, 2 m long (use seeds from two replicates)
- 0.45 m between the rows and 0.10 m between the plants within a row
- plant 1 seed per hill
Cowpea:
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- test under both + and – P addition at 25 kg P/ha
- 5 rows, 2 m long
- 0.75 m between the rows and 0.15 m between the plants within a row
- plant 2 seeds per hill and thin to 1 three weeks after germination
Soybean:
- test under both + and – P addition at 25 kg P/ha
- 5 rows, 2 m long
- 0.75 m between the rows and 0.05 m between the plants within a row
- drill seeds and thin to 5 cm between-plant distance three weeks after germination
Groundnut:
Valencia type (VAL)
- test under both + and – P addition at 25 kg P/ha
- 4 rows, 6 m long
- 0.75 m between the rows and 0.10 m between the plants within a row
- plant 1 seed per hill
Spanish Bunch type (SB)
- test under both + and – P addition at 25 kg P/ha
- 4 rows, 6 m long
- 0.75 m between the rows and 0.10 m between the plants within a row
- plant 1 seed per hill
Virginia Bunch types (VB)
- test under both + and – P addition at 25 kg P/ha
- 4 rows, 6 m long
- 0.75 m between the rows and 0.15 m between the plants within a row
- plant 1 seed per hill
Maize:
- use both a short/medium and medium/long duration maize
- test under both + and – P addition at 25 kg P/ha
- 5 rows, 2 m long
- 0.75 m between the rows and 0.25 m between the plants within a row
- plant 2 seeds per hill and thin to 1 three weeks after germination
Management
- Keep border areas between the species and varieties.
- Keep the plots weed free.
- Spray insecticide as needed (and note in the field books).
Observations
1. Soil samples (0-10 and 10-30 cm from the total screening area; take 5 cores and mix per depth;
air-dry and store the soil).
2. Weather data (daily basis): rainfall and min/max temperature
3. All observations as required per field books.
4. Nodulation/BNF sampling at 50% podding (See Annex 1). The groundnuts should be
sampled at 75% flowering. Note to also sample the maize plots at the time of legume biomass
sampling.
5. Any additional observations.
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NOTE: For cowpea, groundnut,and soybean, observations need to be taken in the plots with
and the plots without P fertilizer addition.
NOTE: Please store all seeds properly (dry, pest-free) for future analysis and multiplication!
Farmer Evaluations
1. Invite farmer representatives from associations selected to the site before harvesting.
2. Discuss criteria to be used for evaluation.
3. Score the various varieties following above criteria and the overall properties.
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Annex 1: Possible layout of the screening site
Note: All varieties are randomized within each ‘species’ block. ‘M’ refers to varieties that are
already multiplied at larger scale (this can be more than 1 variety). ‘L’ refers to a local variety.
Note also the maize plots that are randomized within the trial, both with and without P added.
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L
-P
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-P
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L
L
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M
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M
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L

M
M
L
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Annex 2: Protocol to assess legume biomass/nodulation characteristics
Time of assessment:
at 50% podding
Procedure:
(1) select two 75 cm long rows of plants (or 2 stands if within row planting distance is more than
35 cm) from the one but last line of the plot and leaving 50 cm from the end of the line
(2) count the exact number of plants
(3) cut all aboveground biomass
(4) gently remove the root system with a spade down to the depth were nodule formation ceases;
extract the roots and nodules from the soil by gently removing the attached soil (the soil can be
left on the sampling area); wash the roots on a 0.5 mm sieve
Sample handling:
(1) aboveground biomass: air-dry; over-dry (65°C, overnight to constant weight), weigh, grind for
analysis
(2) nodules: count and determine the fresh weight; cut open with a blade and determine the
colour, [facultative] [dry, weigh, grind for analysis]
(3) nodule free root biomass: [facultative if measurement of AMF infection is required] [take
about 1 g fresh roots and store cool in a FAA solution (900 ml ethanol + 50 ml formaline + 50
ml acetic acid]; air-dry and oven-dry (65°C, overnight to constant weight), weigh, grind for
analysis
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ANNEX 12 – PROTOCOL – LEGUME GERMPLASM DEMONSTRATION
TRIALS
LEG-2: Legume germplasm demonstration trials
Objectives:
This set of trials aims
(i) to obtain detailed farmer feedback on germplasm demonstrated;
(ii) to obtain a multi-locational (1 site = 1 replicate) agronomic evaluation of the germplasm
demonstrated (G × E);
(iii) to obtained information on BNF of all germplasm demonstrated, on low-P tolerance in
selected soybean cultivars, on tolerance to low soil fertility in selected bean cultivars and on
micronutrient contents in produce of selected biofortified bean cultivars;
(iv) to multiply seeds for the following 2007 season.
Sites:
Demonstration trials are installed in a field identified by the associations.
Number of sites = 4 mandate areas × 4 action sites × 2 associations = 32 sites
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

mandate area
Kigali-Ngali/Kibungo

action site
Musenyi
Mayange
Gatore
Kabare

Umutara

Nyakigando
Kabarore
Rugarama
Murambi

Sud-Kivu

Lurhala
Luhihi
Kabamba
Burhale

Bas-Congo

Zenga
Mbanza Nzundu
Kanga Kimpeti
Lemfu

Germplasm:
Soybean and bean have been identified as test crops.

association
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A CINAMULA
B ALEMALU
A RUSINAME
B RHUBEHAGUMA
A MAENDELEO
B TUUNGANE
A APACOV
B ABAGWASINYE
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
A (to be completed)
B (to be completed)
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-soybean:
-beans:

microplots

single lines

selected TGx cv. from Nairobi, selected TGm cv. from Nairobi adapted to low-P
conditions, 2 cv. from Uganda, 6 cv. from ISAR adapted to high altitude.
BIWADA cv. (drought-tolerant), BILFA cv. (tolerant to low soil fertility) and
biofortified cv.
soybean
local variety
cv1: SB2(TGx1831-32E)
cv2: SB4(TGx1871-12E)
cv3: SB6(TGx1895-4F)
cv4: SB9(TGx1740-2F)
cv5: SB14(TGx1878-7E)
cv6: SB15(TGx1889-12F)
cv7: SB17(TGx1893-10F)
cv8: SB19(TGx1740-2F)
cv9: SB20(TGx1448-2E)
cv10: SB24(MAKSOY1a)
cv11: SB25(NAMSOI4m)
cv12: Duiker(ISAR)
cv13: Bossier 06B(ISAR)
cv14: 449/16/6 06B(ISAR)
cv15: Soprosoy 06B(ISAR)
cv16: Peka6 06B(ISAR)
cv17: Ogden(ISAR)

cv18: SB38(TGx1903-2F)
cv19: SB39(TGx1903-3F)
cv20: SB42(TGx1904-4F)
cv21: SB44(TGx1908-8F)
cv22: SB45(TGm1909-3F)
cv23: SB46(TGM1420)
cv24: SB47(TGm1511)
cv25: SB49(TGm1360)
cv26: SB51(TGm1196)
cv27: SB54(TGm1576)

bush bean
local variety

climbing bean
local variety

BIOFORTIFIED:
cv1: BRB194
cv2: CODMLB003
cv3: CODMLB007
cv4: CODMLB030
cv5: CODMLB078
cv6: MAHARAGI-SOJA
cv7: MARUNGI
cv8: MLB49-89A
cv9: M’SOLE
cv10: ZKA93-10m/95

BIOFORTIFIED:
cv1: AND10
cv2: G59/1-2
cv3: KIANGARA
cv4: LIB1
cv5: MLV06-90B
cv6: MLV59/97B
cv7: VCB81012
cv8: VCB81013
cv9: VNB81010

BILFA:
cv11: AFR619
cv12: AFR708 (+biofort)
cv13: ARA4 (+biofort)
cv14: CIM9314-36
cv15: CIM9331-1
cv16: CNF5520
cv17: VEF88(40)L1P4T6
cv18: ECA-PAN021
cv19: HM21-7 (+biofort)
cv20: LSA144 (+biofort)
cv21: T8426F11-6F
cv22: UBR(92)25
cv23: ZAA5/2
BIWADA:
(only to be included in Umutara
and Bas-Congo mandate areas)
cv24: GNP585(BIWADA)
cv25: Rab618(BIWADA)
cv26: Rab619(BIWADA)
cv27: Rjb7(BIWADA)

note: BIWADA cultivars only to be tested in Umutara and Bas-Congo mandate areas, where
drought problems occur; if seeds available, also to be tested in Kigali-Ngali/Kibungo;
note: in each trial (every association) a local variety of soybean, climbing bean and bush bean
variety should be included;
note: varieties of which enough seed is available are included in microplots (4 lines of 2 m),
varieties of which limited seeds are available are included as single lines (1 line of 2 m).
Plant spacing
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-soybean:

4 rows, 2 m long (plot = 4 × 0.75 × 2 = 6 m2)
0.75 m between rows and 0.05 m between plants within a row
drill seeds (2 cm depth) and thin to 5 cm between-plant distance at 3 weeks
after planting
-bush beans:
4 rows, 2 m long (plot = 4 × 0.40 × 2 = 3.2 m2)
0.40 m between rows and 0.10 m between plants within a row
plant 1 seed per hill
-climbing beans: 4 rows, 2 m long (plot = 4 × 0.50 × 2 = 4 m2)
0.50 m between rows and 0.10 m between plants within a row
plant 1 seed per hill
note: area needed = 5.6 are without border zones; total area should be about 7 are.
Treatments
-soybean:

-bush beans:
-climbing beans:

with and without TSP applied at a rate of 30 kg P ha-1
(band application: make trenches and apply the TSP in the trench, cover
with a little soil and plant seeds at 5 cm distance between seeds)
25 kg P ha-1 = 125 kg TSP ha-1 = 12.5 g TSP m-2 = 75 g TSP per plot = 18.75
g TSP per row
with and without FYM (from goats) applied at a rate of 5 t fresh matter ha-1
(broadcasted over the entire plot)
10 t fresh matter ha-1 = 1 kg m-2 = 3.2 kg per plot
with and without FYM (from goats) applied at a rate of 5 t fresh matter ha-1
(broadcasted over the entire plot)
10 t fresh matter ha-1 = 1 kg m-2 = 4.0 kg per plot

note: amounts of inputs per demonstration trial (association) required are:
-TSP: 20 plots × 75 g TSP per plot + 10 single lines × 18.75 g TSP per row = 1.688 kg TSP
per association
-FYM: 30 plots × 3.2 kg per plot + 12 plots × 4.0 kg per plot = 144 kg FYM (fresh matter) per
association
note: the FYM needs to be well homogenized and representatively sampled. The moisture
content needs to be determined and a dried sample needs to be sent to Nairobi for analysis.
Trial design
Split plot design: 1 association = 1 replicate; main plots = species × inputs; split plots = cultivars
The various species and treatments are blocked in main plots; the trial comprises 6 blocks:
1. soybean, no inputs
2. soybean + TSP
3. bush bean, no inputs
4. bush bean + FYM
5. climbing bean, no inputs
6. climbing bean + FYM
Each block consists of two sub-blocks, a first comprising the microplots with different cultivars
and a second comprising cultivars in single lines. Within the various sub-blocks, the location of
the various cultivars is completely randomized. A possible design with the 6 blocks is attached.
note: each block includes also two microplots where maize and sorghum are grown
(alternatively, a long and a short duration maize can be grown) as reference crops for BNF
assessment. For maize, 2 seeds are planted per hill and thinned to 1 plant at 3 weeks after
planting.
note: keep border areas between the various sub-blocks and between the various microplots.
note: keep the area weed-free.
note: spray insecticide as needed.
Biophysical observations
1. Soil sampling
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Soil samples are taken at the block-level, prior to application of inputs. Per block, 9 cores (0-15
cm) are taken and mixed, air-dried and stored. At least 2 kg is required for soil analysis. Following
sampling strategy is followed:
1/6
1/6

1/3

1/3

1/6

1/3

1/3

1/6

2. Weather data
If possible, precipitation is recorded on a daily basis, but this is not essential as satellite data is
also available.
3. Physiology and disease scoring
Physiology and disease scorings are recorded according to ECABREN protocols.
4. Biomass and BNF assessment
Aboveground biomass is sampled at 50 % podding. At the same time, 3 maize and 3 sorghum
plants are taken from the reference plots. Since nodule sampling, counting and analysis take a
large effort, and since nodule numbers relate weakly with BNF, nodulation will not be assessed.
5. Harvest
At crop maturity, all pods (gouses) should be harvested from the net plots (the net plot is
obtained by removing both outside rows and removing 20 cm – equal to 2 bean plants or 4
soybean plants - on each end of the middle rows). The total fresh weight of the pods is taken
(using the 2 kg balance) and a sub-sample is taken and immediately weighed (using the 200 g
balance). The sub-sample is air-dried, oven-dried (65 oC overnight), and separated into grains and
husks. The dry grains and husks are then weighted with the same 200g balance.
note: use of grains harvested: The grains will be used for (i) taste tests at harvest, (ii) use in the
next generation of demonstration trials (only some varieties), (iii) further multiplication by the
farmer groups (some varieties), and (iv) further multiplication on-station to keep a minimal stock
of seeds (all varieties).
Activities around the demonstrations
1 .Farmer group training
At each important trial management event (planning, fertilizer application, weeding, spraying,
harvest), it will be essential for the associations to be trained on the most appropriate way to
implement above management practices. Members of the associations should be facilitated
through the members of the ‘comités techniques’ of each association. It is thereby essential that
all members of the associations are present during these training events. Information should be
obtained on the members present during each such event (name, association membership,
gender).
2. Participatory evaluation of the germplasm
At flowering and harvest of the legumes tested, these should be evaluated by all members of
the farmer associations. At flowering, traits related to general growth, biomass production, and
pest/disease resistance will be evaluated, while at harvest, traits related to grain quality (taste, size,
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colour, cookability, etc) will be evaluated. A standard protocol, drafted by CIAT, will be used as
a tool for carrying out these evaluations. Team members in all sites will be trained on how
best to implement the protocol.
note: since the bush beans, climbing beans, and soybeans are going to mature after different times,
this evaluation events should take place at different times during the season.
3. Linking farmers to markets
Since the project puts a lot of emphasis on linking farmers to markets in order to get better
output prices and produce those crops that attract considerable market interest, activities will be
initiated to foster these linkages. Team members in all sites will be trained on how to initiate
these activities towards November 2006.
4. Training on soybean processing
Since soybean is like going to raise issues of processing and marketing in the various locations, it
is envisaged that two events will be organised during the second season of 2006: (i) training on
processing of soybean into products for local consumption and (ii) visits of association
representatives to sites where soybean processing and marketing is on-going. Note that for the
latter, local inventories of such activities are needed for the different mandate areas. These
activities are planned to be implemented around November – December 2006.
5. Integration of partners to prepare selection of satellite sites
Since we need to identify development partners that are potentially interested to disseminate
products of the current project through satellite sites, managed by these partners, we need to
start engaging these around our own activities at the action site level. This could happen best
through the following activities:
(i) Organisation of a meeting with all potential stakeholders to understand their objectives and
activities and evaluate potential synergies.
(ii) Institutional analysis of partner organisations that are interested in collaborating.
(iii) Three-monthly meetings, preferably around the demonstration sites, maybe in the form of a
field day each season.
(iv) Exchange visit between the action sites.
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Trial layout
Split plot design
1 association = 1 replicate, main plots = species × inputs, split plots = cultivars
mandate area
action site 1

action site 2
association B

association A

association B

association A
soybean microplots
L

soybean single lines

soybean microplots
L

soybean microplots
L

soybean microplots
L

soybean microplots +TSP

soybean single lines

soybean microplots +TSP

soybean microplots +TSP

soybean microplots +TSP

climbing bean microplots

climbing bean microplots

climbing bean microplots

climbing bean microplots

climbing bean microplots +FYM

climbing bean microplots +FYM

climbing bean microplots +FYM

climbing bean microplots +FYM

bush bean microplots

bush bean microplots

bush bean microplots

bush bean microplots

bush bean microplots +FYM

bush bean microplots +FYM

bush bean microplots +FYM

bush bean microplots +FYM

action site 4

action site 3

association B

association A
A
association

association B

association A
soybean microplots
L

soybean microplots
L

soybean microplots
L

soybean microplots
L

soybean microplots +TSP

soybean microplots +TSP

soybean microplots +TSP

soybean microplots +TSP

climbing bean microplots

climbing bean microplots

climbing bean microplots

climbing bean microplots

climbing bean microplots +FYM

climbing bean microplots +FYM

climbing bean microplots +FYM

climbing bean microplots +FYM

bush bean microplots

bush bean microplots

bush bean microplots

bush bean microplots

bush bean microplots +FYM

bush bean microplots +FYM

bush bean microplots +FYM

bush bean microplots +FYM

Detailed layout (set up in every association)
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note: L = local variety; M = maize; S = sorghum
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ANNEX 13 – PROTOCOL – EROSION CONTROL IN SUD-KIVU
ERO-1: Erosion control in Sud-Kivu
Objectives:
(i) to investigate the relative importance of mechanically formed embankments (with / without
hedgerows planted for stabilization) vs. surface management (traditional tillage / zero tillage) for
reducing soil erosion on sloping land in S-Kivu.
(ii) to evaluate Calliandra planted as hedgerows to reduce soil erosion (in presence or not of
mechanically formed embankments) and determine Calliandra biomass production;
(iii) to assess agronomic performance of a cropping system planted on the terraces, and
investigate effects of physical embankments, Calliandra hedgerows and surface management on
crop production and erosion.
Sites:
Replicated trial on-station (controlled conditions) on a field with a constant (representative)
slope.
Treatment structure
- Main plots: physical embankments (combination of “fanya juu” and “fanya chini”) vs. no
physical embankments;
- Sub-plots: soil tillage (traditional tillage or zero tillage) × contour hedgerows (control or
Calliandra hedgerow);
- 3 replicates (blocks), positioned down-hill.

rep 3

TT-Ca

rep 2

TT-Ca

ZT-0

ZT-Ca

rep 1

ZT-Ca

ZT-0

grass strip

TT-0

ZT-0

ZT-Ca

TT-0

TT-0

TT-0

TT-Ca

TT-0

TT-Ca

ZT-Ca

ZT-0

ZT-0

ZT-0

ZT-Ca

ZT-Ca

TT-Ca

TT-0

grass strip

TT-Ca

grass strip

slope direction

fanya juu
no physical embankment

Figure

TT traditional tillage

0

ZT zero tillage

Ca Calliandra

control

ERO-1 trial layout

Three grass strips (length = 4 m) are included. The outer 1 m (on both sides) serves as a grassed
waterway to allow excess water to run down. The middle 2 m serves as a reference area where
erosion is zero (or very minimal) and is sampled at later stages to determine erosion using
isotopic methods.

1m
(drainage canal)

2m
(reference strip with minimal erosion)

1m
(drainage canal)
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Calliandra is included as hedgerow species to improve soil fertility. At regular times, plants are
pruned and the residues are applied to crop on the terraces. Other interesting species are:
Tithonia, sugarcane, Desmodium+Paspalum, Penisetum, Setaria, Trypsacum, Panicum,
Brachiaria, Tephrosia, Vetiver… Performance and biomass production of these species could be
tested alongside the trial.
Trial management
Every plot consists of 3 hedgerows (strips) and 3 alleys (terraces). The first strip is constructed as
a “fanya chini” (earth moved down the slope) to avoid run-off into the plots down-slope. Water
coming down the slope is first trapped in a trench and looses erosive power. The trench is sown
with grass and needs to be well maintained. Sediment accumulating in the trench needs to be
removed regularly, so that water is conducted laterally towards the grassed channels going down
the slope. The embankment in the first strip is physically enforced by constructing a wall, or by
using iron plates or a bamboo construction.
All 3 alleys are cropped (with a short duration bean cv.). The first alley serves as a buffer and no
data are recorded. Crop performance is assessed in the 2nd alley; biomass production in the
hedges is assessed in the 3rd hedgerow. A 3rd alley is included to avoid recording data from strips
that borders a physically enforced “fanya chini” strip. Fertilizer is applied at a minimal rate (30 kg
N ha-1 as NPK) to the crop in the alleys. In the treatments where Calliandra is used as a
hedgerow species, the hedges are regularly pruned and the residues are applied to the above alley.
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Treatment 2: with fanyas, without hedgerows
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Treatment 3: without fanyas, with hedgerows
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Treatment 4: without fanyas, without hedgerows
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Figure

Individual plot lay-out.

In treatments with physical embankments, the embankments between the 1st and 2nd, and
between the 2nd and 3rd alley are constructed using “fanya juu” (earth moved slope upwards).
They have the advantage not to increase the slope of the land in the alleys (unlike “fanya chini”)
and can gradually develop into bench terraces. However, the risk of breakage during heavy
storms is larger than for “fanya chini” embankments. The 4th strip is again constructed as a
“fanya chini” embankment and coincides with the 1st hedgerow of the next replicate plot down
the slope.
The width of each plot is 8 m (following the slope contours). The length of the plot down the
slope depends on the slope and is based on a 1.5 m change in elevation (for steeper slopes) or on
a 1 m change in elevation (for less steep slopes). The length (down the slope) of the alley should
be at least 2 m; the length of the hedgerows (down the slope) is 1.5 m. The total area reserved for
the trial should thus be 64 m wide (following the slope contours) by 40 – 60 m long (down the
slope).
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Calculation of distance between two hedgerows as affected by slope ( , [%]) and change
in elevation (D, [m]).

Table

Length of the cropping alley for different slopes ( = 5 – 45 %) and for two changes in
elevation (D = 1.0 m or D = 1.5 m). A hedgerow length H = 1.5 is assumed.
(%)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

A (m)
D = 1.0 m
08.50
05.17
03.50
02.50
01.83
01.36
01.00

D = 1.5 m
13.60
08.61
06.15
04.68
03.72
03.04
02.54

ERO-1 is intended as a long-term trial. It needs to be ensured that the site is reserved for at least
5 years.
Observations
- daily precipitation;
- initial soil description and soil fertility evaluation. At the beginning of each subsequent season,
soil fertility within the alley is re-assessed, including the soil fertility gradient within the alley
(along the slope);
- biomass production and rooting depth of the hedgerow plant species;
- biomass production and yield of the crop in the alley, including the yield gradient within the
alley (along the slope);
- initial soil depth, slope and (micro-)topography, assessed using a teodolite, DGPS, clinometer.
Soil movement is measured both directly and indirectly. Soil depth and topography are reassessed at the beginning of every subsequent season and soil loss / movement is calculated.
Sediment collected on plastic sheets in the “fanya chinis” is determined as a direct measure for
soil erosion.
- other measurements based on 13C and 15N methods to assess competition for water and N
between hedgerow and crop species.
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